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Abstract 
Suspension high velocity oxy fuel (SHVOF) thermal spray is an emerging technology 
used to deposit nano and submicron particles onto the surface of a component to form 
dense coatings with a fine microstructure. Coatings are deposited onto components to 
improve their performance by modifying the components surface properties. 
Numerical models have been employed within the open literature to improve the 
understanding of the process. This thesis focuses on development of a new thermal 
spray technology, a hybrid nozzle, that allows for the deposition of a composite 
coating formed from two materials with drastically different properties. Oxygen 
sensitive materials such as graphene nanoplatelets degrade when exposed to oxygen 
at high temperatures. A radial injection allows for a reduction of the time the particles 
are exposed to oxygen at high temperatures. A physical shroud has been designed 
based upon the modelling work within this thesis to prevent mixing of ambient oxygen 
within the jet. The physical shroud is combined with a shrouding gas to delay the 
mixing of oxygen. A combination of a radial injection, a physical shroud and a 
shrouding gas allows for a lower oxygen content within the jet and a reduction of the 
residence time of the particles within the jet. The axial injection within the combustion 
chamber can be simultaneously used for injecting a feedstock containing ceramic 
particles. The combined radial and axial injection are expected to allow for a 
significant improvement in the deposition of composite coatings. The hybrid nozzle is 
a completely new concept which offers fundamental changes over the traditional 
SHVOF thermal spray design. 
Numerical models employed within the literature to predict the flow behaviour within 
SHVOF thermal spray have suffered from a number of flaws. The prior combustion 
models employed over predict the gas temperature within the combustion chamber 
when compared to the adiabatic flame temperature. Additionally, prior combustion 
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models demonstrate unphysical species compositions away from the flame front. This 
thesis employs a robust treatment to model the combustion reaction within SHVOF 
thermal spray to better predict the combustion chamber temperature and species 
composition. This approach avoids the overprediction in the adiabatic flame 
temperature as seen with the global single step mechanism currently employed within 
the literature to model SHVOF thermal spray. Additionally, the numerical models to 
determine the heat transfer coefficient previously employed within the literature 
underpredict the particle temperatures by as much as 40 % when compared to 
experimental measurements. This thesis evaluates the effects of the Mach number and 
the Knudsen number on the Nusselt number to better predict the heat transfer 
coefficient for the suspension particles. The models are validated against ensembled 
averaged inflight particle temperature measurements obtained from the commercially 
available Accuraspray G4 diagnostic system. It is shown that accounting for Mach 
number effects better predicts the particle temperature however accounting for 
Knudsen number effects provides the most accurate prediction of the heat transfer to 
particles within suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray. 
Finally, this thesis presents the first ever high-fidelity investigation into the 
combustion chamber for SHVOF thermal spray using a coupled volume of fluid and 
discrete particle model with the large eddy simulation scale resolving method. This 
multiscale approach provides a significant reduction in the computational cost over 
the standalone volume of fluid framework and a significantly higher fidelity over the 
standalone discrete particle model framework. The framework has been developed to 
expand the understanding within an SHVOF thermal spray combustion chamber; to 
characterise and inform the injection for use in lower fidelity models. From this 
approach more representative suspension injection conditions can be used for lower 
fidelity DPM - RANS methods. From the numerical modelling undertaken a modified 
injector design is proposed to reduce clogging within the combustion chamber.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Surface Engineering and Thermal Spray 
Many components are exposed to harsh and corrosive environments, the surface of the 
component can degrade resulting in the failure of the component. The field of surface 
engineering aims to modify the surface properties of a component to achieve superior 
performance and durability. The surface of a material can be modified by 
metallurgical, mechanical, physical, and chemical processes, or by producing a thick 
layer or a thin coating. Thermal spray is a term that groups a range of industrial 
processes that deposit heated / molten particles onto the surface of a component to 
form a protective coating. Typically within thermal spray, an energy source is utilised 
to heat a feedstock material; the feedstock material can take the form of a powder or a 
suspension. The heated feedstock particles are accelerated onto a substrate using a gas 
stream. The combined kinetic and thermal energy of the particles allow the particles 
to bond to the surface of the substrate which build up to form a coating [1].  
The thermal spray process came about at the start of the twentieth century when Dr. 
Max Ulrich Schoops developed a device to deposit metal droplets onto a substrate now 
referred to as “flame spray” [2]. Dr. Schoops device melted a wire in a flame generated 
by combustion, the metal droplets were then atomised by a compressed gas and 
propelled onto a substrate. Flame spray became the foundation for more advanced 
techniques such as high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray and suspension high velocity 
oxy fuel thermal spray. Coatings were incorporated onto the surface of components to 
improve the performance and increase the lifespan of the components. Thermal spray 
coatings provide a range of benefits which include: 
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• Improving the performance of the components by allowing for the operations 
of component at higher temperatures and allow for processes to operate at 
higher efficiencies.  
• Increasing the component lifespan by improving the resistance to wear, 
corrosion and erosion.  
• Reducing the costs to manufacture the component by allowing for a cheaper 
base material to be used alongside a more expensive coating.  
There are several different thermal spray processes that can be used to apply 
coatings. One grouping of thermal spray processes was suggested by Pierre L. 
Fauchais et al, and is shown in figure 1-1 [4]. Thermal spray processes are 
characterized into two main groupings characterised by the process energy source. 
These groups are then further divided into the individual thermal spray process.  
 
Figure 1-1: Categorization of different thermal spray processes [4]. 
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1.2 Applications for Thermal Spray Coatings 
Due to the overwhelming benefits that coatings can provide, the applications for 
thermal spray technologies have grown steadily. Early twentieth century thermal spray 
applications were primarily dominated by aerospace applications. Within recent years, 
more industries have utilised thermal spray technologies. Figure 1-2 shows an 
overview of the applications of thermal spray technology globally in 2019 [5]. 
 
Figure 1-2: Industrial application of thermal spray technology globally in 2019 [6]. 
The goal to reduce CO2 emissions to tackle climate change has demanded for higher 
engine and gas turbine efficiencies. Improvements in engine efficiencies requires gas 
turbines to operate at higher temperatures. An increase in the inlet gas turbine 
temperature of 200 °C can result in a 2 % increase in the turbine efficiency [3].  
Thermal barrier coatings (TBC) are a multi-layered system used to reduce the substrate 
temperatures, protect against oxidation at high temperatures and resist corrosive 
environments. Thermal spray coatings are widely used throughout the gas turbine, 
they are employed on turbine blades to improve performance at higher temperatures 
[7]. Figure 1-3 shows a range of thermal spray applications within gas turbines. 
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Thermally sprayed coatings are found in every method of renewable energy 
generation. Corrosion resistant coatings alone are found in wind turbines, 
hydroelectric generators, biomass power plants and nuclear fission generators [8], [9].  
 
Figure 1-3: Traditional gas turbine applications for spray coatings [10].  
Failures within powerplant boilers are often a result of corrosion and erosion of pipes 
at high temperatures. If the damaged components are not detected in time, they can 
lead to component failure and a subsequent system failure. Ceramic materials offer 
good protection against wear and corrosion due to their high hardness. Ceramic 
coatings from materials such as aluminium oxide or silicon carbide protect against 
corrosion and erosion of heated surfaces [11]. SHVOF thermally sprayed coatings 
allow for the production of high-quality coatings with a high hardness, high adhesion 
and a low porosity. Coatings employed within powerplant boilers have drastically 
improved the durability, performance and extended the lifetime of powerplant boilers. 
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SHVOF thermal spray coatings have also contributed significantly to advances within 
the field of medicine; thermally sprayed coatings are used within medical implants. 
Bioactive materials are materials that can prompt a biological response from biological 
tissues. Bioactive materials can trigger tissue regeneration and angiogenesis [12] 
which aids self-repair within the body. Bioactive glasses bond to the living tissue to 
create a stable interface for the trigger of biological responses within the body. 
Bioactive glasses are actively being researched to coat the surface of the implant with 
a bioactive material in the aim to stimulate tissue regeneration at the surface [13]. 
Hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings have been employed for hip and knee implants to 
enhance the implant stability. The Hydroxyapatite coatings create a surface interface 
for bone and tissue regeneration. Hydroxyapatite coatings have been found to be 
readily accepted by human tissues [14]. Figure 1-4 shows a Hydroxyapatite coating 
employed onto a hip implant.  
 
Figure 1-4: Coating on a hip implant [14]. 
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1.3 Suspension High Velocity Oxy Fuel (SHVOF) Thermal Spray 
Process 
Suspension high velocity oxy fuel (SHVOF) thermal spray is a process that utilises 
the energy from the combustion of premixed fuel and oxygen with optimised nozzle 
geometries to heat and accelerate particles within a suspension onto a substrate to form 
a coating. Within SHVOF thermal spray premixed fuel and oxygen are injected into a 
combustion chamber the fuel is oxidized. The gas temperatures can reach up to 3500 K 
[1]. The products from the combustion reaction are accelerated using an expansion 
nozzle where the combustion gasses can be accelerated up to 1250 m/s. If the 
conditions allow, shock waves are seen beyond the nozzle exit within the free jet. Once 
a stable gas jet is established suspension which comprises of a nano-particles dispersed 
within a liquid carrier are injected into the centre of the combustion chamber. The 
liquid is vaporised; the particles are then heated, melted and accelerated onto a 
substrate where the particles bond to the substrate to form a coating. Figure 1-5 shows 
a SHVOF thermal spray gun in operation. 
 
Figure 1-5: SHVOF thermal spray gun in operation [15]. 
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1.4 High Velocity Oxy Fuel Thermal Spray Attachments 
Graphene, copper and carbon nanotubes degrade and oxidise when exposed to oxygen 
at high temperatures. Graphene in particular has seen promising potential to reduce 
friction and wear in applications with moving mechanical parts [16]. Shrouding 
attachments can be added to the end of suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray 
guns. Shrouds offer a number of advantages; they can increase the gas velocity, gas 
temperature. Typically, shrouds are employed to prevent the mixing of oxygen from 
the air into the jet. Figure 1-6 shows a shroud developed at the University of Toronto 
to increase the inflight particle velocities and temperatures [17]. In addition to 
improving the gas velocities and temperatures, shrouding attachments can reduce the 
mixing of ambient oxygen into the gas jet to improve the deposition of oxygen 
sensitive materials. A new thermal spray nozzle technology is designed to reduce 
degradation of oxygen sensitive materials. A hybrid nozzle is designed that allows for  
an axial injection, shrouding attachment, shrouding gas with a radial injection. The 
hybrid nozzle is a new concept that has been developed as a part of this thesis.  
 
Figure 1-6: A shroud attachment onto a HVOF nozzle [17]. 
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1.5 Motivations 
Employing experimental investigations alone to understand more about SHVOF 
thermal spray are very limited within their scope. Experimental investigations are 
unable to provide us with any information about the process where there is not direct 
observational accessibility. Obtaining measurements from regions such as the 
combustion chamber is currently outside the capabilities of current experimental 
methodologies. There are a number of challenges that must be addressed these include; 
instrumentation must be sufficiently compact to obtain access to the very small 
combustion chamber and the experimental technique must be able to resolve the very 
short timescales and the very small length scales of the flow. Experimental 
investigations are also very expensive to conduct and computational investigations are 
more efficient at developing an understanding of a process. For example, to optimise 
the standoff distance, substrates must be polished, coatings must be deposited at a 
range of standoff distances and then are then analysed using a scanning electron 
microscope. This process is very time consuming and very expensive to conduct. 
When the operating conditions or materials used are varied this process must be 
repeated. Alternatively, using computational methods to optimise the standoff 
distance; one model can provide you with the optimum standoff distance at a given 
condition by determining the location where particle velocities and temperatures are 
at a maximum. This process is inexpensive and the flow characteristics can be obtained 
much more rapidly. More recently analysis tools have been developed to 
experimentally obtain inflight particle velocities and temperatures however these 
methods are limited as they only offer average inflight values [18]. 
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There is still much to learn about SHVOF thermal spray and this thesis aims to address 
the following challenges outlined. 
1. Our current understanding to design nozzles for SHVOF is built from 
optimising the nozzles for powder feedstock. Powder feedstock is typically of 
the order of 15 – 50 μm whilst suspension particles are of the order of 10 nm 
to sub-micron scales. Suspension particles are more susceptible to flow 
variations and very poor at maintaining their heat and momentum. 
Investigating the effect of the nozzle geometry will allow for a better 
understanding on designing the next generation of SHVOF thermal spray 
nozzles. 
2. Additional oxygen is introduced into the gas flow though mixing of ambient 
oxygen into the jet. For oxygen sensitive materials, this can result in 
degradation of the feedstock material which has negative impact on the coating 
properties. Oxide content within the coating can produce microstructural 
defects which can degrade the mechanical, electrical, and thermal properties 
of the coating [19]. A novel hybrid nozzle thermal spray system has been 
modelled and designed to reduce the exposure time of oxygen sensitive 
materials to oxygen at high temperatures. This will improve the properties of 
the coating and reduce degradation of feedstock materials.  
3. Improvements in the accuracy and fidelity of numerical models are required to 
build a thorough understanding of SHVOF thermal spray. Current approaches 
in numerical modelling of SHVOF thermal spray provides a poor prediction 
for the gas temperatures, particle temperatures and particle velocities [17], 
[20]. Previous numerical modelling approaches cannot capture the entire range 
of physics that occurs within SHVOF thermal spray. Previous modelling 
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approaches cannot capture the primary breakup within SHVOF thermal spray 
due to the computational cost associated with resolving breakup structures. 
The numerical models ignore the primary breakup and therefore, our 
understanding of which flow features cause clogging within the nozzle is very 
limited. With the vast improvements within computational resources that have 
been seen within the twenty-first century, there is a growing trend to move 
towards scale resolving simulations in a range of applications. Scale resolving 
simulations (SRS) have been applied to a range of applications including jets, 
gas turbine combustors and internal combustion engines to name a few [21], 
[22] & [23]. This thesis looks to improve the accuracy and fidelity of numerical 
models employed within SHVOF thermal spray to capture a greater range of 
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1.6 Aims and Objectives 
The aim of this thesis is to apply more physically representative numerical models 
for SHVOF thermal spray to improve the numerical accuracy and numerical 
fidelity. This thesis aims to validate the numerical models employed by making direct 
comparisons with experimental measurements. This thesis aims to implement more 
appropriate numerical models and physically representative numerical models for 
SHVOF thermal spray. Parameter optimization is a long, expensive and time-
consuming task to undertake experimentally. Computational investigations can 
provide an in-depth understanding of the process and enable the investigation of a 
range of parameters. The goal of this thesis is to supplement experimental parametric 
studies with a computational approach to develop a novel hybrid thermal spray nozzle 
that can deposit composite coatings formed from oxygen sensitive materials. 
The objectives of this thesis include: 
• Investigate the effect of the nozzle geometry using four commercially available 
nozzles to inform the design of the next generation of SHVOF thermal spray 
nozzle designs. 
• Develop a novel hybrid thermal spray nozzle that allows for the deposition of 
composite coatings formed from oxygen sensitive materials. The nozzle should 
allow for two separate injections: axially into the combustion chamber and 
radially outside of the nozzle. Investigate the effect of the suspension injection 
conditions for a radial injection compare the numerical model to physical 
observations obtained using high speed imaging. Determine a suitable physical 
shrouding angle and a shrouding gas flow rate to propose a manufacturable 
design for the hybrid nozzle. 
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• Implement combustion models employed within SHVOF thermal spray that 
do not over predict the combustion chamber temperature when compared to 
the adiabatic flame temperature within the combustion chamber. Improve heat 
transfer models for particles within SHVOF thermal spray that better predict 
particle temperatures to avoid the under prediction of particle temperatures 
currently seen within the numerical models. Validate the numerical models 
through time of flight and two colour pyrometry methods at a range of standoff 
distances. 
• Implement a model that is able to capture the primary breakup within SHVOF 
thermal spray to inform and characterise injections for lower fidelity numerical 
models. Modify the injector to optimise the flow behaviour within the nozzle 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review  
Thermal spraying allows for the deposition of particles onto a substrate to provide a 
protective coating against wear and corrosion. High velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) thermal 
spray process allows for the deposition of dense coatings with low degradation and 
oxidation [24]. With the success of HVOF thermal spray; industrial applications for 
coatings grew exponentially. However, there are certain limitations with the 
conventional HVOF thermal spray process. One of these limitations arises from the 
inability to reduce particle size further to that of nano-feedstock sizes. Coatings formed 
from nanoparticles provide enhanced properties in contrast to standard powder 
particles (5-45 µm) [25] & [26]. Conventional powder feeders are ineffective when 
dealing with feedstock sizes below 5μm. Suspensions allows for an effective method 
to inject submicron particles into the combustion chamber without clogging of the 
feeder, as the suspension disperses the nanoparticles within a liquid medium. The 
development of Suspension High Velocity Oxy Fuel (SHVOF) thermal spray has 
allowed for effective handling of nanoparticle feedstock size which has enabled the 
deposition of coatings with a fine microstructure [25].  
Within SHVOF thermal spray, premixed fuel and oxygen is injected into a high-
pressure combustion chamber. The fuel undergoes oxidation and combusts, the 
combustion gasses are accelerated through a nozzle and barrel. Figure 2-1 shows a 
cross-section of the Top-Gun SHVOF thermal spray gun. When the flow at the outlet 
of the nozzle is under or over expanded the gas undergoes a series of expansive and 
compressive shocks, to equilibrate to atmospheric conditions. The series of expansions 
and compressions gives rise to shock waves within the flow. Once a steady flow field 
is established the suspension is injected into the combustion chamber. As the 
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suspension is injected into the combustion chamber, the suspension undergoes primary 
breakup, secondary breakup and evaporation [25]. The particles are then accelerated 
and heated as they travel through the gas; the particles impact the substrate where the 
particles deposit themselves forming a coating [15]. SHVOF thermal spray requires 
an understanding of wide range of physics. SHVOF thermal spray utilises the physics 
underlying combustion, compressible supersonic phenomenon, primary breakup, 
secondary breakup and phase change to name a few. Accurate numerical models 
should be able to capture the entire range of physics that spans the SHVOF thermal 
spray process.  
 
Figure 2-1: Cross section view of the Top-Gun SHVOF thermal spray gun [15] 
This chapter provides a summary of the current understanding that governs the 
physical processes of SHVOF thermal spray. Relevant literature from HVOF and 
suspension plasma spray (SPS) thermal spray is also provided due to the wide overlap 
between the processes with SHVOF thermal spray. Additionally, a review of the 
literature that underlines the physical processes within SHVOF thermal spray is 
presented. Finally, a research gap is outlined which this thesis aims to address.  
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2.1 Compressible Effects  
At low velocity changes within the fluid density are negligible and hence the 
incompressible theory of fluid flows provides an adequate understanding of the fluid 
flow. However, as the fluid’s velocity increases the fluid experiences density 
variations and the compressible theory of fluid flows must be employed to obtain an 
adequate understanding of the flow. The Mach number (Equation 2.1) describes when 
the compressible effects become significant. The Mach number, Ma, is defined the 
ratio of the characteristic velocity of the fluid, U, to the speed of sound within the fluid, 




 (𝐸𝑞 2.1) 
The local speed of sound through the fluid can be determined from equation 2.2. 
Where the ratio of specific heats of the fluid is given by γ, the specific gas constant is 
given by R and the temperature is given by T.  
 𝑐 = √𝛾𝑅𝑇 (𝐸𝑞 2.2) 
 
The flow can be characterised by the Mach number: 
• Ma < 0.3: The flow is incompressible; the effects of density can be ignored.  
• 0.3 > Ma > 0.7: The flow is subsonic but compressible; there are density 
variations within the flow which must be modelled.  
• 0.7 > Ma > 1: The flow is transonic and density variations are significant.  
• Ma > 1: The flow is supersonic; density effects are significant and shock waves 
exist within the flow.  
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When considering incompressible flows, the flow can be accurately described by the 
velocity components and the pressure within the fluid. When the flow becomes 
compressible, additional equations are required to model the density and temperature 
within the fluid.  
The compressible Navier Stokes equations become significantly more complex when 
averaging due to the addition of the density as a variable. When decomposing the 
density, the velocity and the pressure variables into their fluctuating and mean 
components the complexity of the RANS equations can be reduced by employing 
Favre averaged variables. The Favre averaged variable, ?̌?, is given by equation 2.3 
where the mean density is given by ?̅?. This transformation allows for a significant 





 (𝐸𝑞 2.3) 
Shock waves can form within the free jet of the nozzle through processes of flow 
expansion and compression. Expansion is a process that converts the thermal energy 
from the combustion to kinetic energy within the gas. The expansion of the gas forms 
visible shock diamonds within the jet. The shape of the nozzle significantly affects the 
expansion of the jet as the flow expands against the walls of the nozzle.  
Shock waves can be separated into three main categories [27]: 
• Normal Shock – Occurs perpendicular to the medium’s flow direction. 
• Oblique Shock – Occurs at an angle to the direction of flow. 
• Bow Shock - Occurs upstream of the front of a blunt object when the upstream 
flow velocity exceeds Mach 1. 
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When the flow is over-expanded there is a lower gas pressure at the nozzle exit than 
that of the atmospheric pressure. The low pressure causes a compression of the flow 
which increases the flow pressure. However, the flow becomes over compressed such 
that the flow exceeds the atmospheric pressure. The overshoot results in an expansion 
of the flow to reduce the pressure to match that of the atmosphere. This process of 
compression, expansion, compression and so on is repeated until the flow pressure 
equilibrates with the atmospheric pressure [28]. A number of different shock wave 
structures can form within an over-expanded jet which depends heavily on the nozzle 
geometry. Several of the shock structures include an oblique and normal shock waves, 
Prandtl-Meyer expansion waves, and Prandtl-Meyer compression waves. Further 




Figure 2-2: Shock wave structures within an over-expanded flow [28] & [30]. 
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When the flow pressure at the exit exceeds that of the atmosphere the flow is referred 
to as under-expanded. A similar process occurs when the flow is under-expanded at 
the nozzle exit as shown in figure 2-3. The process of compression and expansion is 
identical to that of the over-expanded jet, however, the process is initiated with an 
expansion followed by a compression [28].  
Viscous damping forces prevent this process of expansion and contraction from 
continuing on forever creating an infinite number of shock waves. The shear layer 
produces a viscous damping which dissipates energy within the shock structure. The 
viscous forces provide damping which equilibrates the pressure within the flow with 
that of the atmosphere this prevents the formation of further shock waves.  
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2.2 Combustion 
Within SHVOF thermal spray the energy released from combustion is utilised to 
transfer heat and momentum from the gas to the particles to melt and adhere the 
particles to the surface of a substrate to form a coating. Combustion is an exothermic 
reaction that occurs when a fuel source is oxidized, it is a complicated process to 
understand due to the vast number of elementary reactions that govern the overall 
process. The simplest combustion reaction is the complete combustion of hydrogen at 




𝑂2 → 𝐻2𝑂 (𝐸𝑞 2.4) 
When the reaction occurs at temperatures excess of 2000 K, the stable products 
dissociate due to strong thermal vibrations [31]. The dissociation of the products 
lowers the flame temperature due to the endothermic nature of the reaction. Additional 
reactions occur totalling 20 reactions that result in several additional species forming 
in the equilibrium mixture [32]. The detailed hydrogen combustion reaction 
mechanism for SHVOF thermal spray is given in table 2-1. The chemical rate of 
reaction, k, can be determined from the Arrhenius equation which is given by equation 
2.5. Where A refers to the pre-exponential factor, n, refers to the temperature exponent, 
EA, refers to the activation energy, T, refers to the temperature and R refers to the 
universal gas constant. Due to the vast number of reactions that occur and the number 
of different species that form; combustion is a very challenging and computationally 
expensive problem to solve. 
 𝑘 = 𝐴𝑇𝑛𝑒−
𝐸𝐴
𝑅𝑇  (𝐸𝑞 2.5) 
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Table 2-1: Detailed H2/O2 mechanism [33]. 
 
 A EA (J/ kg.mol) n 
1. OH + H2 = H + H2O 2.14E+05 1.443062E+07 1.520 
2. O + OH = O2 + H 2.02E+11 0.000000E+00 -0.400 
3. O + H2 = OH + H 5.06E+01 2.631736E+07 2.670 
4. H + O2 = HO2  4.52E+10 0.000000E+00 0.000 
5. OH + HO2 = H2O + O2 2.13E+25 1.464400E+07 -4.827 
6. H + HO2 = 2OH 15.00E+11 4.184000E+06 0.000 
7. H + HO2 = H2 + O2 6.63E+10 8.895184E+06 0.000 
8. H + HO2 = H2O + O 3.01E+10 7.200664E+06 0.000 
9. O + HO2 = O2 + OH 3.25E+10 0.000000E+00 0.000 
10. 2OH = O +H2O 3.57E+01 -8.836608E+06 2.400 
11. 2H = H2 1.00E+12 0.000000E+00 0.000 
12. H + OH = H2O 2.21E+16 0.000000E+00 -2.000 
13. H + O = OH 4.71E+12 0.000000E+00 -1.000 
14. 2O = O2 1.89E+07 -7.480992E+06 0.000 
15. 2HO2 = H2O2 + O2 4.20E+11 5.013269E+07 0.000 
16. 2OH = H2O2 1.24E+11 0.000000E+00 -0.370 
17. H2O2 + H = HO2 + H2 19.80E+02 1.018804E+07 2.000 
18. H2O2 + H = OH + H2O 3.07E+10 1.764393E+07 0.000 
19. H2O2 + O = OH + HO2 95.50E+02 1.661048E+07 2.000 
20. H2O2 + OH = H2O + HO2 2.40E-02 -9.045808E+06 4.042 
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The equilibrium mixture can be determined using chemical equilibrium software 
NASA CEA [35] by determining the minimum Gibbs free energy of the system. A 
global reaction that accommodates the formation of secondary species can then be 
obtained. The global single step reaction for the combustion of hydrogen takes the 
form given within equation 2.6 where the constants ni are to be determined by NASA 
CEA or another appropriate software package. The constants, ni, depend upon many 
variables including combustion chamber pressure, combustion chamber temperature, 
oxygen-fuel ratio, mass flow rate and combustion chamber geometry [34]. An iterative 
approach can be employed with an initial guess with the combustion chamber pressure 
and temperature.  
The coefficients ni within equation 2.6 are determined by the iterative process outlined 
below:  
1. The equilibrium mixture is obtained from an initial guess for the combustion 
chamber pressure and temperature using NASA CEA.  
2. The balanced chemical reaction is determined from the equilibrium mixture 
which provides the global combustion reaction for Ansys Fluent. 
3. A new combustion chamber temperature and pressure is obtained from Ansys 
Fluent. 
4. The new combustion pressure and temperature provide an input for NASA 
CEA to determine the new equilibrium mixture. 
5. Steps 2 - 4 are repeated until there is no notable change in the chemical 
composition. 
 𝑛1𝐻2 + 𝑛2𝑂2 → 𝑛3𝐻2𝑂 + 𝑛4𝑂𝐻 + 𝑛5𝑂2 + 𝑛6𝑂 + 𝑛7𝐻2 + 𝑛8𝐻 (𝐸𝑞 2.6) 
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2.3 Primary Breakup 
As the suspension is injected into the combustion chamber the suspension forms a jet 
which undergoes primary and secondary breakup. The primary breakup plays an 
important role within SHVOF thermal spray as the process governs the size of droplets 
formed [36]. The size of the droplet plays an important role in the time required for 
the suspension droplet to completely vaporize its liquid component [37]. A rigorous 
understanding of the breakup within SHVOF thermal spray can allow for liquid 
vaporization to occur more rapidly. This allows greater time for particle heating and 
allows for greater particle temperatures upon impact of the substrate. Additionally, 
breakup within the combustion chamber plays a significant role in the droplet 
trajectories within the combustion chamber as shown in chapter 7. The particles that 
impact the nozzle walls result in clogging of the nozzles which is a serious problem 
within SHVOF thermal spray. This challenge can be addressed through a more 















 (𝐸𝑞 2.9) 
A significant amount of research has been undertaken to understand more about the 
primary breakup of jets exiting nozzles due to their wide range of applications. 
Injection nozzles are used in everywhere from suspension thermal spray, gas turbines, 
fuel injectors for nozzles and diesel engines to name a few. Ohnesorge et al. [38], 
Bjarne et al. [39] and Shao et al. [40] defined four droplet break-up regimes shown in 
figures 2-4 and 2-5. The break-up type is determined by the Reynolds number 
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(Equation 2.7) and Ohnesorge number (Equation 2.9) of the liquid exiting the nozzle. 
The Ohnesorge number is a function of the Weber number (Equation 2.8), the Weber 
number determines the ratio of fluid inertia to the fluids surface tension. The Reynolds 
number controls the length scales in the liquid jet turbulence, while the Weber number 
controls the tendency of the liquid jet to breakup [36]. 
Rayleigh break-up – Droplet breakup occurs far away from the nozzle and the 
droplets are bigger than the diameter of the nozzle (figure 2-4a). 
First wind-induced break-up – Droplet breakup occurs several nozzle diameters 
downstream (figure 2-4b). 
Second wind-induced break-up – Break-up begins a short distance downstream from 
the nozzle exit, the droplet diameter is smaller than nozzle diameter (figure 2-4c). 
Atomisation – Droplet breakup occurs at the exit from the nozzle. The diameters are 
much smaller than the nozzle diameter (figure 2-4d). 
 
Figure 2-4: Primary breakup regimes (a) Rayleigh, (b) first wind induced, (c) second 
wind induced and (d) atomization [41]. 
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Figure 2-5: Fluid breakup regimes for jets exiting a nozzle [40], [42]. 
 
2.4 Droplet Distribution 
During the primary breakup of a liquid the droplets that form occupy a distribution of 
diameters. Typically to model the diameter distribution most commonly a Roslin – 
Rammler is employed, the Roslin – Rammler distribution is given by equation 2.10 
[43]. The Roslin – Rammler distribution assumes there is an exponential relationship 
between the cumulative mass fraction, Y(d), of droplets with a diameter less than, d. 
Where n refers to the spread parameter and ?̅? refers to an “average” diameter. The 
average diameter is calculated from the value of diameter where the cumulative mass 
fraction is approximately equal to 0.368 and the spread parameter, n, is given by 
equation 2.11. 














  (𝐸𝑞 2.11) 
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Alternative distributions such as the log normal distribution can be applied when the 
Roslin – Rammler distribution provides an inaccurate model of the distribution. The 
log normal distribution is useful in such cases where the log of the droplet diameter 
occupies a normal distribution [44]. The probability density function log normal 
distribution is given by equation 2.11. Within equation 2.12 μ and σ represent the 
mean and standard deviation of the log normal distributions respectively.  






) (𝐸𝑞 2.12) 
Varga et al. [45] investigated the effect of the Weber number on the primary breakup 
of a jet in a coaxial flow; the nozzle configuration and the characteristic features of 
the breakup of the liquid jet are illustrated in figure 2-6. Within this investigation 
Varga et al. employed high speed imaging to visualise the flow exiting the nozzle in 
addition to this phase-doppler anemometry (PDA) was employed to measure the 
diameter of the droplets. Within the mentioned investigation Varga studied the effect 
of the Weber number on the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) as shown in figure 2-7. It 
can be seen from figure 2-7 that the SMD diameter decreases with an increase in the 
square root of the Weber number. It can also be seen that the rate of decrease in the 
droplet SMD with the Weber number is different for water than it is for ethanol. 
 
Figure 2-6: Coaxial liquid nozzle and the features of the liquid jet injection [45]. 
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Figure 2-7: Experimental measurements of the droplet SMD VS We1/2 [45]. 
 
2.5 Secondary Droplet Breakup  
  
Figure 2-8: Regimes of secondary breakup [46]. 
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Table 2-2: Modes of secondary breakup varying with the Weber Number [47] & [48]. 
Mode of breakup Weber range 
Vibrational  0 < We < 11 
Bag 11 < We < 35 
Multimode 35 < We < 80 
Sheet-thinning 80 < We < 350 
Catastrophic We > 350 
 
Droplets in a high-speed gas flow break up into smaller droplets, this process is known 
as secondary breakup. When a droplet is subjected to a disruptive flow field an unequal 
pressure distribution is created around the droplet. This results in the deformation of 
the spherical shape of the droplet. The interfacial tension and viscous forces work to 
prevent the deformation of the droplet. However, if the aerodynamic forces are 
sufficiently large the droplet will fragment into smaller droplets. The secondary 
breakup of the droplet can be characterised by the Weber number, Ohnesorge number 
and the Reynolds number. The mode of secondary breakup is dependent on the Weber 
number and the Ohnesorge number in particular. As the Weber number increases the 
tendency for droplet breakup increases and as the Ohnesorge number increases the 
tendency for the droplets to breakup decreases.  
There are five modes for secondary breakup of droplets: vibrational, bag, multimode, 
sheet-thinning and catastrophic breakup which are outlined in figure 2-8 and table 2-
3. A significant body of literature has been developed that aims to better understand 
the physical mechanisms that underpin the various modes of secondary breakup.  
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Liu et al. [49] proposed an initial breakup mechanism behind the bag breakup mode, 
the bag first breaks up into ligaments that align themselves to the flow field. Liu et al. 
[50] built upon the mechanism by proposing that the breakup is initiated by small holes 
that form within the bag either due to disturbances within the flow field or impurities 
within the droplet. The holes then act as an inception site for the breakup within the 
bag mechanism, figure 2-9 illustrates the mechanism behind the bag breakup.  
 
Figure 2-9: Physical mechanism behind the bag breakup [46]. 
At higher gas velocities a multimode breakup mechanism occurs which results in the 
atomization of the droplets. It is assumed that breakup of the droplets within this mode 
occurs when the aerodynamic forces and the shear forces are significant. Theofanous 
et al. [51] studied the Raleigh-Taylor instabilities that form on the leading edge of the 
droplet. Within this mechanism droplet deformation results in the formation of poles 
as with the bag mode. As the Weber number increases the surface tension forces are 
insufficient and the droplets continue to elongate. The edges of the droplet become so 
thin that droplets detach. Figure 2-10 shows the physical mechanism behind the 
multimode breakup.  
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Figure 2-10: Physical mechanism behind the multimode breakup [46]. 
At higher gas velocities still, the breakup of the droplets takes the form of the sheet 
thinning mode of breakup. Nicholls et al. [52] proposed that as the droplet is 
accelerated within the flow field a boundary layer forms within the surface of the 
droplet. The boundary layer is unstable at the edges of the droplet which results in a 
stripping of daughter droplets from the parent droplet. Figure 2-11 shows the physical 
mechanism behind the sheet thinning mode of droplet breakup.  
 
Figure 2-11: Physical mechanism behind the sheet thinning breakup [46]. 
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2.6 Slurry Droplet Evaporation 
 
Figure 2-12: Change in particle structure during phase change of suspension [53]. 
There is a significant body of literature based around experimental and numerical 
investigations focusing on slurry droplet evaporation. Slurry droplets are comprised 
of liquid hydrocarbon and/or water with added nano or micro sized particles. Slurry 
droplets are very similar in composition to suspensions used in SHVOF thermal spray. 
Initially during evaporation of a slurry / suspension droplet the evaporation dynamics 
mimic that of a single component droplet. As the evaporation continues particles 
within the suspension migrate to the surface of the droplets forming a shell, as shown 
in figure 2-12. The shell structure is divided into three categories rigid and porous 
structure, rigid and less porous and finally plastic and non-porous structure.  
When the shell is rigid and porous; liquid is able to easily diffuse out of the shell 
therefore the shell shape remains constant as evaporation progresses. The final shape 
for rigid and porous droplets is either an unfragmented shell or a solid particle. When 
the shell is rigid and less porous the rate of diffusion of the evaporating species through 
the shell decreases due to the reduction in porosity of the shell. Liquid becomes 
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trapped within the shell which results in an increase of pressure, the pressure increases 
which results in the formation of bubbles within the shell and eventually results in the 
fracturing of the shell. The level of fracturing of the shell is dependent upon the 
porosity of the shell and the evaporation rate of the evaporating species. For plastic 
and non-porous shells, a similar process to the rigid and less porous shell occurs. 
Where bubble formation takes places and the pressure within the shell increases. 
However, for plastic and non-porous shells the droplets can either swell and collapse 
or the shells can become very spongy [28].  
For some slurry droplets there is a tendency for the droplets to explode during the 
vaporization process, this phenomenon is known by the term micro-explosions. For 
slurry droplets that are comprised of a mixture of particles water and a liquid fuel, 
water vapour condenses on the droplet surface producing a high concentration of water 
on the surface. Due to the higher concentration of ethanol within the droplet, the 
ethanol nucleates and forms bubbles within the droplet. This results in micro-
explosions occurring within the droplet which results in a significant fragmentation of 
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2.7 Modelling High Velocity Oxy Fuel (HVOF) Thermal Spray 
Suspension high velocity oxy fuel (SHVOF) thermal spray developed out of a niche 
field within high velocity oxy fuel (HVOF) thermal spray. SHVOF thermal spray was 
developed to address the issue of clogging that occurred within conventional powder 
feeders when injecting particles with a diameter below around 5 μm. It was found that 
clogging of the feeders could be prevented by dispersing the particles within a liquid 
medium to form a suspension. The suspension could then be injected into the 
combustion chamber through a nozzle or an atomiser. The first successful 
experimental investigation which looked at injecting suspensions into a HVOF 
thermal spray device was patented in 2005 by Gadow et al. [56] and published in 2006 
by Klilinger et al. [57]. HVOF thermal spray and SHVOF thermal spray are 
fundamentally identical with the only difference separating the two being the 
feedstock [58]. There is a more substantial body of literature focused on modelling 
HVOF thermal spray as this process has been around for a greater duration of time. 
Therefore, the studies focusing on modelling the gas phase within HVOF thermal 
spray provide a useful starting point to understand the SHVOF thermal spray process 
in more detail.  
Initial investigations within the field of thermal spray looked at modelling the gas 
phase for HVOF thermal spray. Investigations have been undertaken to vary the 
combustion model and vary the numerical methods employed to solve the numerical 
models. This section outlines the relevant investigations conducted to model HVOF 
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2.7.1 Effect of Combustion Model  
Within HVOF thermal spray the single step global reaction is overwhelmingly 
employed to model the combustion, as this method significantly reduces the 
computational cost. However, in doing so there is a trade off in the fidelity of the 
combustion reaction. Local properties within the combustion chamber may differ 
greatly from the average value employed to determine the coefficients within equation 
2.2. In addition, this the method of determining the coefficients does not account for 
the turbulence within the combustion chamber and the combustion chamber geometry. 
Finally, there is no way to determine the reaction rate for the global reaction that 
accounts for all of the sub reactions. The shortcomings of employing a global reaction 
to model the combustion make its use questionable. Nonetheless this has been the sole 
method employed within the vast number of SHVOF and HVOF thermal spray models 
due to the significant reduction in the computational cost over the detailed reaction 
mechanism [59], [37], [20] & [60].  
There are a number of models available to determine the reaction rate within 
combustion. Kamnis et al. [61] investigated the effect of three combustion models 
with a single step reaction for propane combustion for HVOF thermal spray. The 
combustion reaction was modelled using the laminar finite rate, eddy dissipation 
model and the finite rate eddy dissipation model. Figure 2-13 shows static temperature 
predicted by the three combustion models investigated. It was seen that the finite rate 
eddy dissipation model and the eddy dissipation model obtained identical results. 
Within turbulent combustion the rate of reaction is limited by the turbulent mixing 
[62]. With the eddy dissipation model, it is assumed that the complex chemical kinetics 
can be ignored and that the rate of reaction can be determined by the rate of turbulent 
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mixing. The finite rate eddy dissipation model takes the limiting rate from the 
chemical kinetics and the turbulent mixing.  
 
Figure 2-13: Static temperature predicted by the three combustion models [61]. 
Figure 2-14 shows the temperature profile predicted by the eddy dissipation model; 
the eddy dissipation model predicted a conical shape flame which occurs through the 
evolution of a cold inlet stream into a hot flame. Figure 2-15 shows the temperature 
profile predicted by the laminar finite rate model. The laminar finite rate model 
predicted that the flame is confined to a thin region around the centre of the 
combustion chamber. The laminar finite rate model predicts an instantaneous reaction 
with a maximum flame temperature of 3200 K occurring immediately after the inlet. 
A higher maximum flame temperature is seen with the laminar finite rate model and 
most the gas flow is concentrated in the centreline of the combustion chamber. This 
results in a higher gas velocity in the centre of the combustion chamber compared to 
the other regions of the combustion chamber. It was stated that practical experience 
on operating this HVOF systems identified that blockage do not occur inside the gun 
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in the region that is suggested with the flow field predicted by the laminar finite rate 
model. Examination on blocked guns show that powder particles accumulate on the 
internal surfaces of the combustion chamber. Small particles generally follow the flow 
field, their profiles of temperature and velocity align closely to that of the flow field. 
In such a case, the small powder particles are more likely to be projected towards the 
internal surfaces of the combustion chamber by the gas flow. Examination of the 
combustion chamber within blocked nozzles do not show blockages within the regions 
suggested by the laminar finite rate model [61].  
 
Figure 2-14: Temperature profile predicted for high velocity oxy liquid fuel thermal 
spray by the eddy dissipation model [61]. 
 
Figure 2-15: Temperature profile predicted for high velocity oxy liquid fuel thermal 
spray by the laminar finite rate model [61]. 
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2.7.2 Effect of Numerical Scheme 
The choice of numerical scheme can impact the accuracy and the stability of the 
solution. When modelling turbulent flows, a highly dissipative numerical scheme 
results in numerical dissipation into the solution. However, when modelling shock 
waves a dissipative numerical scheme is required to prevent spurious oscillations 
around shocks [63]. Low order upwind schemes such as first and second order upwind 
schemes are bounded and are very stable. Low order upwind schemes are, however, 
numerically dissipative and are not as accurate as high order or central based schemes. 
Certain numerical schemes have been designed to specifically resolve shocks such as 
the quadratic upwind interpolation (QUICK) scheme. The QUICK scheme is third 
order accurate and is more accurate on structured meshes aligned with the flow 
direction [64]. Kamnis et al. [61] investigated the effect of the numerical scheme on 
the location of the shocks. It was shown that the second order upwind scheme was 
only able to capture 2 shocks while the QUICK scheme was able to capture 6 shocks 
which matches closely to the experimental observations. Additionally, the location of 
the shocks lined up most accurately with the QUICK scheme as shown in figure 2-16.  
 
Figure 2-16: Location of shocks obtained from (a) QUCIK scheme, (b) 
Experimental observations and (c) upwind scheme [61]. 
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2.7.3 Effect of Equivalence Ratio 
The ratio of fuel to oxidiser can significantly affect the flow field, the flame 
temperature, the inflight particle velocity and temperature to name a few. Therefore, 
it is important to understand what effect the ratio of fuel to oxidiser has on the HVOF 
thermal spray system. The ratio of oxygen to fuel can be quantified by the equivalence 
ratio, ϕ, which is defined by equation 2.13. Where m refers to the mass, n refers to 
the number of moles, the subscripts f and o refer to the fuel, oxidiser respectively. The 
subscript ’actual’ and ‘stio’ refers to the actual quantity of fuel and oxidiser used; and 
the oxidiser ratio required for stoichiometric conditions respectively. Fuel rich 
environments are quantified at equivalence ratios greater than unity, ϕ > 1 and fuel 







 (𝐸𝑞 2.13) 
Figure 2-17 shows the effect of the equivalence ratio on the adiabatic flame 
temperature for several fuels at standard temperature and pressure (STP). It can be 
seen that the choice of fuel and the equivalence ratio both affect the adiabatic flame 
temperature. Additionally, the maximum flame temperature occurs at a weakly fuel 
rich environment. The combustion chamber pressure also affects the adiabatic flame 
temperature, as the adiabatic flame temperature increases with an increase in pressure 
[65]. The current understanding of the effect of equivalence ratio is built upon 
experiments taken at standard temperature and pressure and at adiabatic conditions. 
Additional investigations on how the equivalence ratio is affects the flame temperature 
and gas velocity at SHVOF and HVOF operating conditions will allow optimum 
conditions to be employed. Additionally, SHVOF thermal spray can utilise ethanol-
based suspensions to recover some of the heat lost through vaporization. There is no 
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literature available that looks specifically at the effect of the equivalence ratio with 
two fuel sources for SHVOF thermal spray. Further investigation will allow for 
optimization of injection conditions where ethanol-based suspensions are used. 
  
Figure 2-17: The adiabatic flame temperature vs. equivalence ratio for various fuel-
air mixtures at STP [66]. 
Gu et al. [67] investigated the effect of stoichiometric ratio on inflight particle velocity 
and temperature. Four fuel to oxygen ratios were investigated from values ranging 
from 0.25 to 0.33. The effect of the fuel to oxygen ratio on the particle velocity and 
temperature is given by figure 2-18 and 2-19 respectively. It was seen that an increase 
in the fuel to oxygen ratio from 0.25 to 0.33 lead to an increase the particle velocity 
for the two particle diameters investigated. Additionally, it was seen that reducing the 
fuel to oxygen ratio from 0.322 to 0.248 lead to an increase in the particle temperature. 
Within this study a narrow window for the fuel and oxidizer ratio were investigated. 
To better the understanding of the effect of the equivalence ratio on the inflight particle 
characteristics both for SHVOF and HVOF thermal spray, it would be beneficial to 
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determine at which conditions are the maximum particle velocities and temperatures 
are witnessed.  
 
Figure 2-18: The effect of the fuel-to-oxygen ratio at different standoff distances 
from the nozzle exit on the particle velocity [67]. 
  
Figure 2-19: The effect of the fuel-to-oxygen ratio on the inflight particle 
temperature [67]. 
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2.8 Modelling Suspension High Velocity Oxy Fuel Thermal Spray 
Within suspension thermal spray a liquid feedstock is injected into the gas flow. The 
liquid feedstock is injected into the combustion chamber as injections into the 
combustion chamber allow for better heat and momentum transfer to particles. 
Injecting the suspension in the combustion chamber faces it’s a unique set of 
challenges for instance this type of injection gives rise to the possibility of internal 
clogging of nozzles after long periods of spraying [58].  
Typically, within SHVOF the liquid feedstock is injected into the combustion chamber 
which consists of the dispersing liquid, the solid submicron or nanosized particles and 
a chemical additive. As the suspension is injected into the combustion chamber the 
suspension undergoes primary breakup to form large liquid droplets. The large 
droplets undergo secondary breakup where they break up into fine droplets. The liquid 
component of the suspension then vaporizes where the particles are then accelerated 
and heated. If the gas temperature is sufficiently high the particles can melt, the molten 
particles can then lump together to form large agglomerates. These large agglomerates 
are impacted onto a substrate to form a coating on the surface [1]. 
There are a large number of parameters that affect the overall properties of the coating. 
These include the gas flow rate, suspension flow rate, suspension injector geometry, 
suspension composition, nozzle geometry and standoff distance to name a few. 
Understanding what effects different parameters have on the system can significantly 
enhance the properties of the coating.  
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2.8.1 Effect of Injection Droplet Diameter  
Some of the first numerical investigations into modelling SHVOF thermal spray 
looked at injecting water droplets into the combustion chamber. Tabbara et al. [37] 
employed the discrete phase model (DPM) to inject water droplets into a JP5000 
thermal spray gun. The discrete phase model is a droplet/particle tracking algorithm 
that models the interaction of droplets/particles with a continuous phase. This model 
is highly effective at modelling dispersed dilute regions of flow. Within the discrete 
phase model, droplets are injected into the computational domain where sub models 
to describe the underlying physics are employed.  
  
Figure 2-20: Time required for different sized initial parent droplets to shed all their 
mass, with a varying breakup constant (B1) of 1 and 10 [37].  
Tabbara et al. [37] investigated the effect of the initial droplet diameter on the breakup 
characteristics and the evaporation of water droplets. Within this study four parent 
diameters were investigated 50 μm, 100 μm, 200 μm and 500 μm. Figure 2-20 shows 
the time taken to complete breakup with varying parent droplet diameter (50 – 500 
μm) and varying breakup constant (B1) of 1 and 10. The breakup constant is defined 
within Chapter 3 and is required in the WAVE secondary breakup model (equation 
3.55). It was seen that the time taken for the 50 μm parent droplet to completely 
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breakup varies between 2.2 μs and 16.5 μs. Larger droplets take a greater time to shed 
all of their mass for instance for a parent droplet of 500 μm it takes a time from 17 μs 
and 115 μs for the droplet to completely breakup. Therefore, it was seen that the time 
taken for the parent droplet to complete breakup increased as the parent droplet 
diameter increased from 50 μm to 500 μm. Additionally, an increase in the breakup 
constant from 1 to 10 resulted in an increase in the time for the droplet to completely 
breakup.  
 
Figure 2-21: Child droplet sizes for different initial parent droplets (a) and filtered 
results containing only initial primary child droplets (b) [37]. 
Figure 2-21 shows the change in child droplet diameter with time with varying parent 
droplet diameters (50 – 500 μm). It can be seen that as the initial parent droplet size is 
increased from 50 to 500 μm, the average primary child droplet size decreases. For a 
500 μm parent droplet diameter the minimum droplet size is around 2.3 μm. While for 
the 50 μm parent droplet diameter the minimum droplet size is around 4.1 μm. 
Figure 2-22 shows the time taken for droplets of diameters varying from 2 – 10 μm to 
shed 10 % of their mass from vaporization or completely breakup. In figure 2-22 it 
can be seen that as the droplet diameter increases the time taken for the droplets to 
vaporize 10 % of their mass increases rapidly. It is well known that small droplets 
have the greatest contribution to vaporization due to their large surface area to volume 
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ratio. Vaporization occurs on the surface of droplets and hence small droplets can 
vaporize more readily. It can also be seen that the breakup time increases drastically 
for droplet diameters within the range of 2.5 μm – 3 μm. At droplet sizes within this 
range vaporization is the main factor that drives the disintegration of droplets. 
Therefore, it can be seen that the mechanism contributing to droplet disintegration is 
heavily dependent on the droplet diameter. Disintegration of small droplets occurs due 
to vaporization of the droplets while large droplet disintegration occurs due to breakup 
of the large droplets into smaller droplets.  
 
Figure 2-22: Time taken for droplet of varying sizes to shed 10% of their original 
mass by vaporization and breakup [37].  
This type of study is sufficient for a generic understanding of the effect of injecting 
liquid feedstock into a SHVOF thermal spray system. However, there are a number of 
limitations with the discrete particle model employed within this study; for one liquid 
feedstock is less commonly injected into a combustion chamber through the use of an 
atomizer in SHVOF. More commonly liquid feedstock forms a jet which undergoes 
primary breakup. Another limitation of this study is that the study is conducted at 
standard temperature and pressure rather than SHVOF conditions which may affect 
the dynamics of the breakup and evaporation. 
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2.8.2 Effect of Type of Injection 
  
Figure 2-23: Different Injection types for liquid feedstocks (a) surface-type injection 
(STI) (b) group-type injection (GTI) (c) effervescent-type injection (ETI), and (d) 
design of effervescent-type injection-nozzle [68]. 
Mahrukh et al. [69] investigated the effect of different injection models for the DPM 
single component droplet injection. The thermophysical properties of the suspension 
were determined from curve fitted correlations for the specific heat, density, viscosity, 
surface tension and thermal conductivity. The approach employed to model the 
suspension thermophysical properties did not account for the effect of evaporation on 
the suspension composition. This study looked at three different injection types; group 
injection surface injection and effervescent injection as can be seen by figure 2-23. In 
this study the effect of the particles on the liquid properties was accounted for through 
established correlations. Values for the specific heat, density, viscosity and thermal 
conductivity for the liquid and solid properties were calculated using a volume average 
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of the two components for the density and specific heat. Brinkman’s modification of 
Einstein’s formulae for the relationship of the volume fraction of particles within a 
suspension was used to calculate the viscosity of the suspension. The various models 
to determine the viscosity that are employed within suspension thermal spray literature 
are outlined and discussed within section 2.9.2. Bruggeman’s [70] formula for the 
thermal conductivity was used to calculate the effect of the particles on the thermal 
conductivity.  
 
Figure 2-24: Comparison of the predicted results at varied GLR with Liu et al. and 
Qian et al. (a) 0.067, (b) 0.090, (c) 0.132, and (d) 0.176 [69]. 
Mahrukh et al. [68] compared the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of water droplets 
exiting an effervescent injector into atmosphere at varying gas-to-liquid mass flow 
rate ratios (GLR) to experimental measurements collected by Liu et al. [71] and 
numerical data from Qian et al. [72] & [73]. The Sauter diameter of a droplet is defined 
as the diameter of a sphere that has the same volume/surface area ratio as a droplet of 
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interest. The Sauter mean diameter is the mean Sauter diameters from many droplets 
considered. It can be seen from figure 2-24 that the model employed by Mahrukh et 
al. [68] compared well to the experimentally and numerically values of the SMD at 
GLR varying from 0.067 – 0.0176. 
Table 2-3: Summary of injection conditions for different cases studied by [68] 
Injection types 
Case 1 → Without Droplets, only combustion gas flow characteristics 
Case 2.1 → Surface-type injection, angle of injection 0°. 
Group type injection Effervescent type injection 
Case Angle of injection Case Spray half angle GLR 
Case 2.2 5° Case 3.1 4° 0.095 
Case 2.3 10° Case 3.2 6° 0.190 
Case 2.4 15° Case 3.3 8° 0.285 
Case 2.4 20°    
 
Mahrukh et al. [68] then went onto investigate what effect the injection angle had on 
SHVOF thermal spray process for different injection types. Table 2-3 shows a 
summary of the conditions investigated within the study. Initially the angle of injection 
was varied from 0° - 20° for the group type injection. The effect of the angle of 
injection on the droplet evaporation, ethanol mass fraction, and droplet SMD were 
investigated as shown in figure 2-25. It can be seen from figure 2-25 (a) that the rate 
of evaporation increases as the angle of injection increases from 5° to 15°. As the angle 
of injection increases further from 15° to 20° a decrease in the maximum evaporation 
rate is observed.  
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Figure 2-25: (a) evaporation rate, (b) mass fraction of ethanol and (c) SMD of the 
ethanol droplets at different injection angles for a group type injector [68]. 
The increase in the evaporation rate with the increase in the angle of injection up to 
15 degrees is further demonstrated by the ethanol mass fraction contours shown in 
figure 2-25 (b). As the droplets evaporate an increase in the mass fraction of ethanol 
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is seen and then as the ethanol reacts with unreacted oxygen the mass fraction of 
ethanol decreases. For angles of injections within the range of 0° - 10° the ethanol is 
still present even beyond the torch exit. With the smaller angle of injection, the 
combustion of ethanol is delayed due to incomplete evaporation within the nozzle. At 
large angles of injection (15° - 20°) it can be seen that the ethanol is fully consumed 
within the nozzle. This is due to the ethanol evaporating more readily at higher 
injection angles.    
Figure 2-25 (c) shows the effect of the angle of injection on the droplet SMD. 
Increasing the angle of injection increases droplet dispersion within the combustion 
chamber. Effective dispersion of droplets results in more effective heating, 
evaporation and combustion of ethanol within the droplets. However, increasing the 
angle of injection up to 20° results in collision of particles within the combustion 
chamber walls. Collision of particles with the combustion chamber walls will result in 
deposition of solid particles to the walls of the combustion chamber which in turn will 
cause blockages within the nozzle.  
Figure 2-26 shows the (a) evaporation rate, (b) mass fraction of ethanol and (c) SMD 
of the ethanol droplets at different GLR for an effervescent type injector. Figure 2-26 
(a) shows a decrease in the SMD with an increasing GLR, this suggests that increasing 
the GLR improves the atomization of droplets, however, this reduction in the SMD is 
quite small. It can be seen by comparing figures 2-25 (c) and 2-26 (a) that the ETI 
results in more rapid atomization of the droplets at the injection in comparison to the 
GTI. Smaller droplets benefit from more rapid evaporation due to their higher surface 
are to volume ratio. As the half angle increases the droplets cannot penetrate the core 
of the combustion chamber. Hence, the lower rate of evaporation is observed for the 
ETI when compared to the GTI as the droplets cannot enter the hottest region of the 
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combustion chamber. The effect of the angle of injection on the evaporation rate is 
augmented by the increase in the evaporation rate with an increase in the GLR. Figure 
2-26 (c) shows a lower ethanol mass fraction in the barrel section with an increase in 
the GLR. The ethanol is completely evaporated and was burned before the torch exit. 
Unfortunately, the effect of the GLR and injection angle were not investigated 
independently. Therefore, it is difficult to understand how much of the effect is due to 
the varying GLR and how much is due to the varying angle of injection. 
 
Figure 2-26: (a) evaporation rate, (b) mass fraction of ethanol and (c) SMD of the 
ethanol droplets at different GLR for an effervescent type injector [68]. 
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2.8.3 Comparison of Numerical Model to Accuraspray G3  
More recent studies in modelling suspension thermal spray process have looked to 
model the suspension as a multicomponent droplet [74] & [75]. This approach models 
the droplet very similar to a pure liquid droplet however the material properties are 
modified such that they account for the effect of the particles on the overall droplet 
properties. This approach also models an additional scalar to account for the mass 
fraction of the individual constituents within the droplets as evaporation of the liquid 
component occurs. This modelling approach addresses some of the issues such as 
accounting for the effect of the evaporation of the liquid on the suspension properties.  
Jadidi et al. [20] modelled the injection of a suspension comprised of ethanol, 
ethylene-glycol and mullite using a multicomponent DPM framework into the DJ2700 
nozzle. The ensembled average inflight particle velocity and temperature were 
compared to experimental measurements obtained from Accuraspray G3. A detailed 
outline of the operating principles of Accuraspray is given in chapters 2.10 and 6.1. 
Figures 2-27 and 2-28 show a comparison of the ensembled average inflight particle 
velocity and temperature numerical model to Accuraspray G3 measurements 
respectively. This study demonstrated that there was a significant under prediction in 
the gas temperatures by around 500 K. Within this study the Ranz - Marshal 
correlation was employed to determine the heat transfer coefficients. Currently within 
SHVOF thermal spray modelling the Ranz-Marshal correlation has been the only 
model employed to determine the heat transfer coefficients. Alternative models exist 
within literature for application to high Mach flows and the effectiveness of different 
models to determine the heat transfer coefficient may address this underprediction.  
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Figure 2-27: Comparison of numerical modelling data to Accuraspray G3 
measurements for the inflight particle velocities [20]. 
 
Figure 2-28: Comparison of numerical modelling data to Accuraspray G3 
measurements for the inflight particle temperatures [20]. 
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Figure 2-29: Particle temperature and spatial distributions at different standoff 
distances (SOD) [20].  
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Additionally Jadidi et al. [20] investigated the effect of the standoff distance on the 
spatial distribution of particles. The correlation given by equation 2.14, where S.D 
represents the standoff distance and Dspray represents the cross-sectional diameter of 
spray particles. The usefulness of such a correlation is questionable as the correlation 
may model the spread of particles at the operating conditions employed within this 
numerical study, however, this correlation does not account for other factors which 
will affect the spatial distribution of particles. There are other factors that effect of the 
spatial distribution of particles, such as the flow Mach number, turbulent kinetic 
energy of the jet and the dissipation rate, which would affect the spread of the particles.   
 𝐷𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 0.55(𝑆. 𝐷)
1.6 + 0.006 (𝐸𝑞 2.14) 
 
2.8.4 Effect of Substrate Geometry  
 
Figure 2-30: Substrate geometries investigated (left) flat substrate and (right) 
cylindrical substrate [60]. 
Jadidi et al. [60] looked at including the effect of the substrate of the gas phase and 
particles. In this study a flat substrate and cylindrical substrate geometries were 
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investigated which can be seen in figure 2-30. The effect of the substrate geometry 
and the standoff distance on the centreline velocity were investigated.  
 
 
Figure 2-31: Effects of substrate shape and location on gas velocity magnitude: 
velocity contours (left) and along centreline (right) [60]. 
 
Figure 2-31 shows the effect of the substrate shape and the substrate location on the 
velocity magnitude and centreline velocity magnitude. It can be seen from figure 2-31 
that the substrate geometry does not significantly influence the centreline velocity as 
a very similar velocity profile is seen for the flat and cylindrical substrates at the same 
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standoff distance. However, it can be seen that the location of the substrate 
significantly impacts the velocity within the free jet. As the standoff distance increases 
from 76 mm to 126 mm the number of shock waves increases from 4 to 6 respectively. 
Additionally, as the standoff distance increases from 76 mm to 126 mm the velocity 
magnitude at any given point along the centreline is greater for the standoff distance 
of 126mm. It can be seen that a bow shock forms close to the substrate which results 
in a pressure increase and a velocity decrease. As the standoff distance increases, the 
strength of the bow shock decreases. It was seen that the bow shock was more 
prevalent for the cylindrical substrate with the same standoff distance than the flat 
substrate.  
The ratio of particles which impacted the substrate to the total number of particles 
injected were investigated for the two geometries. Figure 2-32 shows the effect of 
substrate shape and standoff distance on suspension/particle trajectory, velocity 
magnitude, and temperature. It was seen from calculating the ratio of total particles to 
the number of particles that impact the substrate that at a fixed standoff distance (L = 
0.076 m) the striking rate for a flat substrate was greater than that of the cylindrical 
substrate. Additionally, it can be seen from figure 2-32 that many of the particles 
follow the gas phase streamlines and do not impact on the substrates. Comparing the 
number of particles that deviate away from the substrate at L = 0.076 m, it can be seen 
that, compared to flat substrate, more fine particles get diverted close to the cylindrical 
substrate. It was suggested that particles that move close to the jet centreline are less 
influenced by the bow shock that forms in front of the substrate. Particles that are 
deviated away from the centreline, are less likely to impact the substrate.  
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Figure 2-32: The effect of substrate shape and standoff distance (L) on 
suspension/particle trajectory, velocity magnitude, and temperature [60]. 
 
Figure 2-33 shows a distribution of the particle landing location for a flat substate at 
two standoff distances (0.076 m and 0.0126 m) and a cylindrical substrate a standoff 
distance of 0.076 m. It can be seen by comparing the particle landing distribution for 
a flat substrate at the two standoff distances, at the shorter standoff distance of 0.076 
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m the landing location of the particles is clustered around the centre of the flat plate 
(S/dw = 0.5). Additionally, comparing the landing location of particles impacting a flat 
substrate and a cylindrical substrate at the same standoff distance ( 0.076 m) the effect 
of the substrate geometry on the landing location of the particles can be evaluated. 
From figure 2-33 it can be seen that the landing location of the particles is cluster 
around the centre of the substrate to a greater degree for a flat substrate than a 
cylindrical substrate. From both figure 2-32 and figure 2-33 it is can be seen that both 
the substrate geometry and the standoff distance have a significant influence on how 
often particles impact the substrate and where the particles impact the substrate. 
 
 
Figure 2-33: Particle landing location distributions for various substrates and 
standoff distances [60]. 
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2.9 Modelling Suspension Plasma Spray Thermal Spray 
There are several similarities and differences between SHVOF thermal spray and 
suspension plasma spray (SPS). For instance, the most notable similarity is that both 
use a liquid feedstock to inject sub-micron particles into the flow field. The most 
notable differences are that SPS thermal spray utilises the energy generated from the 
formation of plasma instead of combustion like with SHVOF thermal spray. 
Additionally, within SHVOF thermal spray suspension is injected within the 
combustion chamber as opposed to SPS thermal spray where an external injection is 
utilised. Therefore, SPS thermal spray provides a useful body of literature to address 
challenges faced within SHVOF thermal spray.  
  
Figure 2-34: Suspension plasma torch in operation coating a turbine blade [82] 
Suspension plasma spray (SPS) thermal spray is a process where liquid feedstock is 
injected into a plasma jet emitted from a plasma torch. The plasma jet is generated by 
ionising a gas with a high atomic weight (Ar, N2) mixed with a gas with a high thermal 
conductivity (H2, He) [83]. Further discussion and information on the fundamental 
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principles behind the plasma torches used within SPS thermal spray can be found in 
[84]. The gas temperature and velocities within SPS thermal spray can reach up to 
10000 K and 1000 m/s within the core of the torch. Therefore, gas temperatures within 
SPS thermal spray well exceeds SHVOF thermal spray. Within SPS thermal spray 
suspension is radially injected into the plasma jet, a suspension plasma torch in 
operation is shown in figure 2-34, where the jet undergoes primary breakup, secondary 
breakup and the liquid within the suspension is vaporized. SPS  thermal spray produces 
coatings with a higher porosity than SHVOF thermal spray due to the lower impact 
velocity of particles [85]. 
2.9.1 Effect of Injection Conditions  
Jabbari et al. [75] investigated the effect of the injection velocity, injection location 
and the angle of injection on the on the inflight particle characteristics for suspension 
plasma spray. Table 2-5 shows a summary of the injection conditions investigated 
within this study [75].  
 








1 12.9 7 14 
2 25.7 7 14 
3 38.6 7 14 
4 25.7 1 0 
5 25.7 17 14 
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To validate the numerical model; the effect of the turbulence model was compared to 
experimental and numerical data available within SPS thermal spray literature as 
shown in figure 2-35. It can be seen from figure 2-35 that the RSM model provides the 
most agreement to the experimental measurements. Additionally, jet penetration was 
compared to experimental data obtained from high-speed imaging of the suspension 
injection into the plasma jet as shown in figure 2-36. It can be seen that the numerical 
measurements compare relatively well to the experimental data as shown in figure 2-
36. It was suggested that the underestimation associated with the numerical 
simulations could be the result of neglecting the primary breakup modelling. To 
model the primary breakup, methods such as volume of fluid (VOF) are required. 
The VOF model, however, requires a mesh of the order of the liquid and particle 
structures to accurate resolve the droplet and particles within the flow and hence is 
more computationally expensive. 
 
Figure 2-35: Comparison between centreline temperature profiles obtained by 
RSM and standard k-ε models with experimental and numerical data [75]. 
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Figure 2-36: Comparison of Jet Penetration between the numerical model and 
experimental measurements [75]. 
Figure 2-37 shows the effect of the suspension injection velocity on the gas axial 
velocity with varying injection velocity of 12.9, 25.7 and 38.6 m/s. It can be seen 
from figure 2-37 that as the injection velocity increases, the penetration in the plasma 
plume increases and the gas velocity in this region decreases due to excessive 
momentum exchange. Figure 2-38 shows the effect of the suspension injection 
velocity on the gas temperature with varying injection velocity of 12.9, 25.7 and 38.6 
m/s. It can be seen from figure 2-38 that as the injection velocity increases, the 
penetration in the plasma plume increases and the gas temperature in this region 
decreases due to excessive momentum exchange.  
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Figure 2-37: Effect of suspension injection velocity on the axial gas velocity, left 
hand side is side view pictures (symmetry plane) and right hand side is top view 
pictures [75]. 
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Figure 2-38: Effect of suspension injection velocity on gas temperature, left hand 
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Figures 2-39, 2-40 and 2-41 show the cumulative particle-size distribution, particle 
temperature and particle velocity as a function of particle counts (%) respectively at 
different locations from the nozzle exit. It was stated within the study that varying 
the standoff distance from 40 mm to 60 mm did not have a significant impact on the 
particle size and temperature. In contrary it was shown from figure 2-41 that at a 
standoff distance of 40 mm that a large number of particles reach a velocity of greater 
than 400 m/s. As the standoff distance increases fewer particles exceed a velocity of 
400 m/s. Therefore, increasing the stand-off distance from 40 mm to 60 mm will 
result in an increase in the number particles with a lower velocity. The lower particle 
velocity will result in an increase in the porosity of the coating.  
 
 
Figure 2-39: Particle-size distributions at different distances from the nozzle exit. 
For injection velocity of 25.7 m/s [75]. 
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Figure 2-40: Particle-temperature distributions at different distances from the nozzle 
exit. For injection velocity of 25.7 m/s [75]. 
 
 
Figure 2-41: Particle-velocity distributions at different distances from the nozzle 
exit. For injection velocity of 25.7 m/s [75]. 
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Figure 2-42 shows the effect of suspension injection angle and its location on the gas 
phase temperature. Although the suspension injection angle and location for cases 2 
and 4 are different, the location where suspension interacts with the plasma plume is 
the same for both cases. It can be seen from figure 2-42 that if the suspension injector 
is near the gun exit and its angle is toward the gun, the suspension penetration depth 
and hence the velocity and temperature of the particles are higher. 
 
Figure 2-42: The effect of suspension injector location and angle on the gas 
temperature (14°, 0°, and 14°, from left to right, respectively).(7, 1, and 17 mm, 
from left to right, respectively) [75]. 
For SHVOF thermal spray, the suspension is typically injected axially into the 
combustion chamber due to the enhanced heat and momentum transfer to the 
suspension with this type of injection. Hence, all numerical modelling studies of 
SHVOF thermal spray have utilised an axial injection into the combustion chamber. 
However, there are scenarios where a radial injection into the jet like that employed 
within SPS thermal spray may be advantageous over an axial injection. For example, 
injecting oxygen sensitive materials radially into the free jet will reduce the exposure 
time of particles to oxygen. Therefore, a radial injection outside of the nozzle would 
be preferred over an axial injection into the combustion chamber. 
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2.9.2 Effect of Suspension Viscosity Model 
Farrokhpanah et al. [74] compared the effect of different suspension viscosity models, 
for application to SPS thermal spray. The various suspension models were compared 
to experimental measurements of the suspension viscosity with varying particle 
concentration. Within this investigation, various models for the suspension viscosity 
were investigated as shown in equations 2.15 – 2.20. Equation 2.15 gives the relative 
viscosity of the suspension which is defined by the ratio of the suspension viscosity, 




 (𝐸𝑞 2.15) 
Equation 2.16 provides the Thomas model for the suspension viscosity where ϕ is 
defined by the solid volume fraction, A = 0.00273 and B = 16.6 [86]. 
 𝜇𝑟 = 1 + 2.5𝜙 + 10.5𝜙
2 + 𝐴𝑒𝐵𝜙 (𝐸𝑞 2.16) 
Equation 2.17 provides the model proposed by Toda et al. [87]. 
 𝜇𝑟 =
1 + 0.5(1 + 0.6𝜙)𝜙 − 𝜙
(1 − 𝜙 − 0.6𝜙2)2(1 − 𝜙)
 (𝐸𝑞 2.17) 
Additional models such as that proposed by Krieger et al. [88] provide the suspension 
viscosity in terms of the maximum packing fraction ϕm that is given by the maximum 
solid volume fraction that can be achieved by adding particles within the suspension 
and the intrinsic viscosity given by |𝜇|. 





 (𝐸𝑞 2.18) 
Equation 2.19 provides the model proposed by Dabak et al. [89] where N is an 
empirical constant which is taken as 2.0 for high shear rates.  
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 (𝐸𝑞 2.19) 
Equation 2.20 provides the model proposed by Horri et al. [90] developed to provide 
better matching to experimental measurements at high solid volume fractions. K refers 
to an empirical constant to be modified to match experimental measurements.  





 (𝐸𝑞 2.20) 
Figure 2-43 compares the different suspension viscosity models to experimental 
measurements for a YSZ and water suspension. It can be seen in figure 2-43 that all 
the models give a good prediction of the suspension viscosity at low solid contents. 
However, at high solid contents the models produce a poor prediction. The model 
proposed by Horri et al. [90] provides the best prediction for the suspension viscosity.  
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2.9.3 Modelling Primary Breakup Within SPS 
 
Figure 2-44: Interaction of a liquid column with an Ar-H2 plasma crossflow using 
the VOF model [22]. 
Caruyer et al. [22] modelled the interaction of a droplet and a liquid jet with a plasma 
crossflow as shown in figures 2-44 and 2-45. Caruyer et al. [22] employed the VOF 
model to model the multiphase nature of the flow. Within this investigation the primary 
breakup of the liquid jet and the secondary breakup of a droplet within the crossflow 
was captured by resolving the interface between the two phases and hence is able to 
capture a wider range of physics over the DPM model. The study employed a mesh of 
25 million cells and a time step of 1x10-8 s which makes this approach very 
computationally expensive with current computing capabilities. A very fine mesh is 
required to resolve the small droplet structures that form however an alternative 
approach to modelling the droplets formed from primary breakup is to couple the VOF 
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model to a DPM model so small droplets can be modelled using a mesh independent 
approach. This allows for a significantly coarser mesh to be employed and a significant 
reduction in the computational cost.  
 
Figure 2-45: Interaction of a droplet with an Ar-H2 plasma crossflow using the VOF 
model [22]. 
Additionally, Meillot et al. [91] employed the VOF model to capture the interaction 
between a liquid jet and a plasma crossflow as shown in figure 2-46. Within this study 
Meillot et al. [91] employed a mesh of 16 million cells and a time step of 1 x 10-8 s. 
The numerical model was compared to low-resolution high-speed imaging as shown 
in figure 2-47. The numerical model showed good qualitative agreement to the breakup 
models as compared to the high-speed imaging. This approach demonstrates a 
significant improvement in the primary breakup regions over the DPM model. 
However, the VOF model requires a significant increase in the mesh density and 
computational resources.  
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Figure 2-46: Interaction of a liquid column with a Ar-H2 plasma crossflow using the 
VOF model [91]. 
 
Figure 2-47: Shadow photographs of a continuous water jet interacting with a dc 
plasma flow [91]. 
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2.10 Developments Within Multiscale Multiphase Models 
Multiphase flows are challenging and computationally expensive to model due to the 
wide range of length scales of multiphase structures. For example, when modelling the 
jet breakup of a liquid jet exiting a nozzle structures near the inlet of the nozzle are of 
the order of the diameter of the nozzle. Far from the nozzle droplet sizes are of the 
order of micrometres. There are a wide range of multiphase models available within 
commercial CFD solvers such as Ansys Fluent that differ in approach to modelling the 
multiphase nature as outlined below: 
• Eulerian model – The Eulerian model is the most complex multiphase model 
available. The model solves “n” set of continuity and momentum conservation 
equations for “n” phases [92].  
• Volume of Fluid (VOF) –The VOF framework is an interphase tracking 
method that solves a shared set of mass and momentum conservation equations 
with an additional scalar equation for the volume fraction of each of the phases 
[93]. 
• Mixture Model – The mixture model solves a shared a shared set of mass and 
momentum conservation equations with an additional scalar equation for the 
volume fraction of each of the phases. In addition to this an additional algebraic 
equation for a velocity slip between the phases [94]. 
• Discrete Phase Model (DPM) – The DPM framework is a particle tracking 
model that treats the multiphase structures as single spherical point entities. 
Conservation equations for the momentum and energy equations are solved for 
to determine the particles position, velocity and temperature [95]. 
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Within recent years there has been a growing body of literature looking to couple 
various multiphase models to overcome some of the practical limitations in the 
individual models [96], [97], [98], [99] & [100]. There has been a growing body of 
literature implementing a coupled VOF and DPM framework in modelling breakup of 
jets and formation of films onto the surface of walls through droplet impingement. In 
doing so the large-scale structures such as the liquid core, ligaments and the film are 
modelled using the VOF model and the small-scale droplets formed are then 
transferred and modelled using the DPM framework. Resolving the small-scale 
structures using a VOF framework requires a significant computational cost. The small 
scale droplets can be modelled at a much lower computational cost using a DPM 
framework.  
Early attempts to couple VOF model with the DPM model had to address the criteria 
of conversion of droplets from a VOF framework to a DPM framework. Grosshans et 
al. [101] utilised a “coupling layer” where VOF droplets are converted into DPM 
droplets as they pass through a plane known as the coupling layer. One of the 
challenges in employing a coupled VOF and DPM model for breakup investigations 
is to address the issue that arises from the different mesh requirements within the VOF 
and DPM framework. With the implementation of a coupling layer suitable meshes 
can be employed within the respective zones. For the VOF framework mesh should be 
of an order of magnitude  smaller than the droplets. Whilst for the DPM framework 
the mesh should be of an order larger than the droplets. The coupling layer approach 
however is significantly more expensive than alternative approaches. Adeniyi et al. 
[100] developed a coupled DPM to VOF framework for bearing chamber applications 
using the commercial CFD code Ansys Fluent. Within this implementation droplets 
were modelled using the DPM framework and the film formation of the bearing 
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chamber walls were modelled using the VOF framework. The criteria for conversion 
between DPM and VOF was the proximity of DPM droplets to the interface. Tomar et 
al. [102] employed a two-way coupled VOF and DPM framework to model jet 
breakup. The conversion of VOF droplets to DPM droplets was determined by the 
diameter of the VOF droplets. If the droplets were smaller than the specified diameter 
then the droplets would convert to DPM. This approach can offer greater savings in 
computational cost over the coupling layer method as the droplets can be switched 
from a VOF framework to a DPM framework as soon as the droplets are formed. The 
conversion of droplets from DPM to VOF was based on the proximity of the droplets 
to an interface. If the droplets are close enough to an interface the DPM droplet will 
be deleted and a spherical secondary phase structure is patched in its location. Kim et 
al. [103] & [104] employed a coupled VOF and DPM approach to model the 
atomization of fuel within a gas turbine injector. Within this study droplets were 
converted from a VOF framework to a DPM framework if two criteria were met. The 
first criteria are based on the droplet volume if the droplets are smaller than the 
specified volume the droplets were converted from VOF to DPM. The second criteria 
are based upon the droplet sphericity if the droplets are sufficiently spherical the 
droplets are converted from VOF to DPM. The numerical prediction of the SMD from 
the coupled VOF and DPM model compared well against the experimental 
measurements. Shinjo et al. extended the application of the coupled VOF and DPM 
model to include the effects of combustion [105], [106] & [107] for a diesel jet. Shinjo 
et al. investigated four cases: diesel jet in cold flow, diesel jet in hot flow, with the 
inclusion of a single step reaction and finally the inclusion of a multistep reaction. The 
multistep reaction demonstrated good agreement in predicting the ignition delay with 
existing literature. 
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2.11 Diagnostic Techniques for SHVOF and SPS Thermal Spray 
Suspension thermal spray is a challenging process to control due to the range of 
parameters that affect the deposition of particles onto the substrate of the coating. 
Coating deposition is affected by the gas flow rate, suspension flow rate, suspension 
composition, nozzle geometry, fluctuations at the gas and suspension inlets and 
standoff distance to name a few. The inflight particle velocities and temperatures 
however are amongst the most important parameters that can control the coating 
deposition, coating microstructure and hence the properties of the coating [108]. 
Table 2-6: Comparison of DPV-2000 and Accuraspray-G4 particle diagnostic 
systems 
 DPV-2000 Accuraspray G3 
Measurement Volume 1.4 mm2 x 1.9 mm 
(Cylinder) diameter 3 mm 
x length 25 mm 
Velocity Measurement Single Particle Method Time of Flight 
Temperature Measurement Two-colour Pyrometry Two-colour Pyrometry 
Diameter Measurement Emission - 
 
Various diagnostic systems have been developed for thermal spray using conventional 
powdered feedstock which include DPV 2000 and Accuraspray. The diagnostic 
systems measure the inflight particle velocity, temperature and diameter. Diagnostic 
systems play provide an invaluable tool to validate numerical models. Table 2-6 
compares the two most common commercially available diagnostic systems; DPV-
2000 with Accuraspray G3 [18]. The most notable differences between DPV and 
Accuraspray are that DPV employs a single particle measurement technique whilst 
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Accuraspray employs an ensembled average method. For application to suspension 
thermal spray only the Accuraspray diagnostic system can measure the submicron and 
nanoparticles that are present within SHVOF thermal spray.  
 
2.11.1 Accuraspray Diagnostic System 
 
Figure 2-48: Pyrometer for characterization of the particles configured with a 
double-point measurement of Accuraspray G3 [108]. 
The Accuraspray diagnostic system measures particle velocities and temperatures 
based upon an ensembled averaged method. The particle velocities and temperatures 
are calculated using a time of flight and a two colour pyrometry method respectively. 
The Accuraspray diagnostic system is the only system commercially available that is 
able to measure particle velocities and temperatures for particles that range in size from 
submicron to nano as is the case with SHVOF thermal spray. Further discussion on the 
Accuraspray technique is provided within Chapter 6. Akbarnozari et al. [108] modified 
the Accuraspray G3 system which is based upon measuring the intensity of radiation 
at two locations and at two wavelengths, as shown in figure 2-46, to improve 
temperature measurements.  
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Figure 2-49: Pyrometer for characterization of the particles configured with a single-
point measurement of Accuraspray 4.0 [108]. 
Akbarnozari et al. [108] modified the Accuraspray G3 system to measure the radiation 
intensity at a single point and at two wavelengths (Accuraspray G4) as shown in figure 
2-47. Temperature and velocity predictions from the modified Accuraspray system 
were compared to the Accuraspray G3 system for SPS thermal spray at various 
standoff distances, plasma torch power and suspension feed rates. Scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) images of the microstructure were taken at the various conditions 
investigated. It was seen that the temperature and velocity predictions from the 
modified Accuraspray G4 system correlated better to changes in the microstructure of 
the coating. Additionally, Akbarnozari et al. successfully measured particle velocities 
and temperatures for SPS thermal spray and SHVOF thermal spray for a number of 
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2.12 Summary of Literature Review 
In summary it can be seen that an extensive body of literature surrounding SHVOF 
thermal spray and the underlying physical processes that govern SHVOF thermal spray 
has accumulated. The literature surrounding combustion, primary breakup, secondary 
breakup and evaporation of suspension droplets has been studied. There are a number 
of studies relevant to SHVOF thermal spray that have been studied within this 
literature review from the field of modelling HVOF thermal spray. For investigations 
include evaluating the effect of the combustion model, assessing the effect of 
numerical scheme and determining the effect of the equivalence ratio. The 
investigations outlined are all important questions that must be considered within 
SHVOF thermal spray and have been investigated to some degree within HVOF 
thermal spray literature.  
A review of the numerical investigations within SHVOF thermal spray literature have 
been outlined. Investigations have focused on what effect the droplet injection 
velocity, droplet injection diameter, injector type, substrate geometry have on SHVOF 
thermal spray. Additionally, investigations have compared the numerical models 
employed within SHVOF thermal spray to ensembled average measurements of 
particle velocity and particle temperature to evaluate the model accuracy. 
Finally, the literature surrounding SPS thermal spray has been studied due to the wide 
overlap between SPS and SHVOF thermal spray. From the SPS thermal spray 
literature an understanding of different injection methods has been presented. SPS 
thermal spray literature looks to build upon current modelling methods by accounting 
for the primary breakup of the liquid / suspension jet which has currently not been 
addressed within SHVOF thermal spray modelling investigations.  
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2.13 Thesis Organisation 
The current scope of the present thesis is focused around improving the understanding 
of SHVOF thermal spray. Current nozzles employed within SHVOF thermal spray 
have been developed for powder feedstock. Hence there is an insufficient 
understanding on what effect the nozzle geometry has on the SHVOF thermal spray 
process. There are a number of different nozzles available commercially which vary 
by combustion chamber length, barrel length and the total length of the nozzle. Chapter 
4 evaluates what effect the combustion chamber length, barrel length and the total 
length have on the gas flow, suspension evaporation and the inflight particle velocities 
and temperatures.  
Within SPS it is common practice to inject the suspension radially outside of the flame. 
However, a radial injection outside of the flame is not often seen within SHVOF 
thermal spray. For some cases a radial injection of suspension may be beneficial. For 
example, oxygen sensitive materials such as graphene oxidize and degrade when 
exposed to oxygen at high temperatures for prolonged durations of time. Therefore, a 
radial injection of suspension may improve the quality of the coating due to the shorter 
exposure time to oxygen at high temperatures. Additionally, a shrouding system is 
designed that allows for a radial injection of suspension as well as preventing mixing 
of ambient oxygen into the jet. Chapter 5 investigates what effect an injection radially 
into the free jet has on the inflight particle condition. This thesis also builds upon the 
current modelling approaches employed within SHVOF thermal spray literature. 
Chapter 5 compares two approaches to modelling the combustion reaction for SHVOF 
thermal spray. One approach employs a global mechanism and another approach 
employs a robust reaction mechanism. The gas temperatures are then compared to the 
theoretical adiabatic flame temperature for the two approaches employed.  
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Additionally, it was discussed within the literature review that the current numerical 
models for the heat transfer to suspension under-predict the particle temperatures by 
as much as 500 K in comparison to Accuraspray measurements. Currently to model 
the heat transfer coefficient within suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray the 
Ranz -  Marshal correlation is used. The Ranz - Marshal correlation was developed for 
spray dryers which operate at very low velocities and temperatures in comparison to 
SHVOF thermal spray. Chapter 6 evaluates more appropriate correlations for the heat 
transfer coefficient to address the current under-prediction observed within the 
numerical modelling.  
Finally, this thesis looks to address a current limitation within suspension high velocity 
oxy fuel thermal spray modelling. Current numerical models employed within SHVOF 
thermal spray ignore the primary breakup of the jet. SPS thermal spray has employed 
the volume of fluid framework to model the primary breakup of suspension into a 
plasma jet however, this approach is very computationally expensive. Chapter 7 
models the primary breakup using the volume of fluid framework and then models the 
droplets formed using a discrete phase model framework. This approach will allow for 
a significantly lower computational cost over the full volume of fluid framework and 
a drastic increase in the fidelity over the discrete phase model framework. Chapter 7 
also looks at what effect the injection Weber number has on the primary breakup of 
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Chapter 3: Numerical Modelling 
The commercial CFD solver Ansys Fluent V19.3 (Pennsylvania, USA) has been 
employed to model the SHVOF thermal spray system. This chapter provides a 
comprehensive overview of the principles for modelling the fluid flow within SHVOF 
thermal spray and specifically those which have been employed within this thesis. The 
models to describe the mass conservation, momentum conservation, turbulence, 
compressibility, combustion, multiphase flows and the phase change are outlined in 
detail within this section. Additionally, the numerical algorithm that is employed 
within Ansys Fluent is also provided. 
3.1 Basic Fluid Flows 
To model any flow using the finite volume method within CFD the mass and 
momentum conservation equations must be solved for. The mass and momentum 
conservation equations are given by equations 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. The density is 
given by ρ, the time is given by t, ?⃗? = (𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑤)𝑇 refers to the velocity vector, p, refers 
to the static pressure, g refers to the gravitational acceleration and I refers to the unit 
tensor. The stress tensor, 𝜏?̿?𝑗, in the momentum equation is defined by equation 3.3 
Mass Conservation Equation: 
 𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. 𝜌?⃗? = 0 
(𝐸𝑞 3.1) 
Momentum Conservation Equation: 
 𝜕𝜌
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (𝜌?⃗? ?⃗? ) = −∇𝑝 + ∇. (𝜏?̿?𝑗) + 𝜌𝑔 (𝐸𝑞 3.2) 
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∇. ?⃗? 𝐼] 
(𝐸𝑞 3.3) 
Compressible effects are encountered in gas flows that are characterised by high 
velocities and/or in flows where there are large pressure and temperature variations. 
Compressible flows experience large variations within the fluid density. An additional 
equation for the density must solved to account for the density variations within the 
flow which is given by the ideal gas law (equation 3.4). Within the ideal gas law, pop 
refers to the operating pressure, R refers to the universal gas constant, Mw refers to the 
molecular weight and T refers to the temperature. The temperature is determined by 
the energy equation given by equation 3.5. The effective conductivity is given by keff, 
𝑗 𝑗refers to the diffusion flux for species j and Sh refers to the heat source term that 
accounts for heat transfer between continuous flow and discrete flow.  













+ ∇. (𝜌?⃗? 𝐸 + 𝑝) = ∇. (𝑘𝑒𝑓𝑓∇𝑇 −∑ℎ𝑗𝑗 𝑗
𝑗
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3.2 Turbulence Modelling  
In SHVOF thermal spray the flow is turbulent in nature, there is no exact definition 
for turbulence. Turbulent flows display certain characteristics; they are random, 
diffusive, and highly dissipative. The Reynolds number, Re, can be used to predict if 
the flow is turbulent in nature [109]. The Reynolds number is given by equation 3.6 
where U refers to the characteristic flow velocity, L refers to the characteristic flow 





 (𝐸𝑞 3.6) 
Turbulence is challenging to models as turbulent flows operate over a wide range of 
length and time scales [109]. The largest of the length scales are referred to as integral 
length scales, l0, the smallest length scales are referred to as the Kolmogorov length 
scales [110], η, which are given by equation 3.7 and 3.8 respectively. The largest time 
scales are referred to as large eddy turnover time, tL, and the smallest time scales are 
referred to as the time scale for small eddies, tη, which are given by equation 3.9 and 
3.10 respectively. The turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass is given by, k, ε refers to 
the turbulent dissipation rate and ν refers to the kinematic viscosity. The wide range 
of length and time scales make turbulence very computationally expensive to model 
[111]. 
 𝑙0 𝛼 
𝑘3 2⁄









 (𝐸𝑞 3.9) 
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 (𝐸𝑞 3.10) 
Turbulence modelling can be characterised by how much of the flow is modelled and 
resolved [112]. As more of the flow is resolved the fidelity of the turbulence model 
increases, however the computational expense also vastly increases. A direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) approach to account for the effects of turbulence resolves 
the entirety of the flow. The Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) methods 
model much of the flow and resolve the remainder of the flow scales. Scale resolving 
simulations (SRS) such as the large eddy simulation (LES) approach resolve the large-
scale structures and model the small-scale structures. Figure 3-1 illustrates the 
fundamental concepts behind the DNS, RANS and LES models.  
 
Figure 3-1: Fundamental concepts behind the RANS, LES and DNS turbulence 
models [113]. 
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3.2.1 LES Models: 
 
Figure 3-2: Energy Spectrum in turbulent flows [114]. 
In turbulent flows energy is cascaded down the from large scale structures to small 
scale structures [114]. The energy spectrum shows the energy distribution over the 
entire range of turbulent scales as shown in figure 3-2. The large eddies carry most of 
the energy and the small eddies carry a smaller proportion of the energy. From this it 
is assumed that the large-scale structures have a larger contribution to the bulk 
properties of the flow. Therefore, it is more important to accurately model the large-
scale structures than the small-scale structures.  
An instantaneous property, 𝜑, can be decomposed into the sum of a filtered 
component, ?̃?, and a fluctuating component, 𝜑′,  as shown in equation 3.11. A filter is 
applied to the Navier-Stokes equations to separate the resolved scales from the 
unresolved scales, the filtered variable is given in equation 3.12. The filter function is 
given by, ?̅?(𝑥, 𝑥′) and D  refers to the fluid domain. The discretization employed 
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within the finite volume method implicitly provides the filtering operation as shown 
in equation 3.13. It is implied within equation 3.13 that the filter takes the form within 
equation 3.14. The filtered forms of the continuity equation and Navier Stokes 
equations are given by equation 3.15 and 3.16 respectively [115].  
 𝜑 = ?̃? + 𝜑′ (𝐸𝑞 3.11) 











 𝑑𝑥′ (𝐸𝑞 3.13) 
 ?̅?(𝑥, 𝑥′)  = {
1
𝑉
, 𝑥′𝜖 𝑣 
0, 𝑥′𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒






















 (𝐸𝑞 3.16) 
A closure for the filtered Navier Stokes equations is required for the sub grid scale 
(SGS) tensor, 𝜏𝑖𝑗. The SGS tensor represents the effect of the small-scale structures on 
the large-scale flow. The SGS tensor is modelled in LES using SGS models while all 
the other terms are resolved. The Boussinesq approximation, given by equation 3.17, 
can be applied to provide closure to the LES filtered equations. The unit tensor is given 










) (𝐸𝑞 3.17) 
There several different SGS models available, the Wall-Adapting Local Eddy-
Viscosity (WALE) model has been employed within chapter 7. The WALE model 
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offers a few advantages over other SGS models for example the model returns the 
correct wall asymptotic (y3) behaviour for wall bounded flows unlike the Smagorinsky 
model [116] & [117].  
The wall-adapting local eddy (WALE) viscosity is defined by Equation 3.18. The 
mixing length scale for the sub grid scales, Ls, and the rate of strain tensor, Sij, are 
given by equations 3.19 and 3.20 respectively. Within equation 3.18 for the mixing 
length scale is given by Ls, the von Karman constant is given by κ, d refers to the 
distance to the closest wall, Cw refers to the wale constant and V1/3 refers to the cube 
root of the cell volume. The wale constant varies within the literature where the 
published value for the constant takes the value of Cw = 0.50 while other studies have 
shown superior performance of the model with a value of Cw = 0.325.  














 (𝐸𝑞 3.18) 
 𝐿𝑠 = min (𝜅𝑑, 𝐶𝑤𝑉
1
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3.2.2 RANS Models: 
An instantaneous variable, 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑡), can alternatively be decomposed into a mean 
component, ?̅?(𝑥), and fluctuating component, 𝜑′(𝑥, 𝑡), as shown by equation 3.22. 
The mean property of the flow is defined by equation 3.23 [118]. This decomposition 
can be applied to the variables in the Navier-Stokes equations, producing the Reynolds 
averaged Navier-Stokes equations which are given by equation 3.24. 
 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑡) = ?̅?(𝑥) + 𝜑′(𝑥, 𝑡) (𝐸𝑞 3.22) 




∫ 𝜑(𝑥, 𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
𝑡+𝑇
𝑡














𝜕𝑢𝑖′𝑢𝑗′̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅
𝜕𝑥𝑗
 (𝐸𝑞 3.24) 
Within the RANS equations all the terms except the stress tensor term can be resolved. 
Turbulence modelling implements a model for the stress tensor to provide closure the 
RANS equations. The Boussinesq approximation provides closure to the RANS 
equations and is given by equation 3.25. The turbulent viscosity can then be 
determined from a turbulence model. 












) 𝛿𝑖𝑗 (𝐸𝑞 3.25) 
Typically, in SHVOF thermal spray the realizable k-epsilon model is employed to 
model the turbulence [28]. The realizable k-epsilon model provides a robust far wall 
treatment of the flow and allows for the use of wall functions which reduces 
computational costs. The realizable k-epsilon model solves two transport equations for 
the turbulent kinetic energy per unit mass, k, and the dissipation rate, ε, which are 
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given by equations 3.26 and 3.27 respectively. The dilatation in compressible 
turbulence, YM, accounts for the compressibility effects on the overall dissipation rate 
and Gk represents the generation of turbulent kinetic energy due to the average velocity 
gradients. The turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε are given by σk and σε 
respectively. The turbulent Prandtl number for k and the turbulent Prandtl number for 
ε take the value of 1.0 and 1.2, respectively. C1 and C2 are constants for the realizable 
k-epsilon model, the constant C1 is determined by equation 3.28 and the constant C2 
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3.2.3 Turbulent Boundary Layer 
The fluid directly adjacent to the wall is at rest which gives rise to the no slip boundary 
condition employed at the walls to model the flow. The boundary layer is defined by 
the region where the flow transitions from rest to the free stream velocity. Within the 
boundary layer the flow transitions from laminar to turbulent. Near the wall the flow 
is laminar, further from the wall the flow transitions from laminar to turbulent and far 
from the wall the flow is turbulent which is shown in figure 3-3.  
 
Figure 3-3: Development of the boundary Layer [119]. 
Extra consideration must be employed when considering the boundary layer within 
turbulence models. If the mesh is well resolved within the viscous laminar region 
(viscous sub layer) the boundary layer can be fully resolved. This however requires 
for the first node from the wall to be placed at a y+ ≈ 1 and for 10 cells to lie within 
the buffer and sublayer. The definition of the y+ is given by equation 3.29, where y 
refers to the distance from the wall, ν refers to the kinematic viscosity, the wall shear 




 (𝐸𝑞 3.29) 
 𝑢𝜏  = √
𝜏𝑤
𝜌
 (𝐸𝑞 3.30) 
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Alternatively, the boundary layer can be modelled where a much coarser mesh can be 
applied to reduce the computational cost of accounting for the effects of the boundary 
layer. Further from the wall within the fully turbulent region the nondimensional 
velocity takes the form of a log law as shown in figure 3-4. A wall function taking the 
form of the log law can be employed at the wall to model the boundary layer. For the 
log law to be valid the first cell off the wall must lie within the fully turbulent region 
which occurs at 30 < y+ < 300. Ideally the mesh should be either coarse enough to lie 
within the fully turbulent region or fine enough to lie within the laminar region. The 
first node off the wall should avoid being placed within the buffer layer 5 < y+ < 30. 
However Ansys Fluent can accommodate cells that lie within the buffer layer [62].  
 
Figure 3-4: Subdivisions of the near wall region [62]. 
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3.3 Combustion Modelling  
Most common approach to modelling combustion within the SHVOF literature are to 
employ a species transport model that accounts for the convection, diffusion and 
reaction of all the species considered. The species transport model is given by equation 
3.31, where i refers to the index of the species, Yi refers to the mass fraction of species 
i, Ji refers to the mass diffusion flux of species i, RI refers to the rate of production of 
species i from reactions that may take place and Si refers to the source of species i from 
phase change.  
 𝜕𝜌𝑌𝑖
𝜕𝑡
+ ∇. (?⃗? 𝑌𝑖) = −∇. 𝐽𝑖⃗ + 𝑅𝑖 + 𝑆𝑖 
(𝐸𝑞 3.31) 
For “N” number of species present within the fluid “N-1” species equations are solved 
for. The sum of all of the species mass fractions totals 1.0 as implied in equation 3.32 







The mass diffusion flux term in equation 3.31 represents the diffusion of species that 
arises due to species and temperature gradients. For turbulent flows the mass diffusion 
term is determined by equation 3.33. Where Di,m represents the mass diffusion 
coefficient of species i, Sct represents the turbulent Schmidt number which takes the 
value of 0.7 and DT,I represents the thermal (Soret) diffusion coefficient of species i. 
 
𝐽𝑖⃗ = − (𝜌𝐷𝑖,𝑚 +
𝜇𝑡
𝑆𝑐𝑡





Within SHVOF the reactants undergo combustion and there is a consumption and 
production of species. To model the consumption and production of species as a result 
of combustion the rate of reaction must be determined. There are a number of models 
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available to determine the rate term; within this thesis the eddy dissipation model and 
the eddy dissipation concept have been employed. Chapter 5 compares the temperature 
and species fraction predictions by both of these models.  
 
Eddy Dissipation Model  
For turbulent reacting flows the rate of reaction is limited by the turbulent mixing and 
hence the turbulent chemistry interactions (TCI) must be considered. For turbulent 
premixed combustion the reaction rate is limited by the mixing of hot reactant products 
with the cold premixed fuel and oxygen. Therefore, under the assumption that the 
combustion is limited by the mixing; the kinetic rates can be neglected as they are 
assumed to be instantaneous. The eddy dissipation model determines the rate of 
production of species, i, due to reaction, r, and the rate, Ri,r, is given by the limiting 
term of the two following expressions within equations 3.34 and 3.35 [120]. The mass 
fraction of any product species is given by Yp, YR refers to the mass fraction of a 
particular reactant 𝜈′𝑖,𝑟 refers to the stoichiometric coefficient for reactant i in reaction 
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Eddy Dissipation Concept  
The Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) is an extension to the EDM model to account 
for detailed reaction mechanisms in turbulent combustion flows [121] & [122]. The 
EDC model assumes the reaction occurs in small turbulent structures, which are 
typically much smaller than the computational grid. The model distinguishes the cell 
into two subzones: the reacting fine structures and the surrounding fluid. The reaction 
is confined to the fine scale structures which is treated as being adiabatic, isobaric, 
plug flow reactors (PFR). Turbulent mixing transfers mass and energy from the fine 
structures to the surrounding fluid [123] & [124]. The length scale of the fine 
structures, ξ*, is given by equation 3.36. The volume fraction constant Cξ is taken as a 
value of 2.1377. The volume fraction of the fine scale is given by the cube of the length 
scale of fine structures. Species are assumed to react over the time scale given in 
equation 3.37. The time scale constant is given by Cτ which takes the value of 0.4082. 
Assuming the reaction occurs only within the fine structures the net reaction rate is 
determined by equation 3.38 [125]. The fine-scale species mass fraction of species i 
after reacting over the time τ* is given by Y*i. 
 



















𝜏∗ [1 − (𝜉∗)3]
(𝑌𝑖
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3.4 Multiphase Modelling  
This sub-chapter outlines the fundamental principles for the VOF, DPM and coupled 
VOF and DPM frameworks that have been employed within this thesis. Chapters 4, 5 
and 6 employ the DPM model and chapter 7 employs the coupled VOF and DPM 
model for the suspension.  
3.4.1 Discrete Particle Model 
The discrete particle model (DPM) is a droplet tracking method for discrete multiphase 
entities such as droplets and particles. The droplets are modelled as point entities which 
assumes no internal gradients. The discrete phase is modelled using a mass and 
momentum conservation and is coupled to the gas phase through source terms within 
the governing equations as shown in figure 3-5 [126].  
 
Figure 3-5: Heat, Mass, and Momentum Transfer Between the Discrete and 
Continuous Phases [62].  
The motion of the droplets is given by Newton’s second law, equation 3.39. the mass 
of the particle is given by mp, up refers to the velocity of the particle, t refers to the 
time, Ap refers to the surface area of the particle, ρg refers to the density of the 
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continuous phase and ug refers to the velocity of the continuous phase. The drag 
coefficient, cD, is given by the drag law of Crowe et al. [127] which accounts to the 
Mach number effects on the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is given by equation 
3.40. The incompressible drag coefficient is given by, CD0, Red refers to the particle 
Reynolds number, Ma refers to the Mach number and γ refers to the ratio of specific 







𝑐𝐷𝜌𝑔𝐴𝑝(𝑢𝑔 − 𝑢𝑝)|𝑢𝑔 − 𝑢𝑝| (𝐸𝑞 3.39) 
 













To model the effects of turbulent dispersion on the particle trajectories the discrete 
random walk model has been employed. The discrete random walk (DRW) model 
includes the effect of instantaneous turbulent velocity fluctuations, u’, on the particle 
trajectories using a stochastic method. The instantaneous velocity field, u, that 
accounts for turbulent fluctuations is given by equation 3.41 where ?̅? refers to the time 
averaged velocity.  
 𝑢 = ?̅? + 𝑢′ (𝐸𝑞 3.41) 
In the discrete random walk model, the fluctuating velocity components are initially 
calculated, this value is used for a time interval equal to that of the characteristic time 
scale. Their random value is kept constant over an interval of time given by the 
characteristic lifetime of the eddies. The integral time scale, TL, for the k-epsilon model 
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The interaction of particles and turbulent eddies is characterised by a fluctuating 
velocity, 𝑢′, and a time scale, 𝜏𝑒. The fluctuating velocity is a constant over the lifetime 
of the turbulent eddies and the distributing of turbulent fluctuations follows a Gaussian 
distribution. 
 
𝑢′ = √(𝑢′)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ 
(𝐸𝑞 3.43) 
Equation 3.43 is used to determine the fluctuating velocity, , refers to the normally 
distributed random fluctuations and the second term on the right-hand side refers to 
the RMS of the velocity fluctuations. The RMS of the velocity fluctuations, assuming 
an isotropic flow, relates to the turbulent kinetic energy through equation 3.44. The 
characteristic lifetime of the eddy is given by equation 3.45. 
 √(𝑢′)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = √(𝑣′)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ = √(𝑤′)2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ = √
2𝑘
3
 (𝐸𝑞 3.44) 
 𝜏𝑒 = 2𝑇𝐿 (𝐸𝑞 3.45) 
The particle temperature, Tp, can be determined from equation 3.46 where cp refers to 
the specific heat capacity of the particle and hfg refers to the latent heat. The heat 
transfer coefficient, h, is computed using a Nusselt number correlation. There are 
numerous Nusselt number correlations available within mass and heat transfer 
literature. This chapter discusses three applicable Nusselt number correlations and 










The Ranz - Marshall Nusselt number correlation is the most popular correlation 
employed to determine the heat transfer coefficient to solid spherical particle or 
droplets [128] & [129]. The Ranz - Marshall correlation was developed from droplet 
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evaporation experiments at low Reynolds numbers and low Mach numbers for 
application to spray drying. Experiments to determine the heat transfer coefficient and 
the evaporation rate of droplets were conducted at varying Reynolds numbers from 0 
– 200. The Ranz - Marshall correlation for the Nusselt number is given by equation 
3.47. The particle diameter is given by, dp, the thermal conductivity of the continuous 
phase is given by, k∞ and Pr  refers to the Prandtl number of the continuous phase 
[62]. The Prandtl number is defined as the ratio of the momentum diffusivity to thermal 
diffusivity as given by equation 3.48. Within equation 3.48 the dynamic viscosity and 





= 2.0 + 0.6𝑅𝑒𝑑





 (𝐸𝑞 3.48) 
There are several flaws with the Ranz-Marshall correlation, for example the correlation 
does not account for the Mach number effects on the heat transfer to particles. Kavanau 
et al. [130] and Drake et al. [131] have investigated the effect of the Mach number on 
the heat transfer coefficient within subsonic and supersonic flow respectively. From 
the experimental studies conducted from both Kavanu et al. and Drake et al. It was 
shown that the Nusselt number varies greatly with the Mach number. The Ranz - 
Marshall correlation is unable to account for the effect of the Mach number on the heat 
transfer coefficient. An alternative Nusselt number correlation to the Ranz-Marshall 
correlation which has been applied to cold spray and high velocity oxy fuel thermal 
spray however has not yet been employed within SHVOF thermal spray provides the 
Nusselt number as a function of the Mach number. The compressible correlation 
accounts for the Mach number effects on the Nusselt number and is given by equation 
3.49.  
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 𝑁𝑢 = 2.0 + 0.4𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.5 𝑃𝑟1 3 ⁄ exp(0.1 + 0.872 𝑀𝑎) (𝐸𝑞 3.49) 
The effects of rarefication can play a significant role within flows and the Knudsen 
number, Kn, can be used to evaluate the effects of rarefication. The Knudsen number 
is defined as the ratio of the molecular mean free path length, Λ, to the physical length 
and is given by equation 3.50. As the Knudsen number increases the effects of 













Kavanau et al. [130] derived the heat transfer coefficient of spherical particles within 
the slip flow regime which accounts for the Mach number and Knudsen number effects 
on the Nusselt number. They derived a Nusselt number correlation for application to 
particles within a rarefied gas flow and looked to fit their Nusselt correlation to 
particles within a rarefied subsonic flow. The Kavanau correlation is given by equation 









Droplets in a high-speed gas flow break up into smaller droplets, this process is known 
as secondary breakup. There are a number of different secondary breakup models 
available, each of which are suitable for a different Weber numbers. The TAB breakup 
model is suitable for low speed and low Weber number sprays. The WAVE model is 
suitable for sprays where the Weber number exceeds 100. The KHRT breakup model 
is an additional breakup model suitable for Weber numbers exceeding 100.  
The wave secondary breakup model assumes the breakup time and droplet sizes are 
related to the fastest growing Kelvin-Helmholtz instability on the droplet surface [37] 
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& [132]. The child droplet diameter is assumed to be proportional to the wavelength 
of the fastest growing instabilities as given by equation 3.52. where B0 is a model 
constant which is set to 0.61. The maximum growth rate, Ω, and its wavelength, Λ, is 
given by equation 3.53 and 3.54 respectively. The gas Weber number is given by, Weg, 
Ta refers to the Taylor number and Oh refers to the Ohnesorge number. 








) (𝐸𝑞 3.53) 
 Λ = 9.02a
(1 + 0.45𝑂ℎ0.5)(1 + 𝑇𝑎0.7)
(1 + 0.8𝑊𝑒𝑔
1.67)
0.6  (𝐸𝑞 3.54) 
The rate of change of the parent droplet diameter, a, is given by equation 3.55 and the 
breakup time for the droplet, τp, is given by equation 3.56. The radius of the droplet is 














The Kelvin-Helmholtz Rayleigh-Taylor (KHRT) secondary breakup model builds 
upon the WAVE model by combining the effects of the aerodynamic forces due to the 
Kevlin – Helmholtz instability with the acceleration of droplet ejection into the 
freestream due to the Raleigh – Taylor instabilities. To model the liquid core in the 
near nozzle injection, a Levich core length, L, is applied that only allows breakup due 
to Kelvin-Helmholtz wave growth, which is given by equation 3.57. The Levich 
constant is given by, CL, d0 refers to the diameter of the nozzle. 
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 𝐿 = 𝐶𝑙𝑑0√
𝜌𝑙
𝜌𝑔
  (𝐸𝑞 3.57) 
Both mechanisms model the secondary breakup by tracking wave growth on the 
surface of the droplet, with breakup occurring due to the fastest growing instability. 
The frequency of the fastest growing wave is given by equation 3.58 where gt refers 
to the acceleration of the droplet in its direction of travel. The corresponding wave 
number, KRT, is given by equation 3.59. Breakup occurs after Raleigh Taylor waves 
have been growing for a time larger than the breakup time, τ𝑅𝑇. The breakup time is 
given by equation 3.60 where Cτ refers to the Rayleigh-Taylor breakup time constant 
which takes the value of 0.50. The radius of the child droplet, rc, is given by equation 









 𝐾𝑅𝑇 = √
−𝑔𝑡(𝜌𝑝 − 𝜌𝑔)
3𝜎








 (𝐸𝑞 3.61) 
As the suspension droplet temperature increases above the liquid components’ 
vaporization temperature there is mass transfer from the droplet to the gas due to 
vaporization. Vaporization occurs when the droplet temperature, Tp, is greater than the 
constituent vaporization temperature, Tpap, and below its boiling point, Tp, given in 
equation 3.62. For processes where there is convection of the evaporating material 
from the droplet surface to the bulk gas flow, Stephan flow, the mass transfer rate 
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increases. The convection – diffusion vaporization model proposed by Miler and 
Sazhin accounts for the effect of Stephan flow on the mass transfer rate, which is given 
by equation 3.63 and 3.64. Where mp refers to the mass of the droplet, kc refers to the 
mass transfer coefficient and Bm refers to the Spalding mass number. The Spalding 
mass number is given by equation 3.64. The vapour mass fraction at the surface is 
given by, Yi,s, vapor mass fraction in the bulk gas is given by Yi,0. 








 (𝐸𝑞 3.64) 
Boiling occurs when the droplet temperature exceeds that of its boiling point, equation 
3.65. The mass transfer rate from the droplet to the bulk gas is given by the d2 law 
which is given by equation 3.66. The specific heat capacity of the continuous phase is 
given by cp,∞ and hfg refers to the latent heat. 







(1 + 0.23√𝑅𝑒𝑑)𝑙𝑛 (1 +
𝑐𝑝,∞(𝑇∞ − 𝑇𝑝)
ℎ𝑓𝑔
) (𝐸𝑞 3.66) 
To account for the melting of the solid particles an effective specific heat capacity 
model can be employed. The effective specific heat capacity method adjusts the 
specific heat capacity to account for the latent heat of fusion required to melt solid 
material. The effective specific heat capacity, cp,eff, is calculated using equation 3.67 
[133] & [134]. The specific heat capacity of the material in its solid phase is given by 
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cp(s) and cp(l) refers to the specific heat capacity of the material in its liquid phase and 
L refers to the latent heat of fusion required to melt the material.  










+ 𝑐𝑝(𝑠) + 𝑐𝑝(𝑙)),                 𝑇1 ≤ 𝑇 < 𝑇2
𝑐𝑝(𝑙),                                                                 𝑇 ≥ 𝑇2
 (𝐸𝑞 3.67) 
3.4.2 Volume of Fluid Model:  
The volume of fluid (VOF) method looks at locating the interface between two phases. 
The VOF model solves the volume fraction, φq, equation for phase q within the 
computational domain. Within each cell the sum of the volume fraction for all the 
phases must sum to 1.0. At cells where the volume fraction lies within 0 < φ < 1 an 
interface reconstruction method is employed to map the interface. The volume of 
fraction equation is solved which is given by equation 3.68. 
 𝜕𝜑𝑞
𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑈. ∇𝜑𝑞 = 0 
(𝐸𝑞 3.68) 
The VOF model requires a mesh fine enough to resolve the structures, one of the 
challenges is the interface is constantly moving. Hence, a static mesh of uniform 
density will require a significant computational cost. Methods can be employed to 
improve the interface reconstruction; one such method is to employ a dynamic mesh 
refinement algorithm. Dynamic mesh refinement looks to refine the mesh density 
around the interface as the solution changes as can be seen in figure 3-6.  
 
Figure 3-6: Dynamic mesh refinement using a cut cell method. 
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Figure 3-7: (a) Actual interface, (b) geo-reconstruct scheme and (c) donor acceptor 
scheme.  
There are several numerical schemes available to reconstruct the interface between the 
two phases. One of the challenges with VOF is ensuring a suitable scheme is employed 
to accurately model the interface. Figure 3-7 shows comparison of the geo-reconstruct 
and the donor acceptor scheme to the actual interface. The geo-reconstruct scheme 
employs a piecewise linear interpolation of the interface which provides the most 
accurate re-construction of the interface. The geo-reconstruct scheme is however 
significantly more computationally expensive than alternative approaches. The donor 
acceptor scheme identifies cells that lie on the interface known as donor cells. 
Neighbouring cells referred to as the acceptor cells are then filled with fluid equalling 
to the amount of fluid identified from the donor cells. This method is employed to 
reduce the numerical diffusion along the interface.  
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3.4.3 Coupled Volume of Fluid and Discrete Particle Model 
 
Figure 3-8: A Coupled VOF and DPM Model for Jet Breakup [135]. 
A coupled VOF and DPM framework can be employed to provide a high fidelity and 
cost-effective approach to model entire range of multi-phase structures. Large scale 
structures can be resolved to a high fidelity using a VOF framework. Small droplet 
structures that are formed from the primary breakup are converted from a VOF 
framework to a DPM framework where they are modelled at a lower computational 
cost. The DPM model allows for a robust and inexpensive treatment of small droplet 
structures as these droplets are treated as point entities. The modelling of a liquid jet 
breakup using a coupled VOF and DPM framework is illustrated within figure 3-8. 
As the suspension is injected into the combustion chamber; it forms a jet which is 
modelled using a VOF framework. Ligaments form on the surface of the jet and detach 
from the jet forming small droplets. Once the ligaments detach from the jet and form 
into droplets, they are converted from a VOF framework to a DPM framework. The 
cells containing the liquid phase are patched with the gas phase to allow conservation 
of the volume fraction equation [136] & [137]. A droplet with the equivalent mass, 
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diameter, average temperature, average velocity and average species components is 
then injected at that same location. A source term is implemented within the mass and 
momentum conservation equations to account for the mass transfer between the 
continuous phase and the discrete phase. If an adaptive mesh refinement is employed 
the mesh adaption is re-coarsened 
 
Figure 3-9: Droplet normalized radius standard deviation [left] and average radius 
surface orthogonality [right] [126]. 
To allow for a coupling of the VOF and DPM models a switching condition is required 
to determine which multiphase structures will be converted from a VOF framework to 
a DPM framework. Within Ansys Fluent a lump detection algorithm is employed to 
identify droplet structures which are suitable for conversion. The geometric properties 
of the liquid structures, such as the droplet normalized radius standard deviation and 
average radius surface orthogonality are evaluated as shown in figure 3-9. If the 
droplets are smaller than the set radius for conversion and more spherical than the set 
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3.5 Numerical Algorithm  
To solve the governing equations the segregated pressure-based solver has been 
employed within chapters 4 - 6. The segregated solver has been employed due to the 
low computational cost required for this solution method. With this approach the 
velocity components and the pressure are solved sequentially, then additional scalar 
equations for the energy, species and turbulence equations are solved for.  
 
Figure 3-10: Segregated Pressure Based Solution Algorithm  
Update Properties  
Solve Sequentially: 
u, v, w 
Solve Energy, Species and Turbulence Equation  
Update mass flux, pressure and velocity 
 
Solve Pressure Correction (Continuity) Equation 
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With the SIMPLE algorithm an initial condition is specified for the governing 
variables, from the initial conditions the gradient terms are calculated. The discretised 
forms of the momentum equation are then solved for to determine an intermediate 
velocity field and the mass fluxes are calculated from this velocity field. The calculated 
mass flux does not satisfy the continuity equation and a mass flux correction is applied 
such that the updated mass flux satisfies the continuity equation. With the SIMPLE 
algorithm the mass flux correction, J’f , is given by equation 3.69 where 𝑝𝑐0
′  and 
𝑝𝑐1
′ represent the cell pressure correction either side of the cell faces and 𝑑𝑓 is a function 
of the momentum equation coefficients. The updated mass fluxes now satisfy the 
continuity equation. The simple algorithm substitutes the mass flux correction 
equations into the discretised continuity equations to obtain a pressure correction value 
that satisfies the continuity equation. Once the pressure correction is calculated the 
pressure field and the face fluxes are corrected. Figure 3-10 outlines the segregated 




′ ) (𝐸𝑞 3.69) 
Issues arose with the segregated solution algorithm in preventing solution divergence 
when modelling the combustion chamber in chapter 7. Alternatively, the momentum 
equations and the pressure-based continuity equation can be solved for simultaneously. 
The additional scalar equations are solved for sequentially once the pressure and 
velocity components are solved for. This is referred to as the coupled solver; the solver 
allows for a large time step to be employed. In this study the solver was found to be 
more robust and stable. The coupled algorithm requires fewer iterations to reach 
convergence however is more computationally expensive. In the coupled algorithm 
the fully implicit coupling is attained through an implicit discretization of pressure 
gradient terms in the momentum equations, and an implicit discretization of the face 
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mass flux. Figure 3-11 outlines the coupled solution algorithm employed to solve the 
set of governing equations. In chapter 7 of this thesis where the combustion chamber 
has been modelled using a coupled VOF and DPM framework the coupled solver has 
been employed.  
 
Figure 3-11: Coupled Pressure Based Solution Algorithm 
The various numerical methods that have been employed are outlined within this 
chapter. Further discussion on the accuracy and the fidelity of the numerical methods 
is provided in the subsequent chapters. The accuracy of the numerical approaches are 
compared to experimental measurements obtained using high speed imaging, time of 
flight measurements, two colour pyrometry measurements and experimental 
measurements from the literature.  
Update Properties  
Solve simultaneously: 
u, v, w and p 
Solve Energy, Species, Volume of Fraction and 
Turbulence Equation  
Update mass flux, pressure and velocity 
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Chapter 4: Investigation into the Effect of the 




Figure 4-1: TopGun SHVOF gun with different nozzle types (a) and (b) for low 
melting temperature materials; (c) and (d) for high melting temperature materials  
There are many suppliers for commercial thermal spray hardware; GTV is one of the 
largest thermal spray suppliers and manufacturers on the market. GTV offer a range 
of SHVOF guns which include TopGun, JP5000 and Jet Kote to name a few [139]. In 
addition to the range of SHVOF guns supplied by GTV they offer a range of nozzle 
geometries for their guns. Figure 4-1 shows a cross section of the inside of the TopGun 
SHVOF gun and four commercially available nozzles [15]. Currently there is no 
general consensuses as to which case each nozzle is best suited when it comes to 
suspension spray. Most nozzles were developed for conventional size HVOF powders, 
as opposed to suspensions. Understanding the effect that the nozzle geometry has on 
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the gas temperature, gas velocity, gas pressure, particle temperature and the particle 
velocity will allow for better control and predictability of coating properties. An 
understanding of the effect of geometrical parameters will allow for optimization of 
next generation nozzles for suspension feedstock as opposed to optimising for 
powdered feedstock.  
4.2 SHVOF Nozzle Geometries 
The nozzles in SHVOF thermal spray gun are comprised of a combustion chamber 
followed by a barrel as shown in figure 4-2. The region connecting the combustion 
chamber and the barrel is referred to as the throat. The premixed fuel and oxygen are 
injected into the combustion chamber through a set of circular inlets that span 
circumferentially around the combustion chamber. The suspension is injected into the 
centre of the combustion chamber with an injector.  
 
Figure 4-2: Suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray torch design for the 
TopGun system [139]. 
The length of the combustion chamber, barrel length and the total nozzle length are 
the main parameters that vary from nozzle to nozzle from commercial suppliers. The 
nozzles follow a naming convention and the nozzle is named by three numbers, the 
numbers refer to the combustion chamber length, the total length and finally the barrel 
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diameter, respectively. For example, the 30-135-8 nozzle has a 30 mm long 
combustion chamber, a total length of 135 mm and a barrel diameter of 8mm. The 0-
78-8 nozzle has been named accordingly as this nozzle is a convergent barrel nozzle 
as opposed to a nozzle with a discrete combustion chamber as seen in the other three 
nozzles. This chapter compares investigates the gas dynamics, evaporation rate, 
average inflight particle velocity and temperature for four commercially available 
nozzles shown in figure 4-3. The four nozzle geometries have been used as it allows 
for an evaluation of the effect of the combustion chamber length while maintaining a 
constant total nozzle length by comparing the 30-135-8 nozzle with the 22-135-8 
nozzle. It allows for a comparison of the effect of the total nozzle length by comparing 
the 135 mm nozzles with the 78 mm nozzles. Finally, it allows for an evaluation of the 
effect of having a discrete combustion chamber by comparing the 12-78-8 nozzle with 
the 0-78-8 nozzle. These are the main parameters that vary between different nozzles 
available from commercial thermal spray suppliers.  
 
Figure 4-3: Nozzle geometries evaluated within this study (a) 30-135-8, (b) 22-135-
8 (c) 12-78-8 and (d) 0-78-8 nozzle 
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4.3 Modelling Methodology 
A fully structured 2-D axi-symmetric mesh is used to model the geometry. 2D axis-
symmetric investigations have been used in a wide range of SHVOF thermal spray 
studies [68], [140] & [77] as they can provide an in depth understanding of the process 
with very low overhead in the computational cost for the numerical model. The 
premixed fuel and oxygen are injected into the combustion chamber through an inlet 
with a diameter of 1 mm located at distance of 4 mm away from the axis of symmetry. 
A description of the boundary conditions is given in table 4-1. The gas phase is solved 
for using a QUICK scheme for the convective terms. The QUICK scheme has been 
employed as this numerical scheme shows good agreement with the location of the 
shocks [69] when compared with alterative numerical schemes available and 
experimentally obtained measurements from imaging data as outlined within the 
literature review, section 2.7.2. The numerical modelling approach employed within 
this study is very similar to numerical models from the literature that have been 
validated using experimental data obtained from the literature or from Accuraspray 
measurements [20], [68] & [69].  
To model the gas phase the following compressible governing equations are solved 
for; mass conservation, momentum conservation, ideal gas law, energy conservation, 
species conservation and the realizable k-ε turbulence model with the enhanced wall 
function. The governing equations outlined above are provided within section 3.1 – 
3.3. Combustion is modelled using a species transport model and the eddy dissipation 
model [61] for the hydrogen combustion. The combustion reaction employed within 
this study is a single step global reaction that accounts for the formation of dissociated 
species. The coefficients can be determined via a chemical equilibrium Gordon and 
McBride [141]. The coefficients for the combustion reaction are determined from the 
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approach outlined in section 2.2. The suspension is injected using a two-way coupled 
discrete particle model using a multicomponent injection. A suspension comprised of 
80 % water and 20 % Cr2O3 is injected axially into the combustion chamber.  









4.4 Mesh Independence and Convergence  
A mesh independence study has been conducted to ensure a mesh independent solution 
the centreline velocity is evaluated at grid spacings of 0.5mm, 0.25mm and 0.125mm. 
Figure 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 show the centreline velocity at the three mesh sizes for 
the 30-135-5, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and the 0-78-8 nozzles respectively. Table 4-2 
outlines the cell spacing for the three meshes employed for the four nozzle geometries 
investigated. Mesh M1, M2 and M3 refers to a base cell spacing of 0.5 mm, 0.25 mm 
and 0.125 mm respectively. The wall normal cell spacing for all three meshes has been 
kept constant to maintain a y+ of 4.5 for all three meshes. The wall normal spacing 
has been chosen to ensure that the wall can be resolved using the enhanced wall 
Specified Boundary Condition  Values  
Total Gas Flow Rate 0.0059 Kg/s 
Outlet Condition 1 atm 
Equivalence Ratio 1 
Suspension Flow Rate  50 ml/min 
Wall Boundary Condition 0 m/s 
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functions available within Ansys Fluent and as outlined within section 3.2.3. The cell 
spacing far from the nozzle outlet has been kept to 5 times the base mesh cell spacing. 
A coarser mesh has been employed far from the nozzle exit due to the smaller gradients 
that occur within this region of the flow. The coarser cell spacing allows for a reduction 
in the cell count and consequently a reduction in the computational cost of the 
numerical model.  
 
Table 4-2: Summary of mesh features for meshes considered within the mesh 
independence test for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-78-8 nozzles. 
Mesh Base Mesh Size y+ 
M1 0.500 mm 4.5 
M2 0.250 mm 4.5 
M3 0.125 mm 4.5 
 
It can be seen from figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6 and 4-7 that there is a difference between the 
velocity profiles within the combustion chamber and at the shocks when reducing the 
base size from 0.50 mm to 0.25 mm when comparing meshes M1 and M2.The base 
meshes with a cell size of 0.5 mm are unable to capture the final two – three shock 
waves. However, reducing the base mesh size further from 0.25 mm to 0.125 mm when 
comparing meshes M2 and M3 there is no further change in the solution. Hence, mesh 
independence is seen with a base mesh size of 0.25 mm. Figure 4-8 shows the meshes 
for the four nozzle geometries investigated with a truncated domain. .  
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Figure 4-4: Centreline velocity magnitude for the 30-135-8 nozzle at three base cell 
spacings. 
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Figure 4-6: Centreline velocity magnitude for the 12-78-8 nozzle at three base cell 
spacings. 
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Figure 4-8: Mesh for the four nozzle geometries considered (a) 0-78-8, (b) 12-78-8, 
(c) 22-135-8 and (d) 30-135-8 nozzles.  
To ensure convergence two criteria were examined; the residuals and monitor points. 
Convergence was obtained when the residuals fell to below 1e-05 for the continuity 
equation, 1e-05 for the momentum equations, 1e-05 for the RANS equations and 1e-
06 for the energy and species equations. The monitor points were used to examine the 
local velocity and temperature within the domain. When no further change in the 
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4.5 The Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Gas Velocity 
Optimum design of any nozzle employed within SHVOF thermal spray will ideally 
operate at the highest velocity achievable to ensure maximum momentum from the gas 
phase to the suspension and particles within the suspension. Particles that impact the 
substrate with a higher velocity will have an increased inter laminar adhesion and 
better adhere to the substrate. The increase in the particle velocity will also form denser 
coatings with a lower porosity [142]. One way to increase the particle velocity at 
impact is to ensure that the nozzles operate at a higher gas velocity. Figure 4-9 
compares the centre line gas velocity magnitude for the four nozzles with and without 
a suspension injection.  
 
Figure 4-9: Centreline gas velocity for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-78-8 


























0-78-8 (NS) 0-78-8 (S) 12-78-8 (NS)
12-78-8 (S) 22-135-8 (NS) 22-135-8 (S)
30-135-8 (NS) 30-135-8 (S)
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Figure 4-9 shows that the nozzles designed with a longer combustion chamber have a 
higher velocity at the exit of the combustion chamber. For example, the flow exits the 
combustion chamber of the 12-78-8 mm nozzles with a velocity of 1225 m/s while the 
flow exits the combustion chamber of the 30-135-8 nozzle at 1290 m/s. An increase in 
the combustion chamber length of 18 mm results in an increase in the gas velocity at 
the exit of the combustion chamber by 65 m/s.  
It can also be seen from figure 4-9 that the two shorter 78 mm length nozzles operate 
at a significantly higher velocity before the suspension is injected in the barrel exit and 
the free jet. For example, at a standoff distance of 50 mm from the nozzle exit the 135 
mm nozzle operate at a velocity of approximately 1450 m/s while the 78 mm nozzles 
operate at a velocity of approximately 1600 m/s. A reduction in the nozzle length of 
57 mm results in an increase in the gas velocity by 150 m/s at the standoff distance 
considered. Once the suspension is injected the combustion chamber, the 135 mm 
nozzles operates at a higher gas velocity than the 78 mm nozzles up to a distance of 60 
mm into the free jet. For example, at the nozzle exit the 135 mm nozzles operate at a 
velocity of approximately 1200 m/s while the 78 mm nozzles operate at a velocity of 








Suspension particle trajectories and profiles follow the velocity profile of the gas 
closely due to the size of the particle low mass inertia of the particles. The Stokes 
number characterises the particle – fluid interactions within particle laden flows [143], 
the Stokes number is defined as the ratio of the particle to eddy response times [144]. 
The Stokes number is given by equation 4-1 [145] where the particle density is given 
by, 𝜌𝑝, the particle diameter is given by, dp, the bulk flow gas velocity is given by Ug,b, 
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the gas viscosity is given by, μg, and the characteristic length scale of the flow is given 
by L. The particle stokes number within SHVOF can range from the order of 1 to 100 
depending on the particle diameter. Within the barrel of the nozzle the characteristic 
length scale is given by the barrel diameter and when considering the interaction 
between the particles and the substrate the characteristic length scale refers to the 
length scale of the substrate. Due to the very small diameter and therefore the low 
Stokes number of particles within SHVOF thermal spray the particles will match the 
flow profile very closely. The higher gas velocity in the barrel and near the nozzle exit 
for the longer 135 mm nozzles will result in higher particle velocities in these regions. 
Far from the nozzle exit the gas velocity for the 135 mm nozzles and the 78 mm nozzles 
are identical so there will be little to no variation in the particle velocity between these 
nozzles far from the nozzle exit. 
4.6 The Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Gas Pressure 
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Figure 4-10 compares the centre line static gas pressure for the four nozzles without a 
suspension injection. Figure 4-10 shows a higher gas pressure for the shorter 78 mm 
nozzles at the nozzle exit in contrast to the 135 mm nozzles. As the flow travels down 
the barrel, frictional forces cause the pressure to drop. The longer 135 mm nozzles 
experience a higher pressure drop than the 78 mm nozzles due to the longer barrel 
length. It can be seen that the 30-135-8 nozzle experiences a pressure drop of 54 kPa 
from the barrel entrance to the exit, while the 12-78-8 nozzle experiences a pressure 
drop of 51 kPa. Due to the higher pressure at the nozzle exit for the 78 mm nozzles the 
magnitude of the resultant shock waves are greater than that of the longer 135 mm 
nozzles. The flow is therefore able to expand to a greater degree which results in a 
higher gas velocity. As is demonstrated by comparing the gas velocity for the same 
two nozzles within the free jet, at 50 mm from the nozzle exit the 12-78-8 mm nozzle 
operates at 110 m/s greater velocity than the 135 mm nozzle. 
The flow at the exit of all four nozzles is under-expanded as the pressure at the outlet 
exceeds the atmospheric pressure. This condition gives rise to the shock diamonds seen 
within the free jet. The shocks produced within the free jet produce an inefficient 
mechanism to convert the gas pressure into kinetic energy within the jet. Korpla et al. 
[146] designed and modelled a De Laval then compared the gas velocity to the typical 
barrel nozzle design for HVOF thermal spray. The De Laval nozzle was designed to 
ensure ideally expanded flow at the nozzle exit and preventing the formation of shocks 
at the nozzle exit to allow for efficient transfer of gas pressure to kinetic energy. Lee 
et al. [147] also varied the nozzle geometry to optimise the expansion of the flow at 
the exit of the nozzle aerosol deposition. Korpla et al. and Lee et al. demonstrated that 
optimising the nozzle can produce significantly higher gas velocities up to 400 m/s 
with the nozzle ideally expanded. Next generation of SHVOF thermal spray nozzles 
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could look to ensure ideally expanded conditions at the exit for a range of operating 
conditions. This may lead to more efficient conversion of gas pressure to kinetic 
energy may allow for higher gas velocities, higher particle velocities and hence denser 
coatings with a lower porosity. The nozzles will however only be ideally expanded for 
the operating conditions employed to optimise the nozzle. Therefore, moving away 
from these conditions will result in under-expanded or over-expanded flow. 
4.7 The Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Gas Temperature 
 
Figure 4-11: Centreline static gas temperature for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 
and 0-78-8 nozzles, (NS) No Suspension and (S) Suspension. 
Tan et al. [94] has shown that particles with a higher temperature prior to impact 
require a lower critical velocity to successfully deposit onto the substrate. Therefore, 
particles with a higher temperature prior to impact are more likely to deposit onto the 
substrate. Nozzles designed within SHVOF thermal pray should look to maximise the 
temperature of particles prior to impacting the substrate. Figure 4-11 compares the 
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suspension (NS) injected into the combustion chamber. It can be seen from figure 4-
11 that before any suspension is injected into the combustion chamber the longer 135 
mm nozzles operate at a higher temperature than the 78 mm nozzles within the 
combustion chamber and the nozzle throat. Both 78 mm nozzles have a shorter 
combustion chamber, as the flow travels through the combustion chamber the pressure 
drops, velocity increases and the temperature increases. This effect is greater as the 
combustion chamber length increases. However, within the barrel and the free jet 
region the shorter 78 mm nozzles operate at a higher temperature than the 135 mm 
nozzles. Additionally, it can be seen that after the suspension is injected into the 
combustion chamber there is a significant drop in the gas temperature within throat 
and the barrel of the nozzle. The largest drop in gas temperature is seen in the 12-78-
8 nozzle and the smallest drop in the gas temperature is seen in the 30-135-8 nozzle. 
The 12-78-8 nozzle experiences a temperature drop of 2100 K whilst the 30-135-8 
nozzle experiences a temperature drop of 1900 K. Within the nozzle it can be seen that 
the 135 mm nozzles operate at a higher gas temperature than the 78 mm nozzles. 
Beyond the nozzle exit it is seen that the 78 mm nozzles operate at a higher gas 
temperature than the 135 mm nozzles. The difference is however much smaller in the 
free jet in comparison to the gas temperature without any suspension injected into the 
nozzle.  
4.8 Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Evaporation of Suspension  
Nozzles that operate with a suspension feedstock injection must ensure efficient and 
effective vaporization of the liquid within the suspension. The current understanding 
employed to develop the nozzles for SHVOF has been built upon optimising the 
nozzles for powdered feedstock. Nozzles designed for suspension feedstock must 
ensure the liquid is readily vaporised so that the particles have sufficient time to be 
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heated to impact the substrate in a molten state. Figure 4-12 compares the centre line 
evaporation rate for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-78-8 nozzle.  
 
Figure 4-12: Centreline evaporation rate for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-
78-8 nozzles. 
It is seen from figure 4-12 comparing the evaporation rate profile for the two 78 mm 
length nozzles with the 135 mm nozzles, the suspension vaporization continues to 70 
mm beyond the nozzle exit for the 78 mm nozzles. For the 135 mm nozzles 
vaporization commences much closer to the nozzle exit. For the SHVOF thermal spray 
process it is desired that the suspension vaporizes as soon as possible. This allows for 
maximum duration of time that the particles are heated allowing for particles to impact 
the substrate in their molten state.  
It can also be seen from figure 4-12 by comparing the three nozzles with a discrete 
combustion chamber; the nozzles with a shorter combustion chamber experience a 
higher maximum evaporation rate. The maximum evaporation rate occurs within the 
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which allows suspension to vaporise more readily. With a smaller combustion chamber 
the suspension droplets have spent a lower duration of time before they reach the 
nozzle throat, there is more moisture is available within the suspension droplets to 
vaporize within the throat.  
4.9 Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Inflight Particle Velocities  
 
Figure 4-13: Average particle velocities for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-
78-8 nozzles. 
Figure 4-13 compares the average particle velocity for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-
8 and the 0-78-8 nozzle. The 0 mm position on the x-axis refers to the nozzle exit for 
all four of the nozzles. Figure 4-13 shows that for all four nozzles the maximum 
particle velocity is reached at a standoff distance of approximately 75 – 100 mm. This 
is in line with experimental observations where the samples are sprayed at a standoff 
distance of 85 mm [24]. It can also be seen that the 135 mm nozzles accelerate particles 
to a significantly higher velocity than the 78 mm nozzles. Comparing the average 
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approximately 220 m/s greater velocity than the 78 mm nozzles. With a longer nozzle, 
the particles experience a greater time within the flow before they reach the exit of the 
nozzle. This greater residence time within the gas allows for greater acceleration and 
hence a higher particle velocity. 
4.10 Effect of the Nozzle Geometry on the Inflight Particle 
Temperatures 
 
Figure 4-14: Average particle velocities for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-78-8 and 0-
78-8 nozzles. 
Figure 4-14 compares the average particle temperature for the 30-135-8, 22-135-8, 12-
78-8 and 0-78-8 nozzles. From figure 4-14 it can be seen that for the 135 mm and 78 
mm nozzles; the maximum particle temperature is reached at a standoff distance of 
approximately 50 - 75 mm and 100 - 125 mm respectively. With the shorter 78 mm 
nozzles particles still contain moisture well into the free jet unlike the 135 mm nozzles. 
Therefore, the particles reach their maximum temperature further into the free jet and 
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be seen that the 135 mm nozzles heat the particles to a significantly higher temperature 
than the 78 mm nozzles. Comparing the average particle temperature at the nozzle exit 
the 30-135-8 nozzle the particles temperature approximately 800 K greater than for the 
12-78-8 nozzle. With a longer nozzle, the particles experience a greater time within 
the flow before they reach the exit of the nozzle. This greater residence time within the 
gas allows for greater heating of the particles which results in a higher particle 
temperature.  
It can be seen by comparing the average particle temperature for the 12-78-8 and the 
0-78-8 nozzles the convergent barrel nozzle design (0-78-8) results in a lower particle 
temperature in comparison to the discrete combustion chamber design. This is a result 
of the lower evaporation rate with the convergent barrel nozzle (0-78-8) in comparison 
to the nozzles with a discrete combustion chamber (12-78-8) nozzle. With a higher 
evaporation rate the suspension vaporises sooner and particles can be heated sooner, 
this results in a higher particle temperature. 
There are numerous nozzles available from commercial SHVOF suppliers and this 
investigation has compared four nozzles to understand the effect of the combustion 
chamber length, barrel length and the total length of the nozzle. Next generation of 
SHVOF thermal spray nozzles should look to maximise the gas velocities, gas 
temperatures and the duration the particles are heated and accelerated to allow for 
particles to impact the substrate with the maximum velocity and temperature. All the 
nozzles considered from GTV are under-expanded at the typical operating conditions. 
The next generation of SHVOF thermal spray nozzles could optimise the nozzle 
geometry to ensure the nozzles are ideally expanded at the nozzle exit. As this shown 
to provide more efficient conversion of the gas pressure into kinetic energy and 
therefore higher gas velocities within cold spray and HVOF thermal spray. 
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4.11 Summary  
In summary it can be seen that the nozzle geometry has a significant impact on the gas 
and particle dynamics. The aim when designing the nozzle geometry is to ensure that 
the particles can reach higher velocities and higher temperatures which ensures that 
the particles will adhere well to the substate and form a coating with a low porosity. 
Comparing the gas dynamics between various nozzles it is shown that the shorter (78 
mm) nozzles operate at a higher velocity and temperature within the free jet in 
comparison to the longer (135 mm) nozzles. A reduction in the nozzle length of 57 
mm results in an increase in the gas velocity by 150 m/s at the standoff distance 
considered. Additionally, the reduction in the total nozzle length from 135 mm to 78 
mm resulted in an increase in the gas temperature of 300 K before any suspension is 
injected. However, it is also seen that with the longer nozzles; the liquid component of 
the suspension is completely vaporized within the nozzle in comparison to the shorter 
nozzles where the suspension commences vaporization well into the free jet. This 
allows for a greater duration of particle heating and acceleration which results in a 
higher particle velocity and temperature. Therefore, the higher gas velocity and 
temperature that the shorter nozzles operate at do not translate directly into higher 
particle velocities and temperatures respectively. When optimising the nozzle length, 
it must be ensured that particles spend a sufficient duration of time within the flow to 
be adequately heated and accelerated. Additionally, the nozzle length must be 
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Chapter 5: Development of a Hybrid Nozzle for 
Oxygen Sensitive Materials 
5.1 Introduction 
In the current SHVOF thermal spray, suspension is injected axially into the 
combustion chamber. There is a significant body of modelling and experimental 
literature investigating the effect of different parameters for axial injections of 
suspension within the combustion chamber [69], [81]. However, there are certain cases 
where the quality of the coating as well as the efficiency of deposition or the 
functionality of the coating can be significantly enhanced through a radial injection of 
suspension outside of the nozzle. Oxygen sensitive materials such as graphene 
nanoplatelets (GNPs), carbon nanotubes and fullerene oxidise and degrade when 
heated and exposed to oxygen for significant durations of time at high temperatures. 
A radial injection with a shrouding environment of suspension can reduce in-flight 
time and therefore allow for their deposition [16].  
Typically, within SHVOF thermal spray, there has been little success in deposition of 
coatings using a radial injection of suspension as opposed to SPS where this injection 
method has been more successful. The reason for this is that in SPS gas temperatures 
can be anywhere up to 5 times higher than that in SHVOF and hence gas densities are 
significantly lower. The lower gas densities allow for the suspension to penetrate the 
cross flow more readily. Additionally, within SHVOF thermal spray the gas is 
operating at supersonic velocities as opposed to SPS thermal spray where the gas 
velocities are subsonic and hence significantly lower. The major hurdle in radial 
injection for SHVOF thermal spray is to provide the liquid jet with sufficient 
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momentum to penetrate into the centre of the gas jet whist ensuring that there is not an 
excessive loss in heat and momentum. Hence this chapter employs a CFD 
methodology to understand and optimise the radial injection of suspension into a 
HVOF crossflow. 
Shrouding for HVOF thermal spray has been developed to deposit oxygen sensitive 
materials, as the shroud prevents mixing of ambient air with the HVOF jet and 
therefore reduces the oxygen content within the jet [17], [148]. There are two types of 
shrouding often used within thermal spray a physical barrier shroud and a gas shroud. 
the physical barrier shroud cases the thermal spray jet with an enclosure to prevent 
mixing of air into the jet. A gas shroud is used to inject an inert gas shroud around the 
jet to delay the mixing of ambient oxygen into the gas shroud [149]. A combination of 
shrouding the HVOF jet and a radial injection of suspension into a HVOF jet provides 
two major benefits. It allows for a reduction in mixing of oxygen from the atmosphere 
into the HVOF jet with a reduction in the inflight time of oxygen sensitive particles to 
allow for deposition of coatings with pristine properties. A hybrid nozzle is designed 
within this this chapter; a hybrid nozzle is referred to the system that combines an axial 
injection of suspension or powder feedstock, a physical shrouding system, a gas 
shrouding system with a radial injection within the shroud is shown in figure 5-1. This 
nozzle design has been developed to deposit two feedstock materials with drastically 
different properties and sensitivities to oxygen. Murray et al. [150] sprayed an alumina 
and graphene nanocomposite coating using a suspension which consisted of 0.257% 
GNPs by weight and 25.443% alumina, with the remainder deionised water. The 
suspension was injected axially into the combustion chamber and a coating was 
deposited onto a substrate. It was shown that the coating demonstrated a two order of 
magnitude reduction in the specific wear rate for the alumina/GNP composite in 
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comparison to an equivalent alumina coating. Employing a hybrid nozzle to inject a 
separate alumina and GNP suspension will accommodate for the drastically different 
sensitivities to oxygen and thermal requirements for the alumina and the GNPs and 
improve the efficiency of deposition of GNPs. Injecting the GNPs outside of the nozzle 
radially into the HVOF jet will allow for less oxygen entrainment and a shorter 
exposure to oxygen at high temperature for the GNPs. Whilst allowing for sufficient 
heating and melting for the axially injected alumina. 
 
Figure 5-1: Hybrid nozzle design for SHVOF thermal spray (not drawn to scale). 
This chapter compares the single step reaction mechanism employed with the eddy 
dissipation model with a multi-step reaction mechanism with the eddy dissipation 
concept model (section 5.4). The effect of suspension flow rate, injection angle and 
the diameter of the injector are investigated to determine suitable injection conditions 
for the suspension within the shroud. The numerical model is compared to 
experimental observations obtained from high-speed imaging without the shrouding 
attachment. A hybrid nozzle is designed and modelled within this chapter that 
incorporates a radial injection of suspension into the shroud. The effect of the 
expansion of the shroud and the shrouding gas flow rate on the flow field is 
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investigated to minimise oxygen entrainment and maximise suspension penetration 
into the crossflow.  
5.2 Modelling Methodology 
The premixed hydrogen and oxygen are injected into the combustion chamber using 
an annular inlet with a width of 1 mm located 4 mm from the centreline of the 
combustion chamber. The centreline of the nozzle is indicated by the blue line in figure 
5-2. A steady state gas flow field is established before injecting any suspension. To 
model the gas phase the continuity, momentum conservation, ideal gas law, energy 
conservation, species fraction and the realizable k-ε turbulence model with an 
enhanced wall function are solved for using the SIMPLE algorithm; the governing 
equations for which are described in chapter 3, sections 3.2 – 3.4 . 
 
Figure 5-2: Schematic of computational domain (Not drawn to scale). 
The suspension is injected using a two-way coupled multicomponent DPM model. The 
DPM model has been employed within this study as it has shown adequate agreement 
with experimental data with a radial injection for SPS thermal spray [151]. The DPM 
model has robust secondary breakup, evaporation models and is computationally 
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efficient. A cone injection is employed consisting of 20 particle streams, a cone angle 
of 1 degree has been calculated based upon Ranz et al. [152]. A Two-way turbulence 
coupling, secondary breakup and the pressure dependent boiling models have been 
employed. The unsteady discrete phase is solved for once with every 10 gas phase 
iterations with a DPM time step of 1x10-5 s. The DPM time step has been chosen such 
that DPM particles move forward no more than one cell on average. The inverse 
distance node-based averaging is employed to distribute the DPM source term amongst 
neighbouring cells [153], [154]. The boundary conditions for the gas phase and the 
discrete phase are given in table 5-1. The wall temperature boundary condition is based 
on prior models employed within the literature [20], [140] & [60]. Figure 5-2 outlines 
a schematic of the radial injection of suspension into the HVOF jet.  
 
Table 5-1: Table of the boundary conditions employed. 
 
Surface  Value  
Temperature  
(K) 
Total Gas Flow Rate 5.9 x10-3 kg/s 300 
Outlet Condition Pressure Outlet 300 
Equivalence Ratio 1  
Suspension Flow Rate  50 - 300 ml/min 300 
Wall Boundary Condition No-slip 500 
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5.3 Mesh Independence and Convergence  
The mesh employed within this study is a fully structured mesh generated by the multi 
blocking method using Ansys ICEM. A mesh independence study has been conducted 
to ensure a mesh independent solution; the centreline velocity is evaluated at three grid 
spacings. The meshes are named M1 M2 and M2 of which correspond to a base cell 
spacing of 0.125mm, 0.25mm and 0.5mm. The call spacing in the free jet far from the 
nozzle exit is around 5 times that of the base cell spacing which is employed to 
drastically reduce the mesh count and to reduce computational cost in regions where 
there are small changes in the flow gradients. A non-dimensional wall normal cell 
spacing of 4.5 has been used for all the meshes. This ensures the enhanced wall 
treatment can be used for the boundary layer treatment. Table 5-2 summarises the 
characteristic features of the meshes employed within the mesh independence study. 
Figure 5-3 show the centreline velocity and temperature at the three mesh sizes. It can 
be seen that decreasing the base cell spacing from 0.25 mm to 0.125 mm bares no 
change in the solution. However, increasing the base cell spacing from 0.250 mm to 
0.500 mm there is a change in the amplitude of the shocks and in the gas velocity 
within the combustion chamber.  
Table 5-2: Summary of mesh features for meshes considered within the mesh 
independence. 
Mesh Base Mesh Size y+ 
M1 0.125 mm 4.5 
M2 0.250 mm 4.5 
M3 0.500 mm 4.5 
 




Figure 5-3: Centreline velocity magnitude (Top) and static gas temperature (Bottom) 
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Figure 5-4 shows the mesh used with no shroud attachment and a cross-section of the 
mesh at the nozzle outlet. The domain consisted of a cylinder 400 mm long and a 
diameter 400 mm wide. The mesh independence study was conducted for the single-
phase solution. The mesh resolution in the centre of the fluid domain where the gas 
jet, shock waves and suspension jet injection are located is much finer than the rest of 
the fluid domain. Whilst near the outer region of the domain the mesh resolution is 
much coarser. Sufficient resolution is required in all three special directions to ensure 
the jet penetration can be accurately modelled;  any lack of resolution will affect the 
jet penetration into the crossflow. To ensure convergence the residuals and monitor 
points within the domain were evaluated. Convergence was obtained when the 
residuals fell to below 1e-05 for the continuity momentum and RANS equations and 
1e-06 for the energy and species equations. The monitor points were used to examine 
the local velocity and temperature within the domain. When no further change in the 
solution occurred, the solution was said to be converged. 
 
Figure 5-4: Mesh employed for study with no shroud attachment.  
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5.4 Comparison of Combustion Model 
In SHVOF thermal spray the Eddy Dissipation Model (EDM) model with a global 
single step reaction mechanism is the sole approach employed to model the 
combustion reaction. There are a number of flaws with this prior modelling approach. 
The combustion process is governed by a vast number of sub-reactions simplifying 
these reactions to a single step global reaction will inherently suffer from errors. 
Typically to determine the global reaction mechanism the composition of products is 
determined from equilibrium calculations based upon the average temperature and 
pressure within the combustion chamber. The composition does not account for local 
variations of temperature and pressure which will affect the species generated from the 
combustion reaction.  
The Eddy dissipation concept (EDC) is an extension to EDM model that can 
incorporate detailed chemical reaction mechanisms. The EDC model considers the 
interactions of the combustion chemistry with the effects of turbulent mixing and has 
been applied to a wide range of applications [155], [156]. The EDM model with a 
single step reaction mechanism is compared to the Eddy Dissipation Concept (EDC) 
model with a robust reaction mechanism to evaluate the accuracy of the EDM model 
with the single step reaction mechanism. The global reaction mechanism employed for 
the EDM model is given by equation 5.1, the reaction is rounded to 4 decimal places. 
Figures 5-5 compares the centreline static gas temperature using the EDC model and 
the EDM model. 
 
𝐻2 + 0.5 𝑂2 → 0.7184 𝐻2𝑂 + 0.1738𝐻2 + 0.0554 𝑂2
+ 0.07944𝐻 + 0.0345 𝑂 + 0.1359 𝑂𝐻 
(Eq 5.1) 
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Figure 5-5: Comparison of the centreline static gas temperature using the EDC and 
EDM combustion model with the adiabatic flame temperature. 
From figure 5-5 it can be seen that a combustion chamber temperature of 3550 K is 
calculated from the EDM model and the single step reaction mechanism. The adiabatic 
flame temperature within the combustion chamber is calculated as 3200 K from 
software Gordan and McBride (NASA CEA) [35] at the combustion chamber pressure 
of 2.6 bar and an equivalence ratio of 1. The EDM model therefore over predicts the 
combustion chamber temperature in comparison to the adiabatic flame temperature by 
350 K. Additionally, it can be seen that a combustion chamber temperature of 3200 K 
is calculated from the EDC model, this matches the adiabatic flame temperature 
3200 K and does not suffer from this over prediction in the gas temperature. It can also 
be seen that there is a significant difference between the slopes of the temperature 
curves in the free jet. This is a result of ambient oxygen mixing and further reacting 
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detail than the global reaction mechanism which is solely determined to approximate 
the reaction within the combustion chamber as reported within Emami et al. [156]. The 
over prediction in the gas temperature affects many aspects of the flow such as the gas 
density, the gas velocity, evaporation rates of suspension, particle temperature and the 
particle velocities. The EDC provides a significant improvement in the calculation of 
the gas temperature within the combustion chamber as opposed to the EDM model 
currently employed in literature.  
Figures 5-6 compares the centreline species mass fraction calculated from the EDC 
model and the EDM model for (a) H2, (b) O2 and (c) H2O. It can be seen from figure 
5-6 (a) that the EDC model predicts a significantly higher mass fraction of hydrogen 
and oxygen within the nozzle. The EDM model predicts a hydrogen mass fraction of 
13 % while the EDC model predicts a hydrogen mass fraction of 24 % within the 
entrance of the combustion chamber. From figure 5-6 (a) it can also be seen that there 
are large regions where the hydrogen mass fraction remains constant with the EDM 
model as is seen from 100 mm from the nozzle exit (inside of the nozzle) to 40 mm 
from the nozzle exit (within the free jet). This is not physically plausible as any 
unreacted hydrogen will react with intermediate species such as O and OH radials.  
It can be seen from figure 5-6 (b) that the EDC model predicts an oxygen mass fraction 
of 0 % while the EDM model predicts a oxygen mass fraction of 7 % within the 
combustion chamber entrance. Additionally, it can be seen from figure 5-6 (c) that the 
EDM model predicts a water mass fraction of 80 % while the EDC model predicts a 
water mass fraction of 75 % within the combustion chamber. The EDM model predicts 
higher conversion of hydrogen into the combustion products which results in the over 
prediction in the combustion chamber temperature when compared to the adiabatic 
flame temperature. The single step reaction does not account for factors such as the 
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combustion chamber geometry, the level of turbulence, local pressure and local 
temperature variations within the combustion chamber. All of which significantly 
impact the combustion reaction and the species formed from the combustion reaction. 
Resolving the reaction mechanism for hydrogen combustion using a detailed reaction 
mechanism allows for a better prediction of the species composition within the 
combustion chamber which does not result in the over-prediction in the combustion 
chamber temperature as seen with the global single step reaction mechanism.  
The EDC model with the reaction mechanism employed is significantly more 
computationally expensive than the EDM model with the global mechanism as the 
reaction mechanism employed requires the calculation of twenty reaction rates as 
opposed to one reaction rate. The computational cost of determining the reaction rates 
can be reduced by employing techniques such as chemistry agglomeration and in-situ 
adaptive tabulation (ISAT) [157]. Chemistry agglomeration lumps cells together with 
a similar species composition and temperature. The reaction rate for the lumped cells 
is then determined collectively rather than calculating the reaction rates individually. 
The ISAT tabulation reduces the computational cost by storing the values for the 
reaction rates within a lookup table. If the inputs differ by a small value which is set 
by the solver then the reaction rate is looked up from the ISAT table however if the 
inputs differ significantly then the reaction rates are recalculated. The gas temperature 
affects much of the flow characteristics the EDC model has been used within this study 
due to the superior performance of this model compared to the EDM model despite its 
higher computational cost.  
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Figure 5-6: Effect of the combustion model on the prediction of the centreline 
species mass fraction plots for (a) H2, (b) O2 and (c) H2O 
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5.5 High Speed Imaging of Suspension Injection 
Comparisons against experimental measurements provide an invaluable tool to 
evaluate the accuracy of the numerical model. High speed imaging has been used in a 
wide range of applications to allow for a comparison of numerical models with 
experimental observations. For example radial injection of suspension is very common 
in suspension plasma spray (SPS); shadowgraphy is often used in SPS to validate the 
numerical models [75] & [158]. Shadowgraphy is a flow visualisation technique that 
allows for the identification of the characteristic features of the flow in a fluid medium 
with a varying density [159]. The fluid density is a function of the refractive index and 
a shadow is formed because the light rays are refracted. The position on where the 
undeflected ray would arrive now remains dark and where the deflected ray arrives 
appears brighter than the surrounding environment [159].  
The Phantom V12 (Ametek, Pennsylvania, USA) high-speed CCD camera with the 
sigma 70 – 300 mm F4-5.6 lens was used to capture images of the suspension injection 
within this investigation. The image resolution with this setup is 10 px/mm and an 
exposure time of 1 ms was used [16]. The camera was placed in view of the suspension 
injection 0.45 m in front of the spray gun, and the lighting system is used to provide 
back illumination. The lighting was placed 0.6 m behind the glass panel and was 
angled such that the lighting provided maximum contrast to the suspension injection. 
A panel of glass was placed in front of the camera to protect the camera from damage. 
A white background was placed 0.3 m behind the thermal spray system to allow for a 
contrast between the liquid jet and the background as shown in figure 5-7. 
 




Figure 5-7: Schematic of experimental set up of high-speed camera and lighting 
system to image the radial injection of suspension. 
 A flame of 75 kW was obtained as this flame power allowed for a supersonic flame 
which is the characteristic feature of SHVOF thermal spray [26]. A higher flame power 
was avoided as very high gas velocities would prevent any suspension from 
penetrating the gas jet at all. A liquid jet of suspension made up of suspension 14 
weight percent Al2O3 and water was then injected radially into the flame at a distance 
of 10 mm downstream from the nozzle exit and 22 mm above the centreline. The 
downstream distance is based on optimisation studies using high speed imaging 
conducted by Venturi et al. [16] The distance above the centreline does not affect the 
flow dynamics of the suspension injection. The mass flow rate was monitored via a 
flow rate meter to ensure the desired flow rate of 50 ml/min, 100 ml/min, 150 ml/min, 
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200 ml/min, 250 ml/min and 300 ml/min. The suspension was injected using a 
commercial XMW 4001 T8 1/4" air atomising nozzle (PNR, UK) used without the air, 
the injector design is shown in figure 5-8. This corresponds to pure liquid injector with 
an internal duct diameter of 0.45 mm. The custom atomizer holder attachment allowed 
for the choice of the injection angle as well as the axial and radial location of the 
atomizer [16]. The suspension feed rate was controlled by varying the air pressure in 
the feedstock chamber and measured using an ES-Flow low-flow ultrasonic flowmeter 
(Bronkhorst Ltd., UK). 
 
Figure 5-8: Design of injector used for a radial injection of suspension into the 
HVOF jet [160]. 
A background image was taken without any injection of suspension to allow the 
removal of the background from the images. Once the suspension injection flow rate 
matched the desired flow rate a series of pictures were taken at a frame rate ~ 5x102 
per second and the images were processed using “Image J” (NIH, Maryland, USA) to 
remove the background. The raw images are converted to a binary image by applying 
a threshold value of 22% within ImageJ [158]. The distance of the breakup from the 
jet axis and the windward trajectory was extracted from the images.  
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5.6 Comparison of Numerical Model to High Speed Imaging 
 
Figure 5-9: Image of a radial injection of suspension into the flame with the distance 
of penetration and breakup from the jet axis outlined. 
The location of breakup and the windward trajectory for the suspension into the flame 
is examined experimentally using high speed imaging, the location of the breakup is 
illustrated in figure 5-9. The breakup location and the windward trajectory are obtained 
from the high-speed images taken of the suspension injection into the HVOF crossflow 
at flow rates varying from 50 ml/min – 300 ml/min. The location of the breakup and 
the windward trajectories obtained are compared to the numerical model to evaluate 
the accuracy of the numerical model employed. Figure 5-10 (a), (b), (c), (d), (e) and 
(f) show the processed high speed images taken for a radial injection of suspension at 
a volume flow rate of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min respectively.  
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Figure 5-10: Image of radial injection of an Al2O3 and water suspension into a 75 
kW flame with varying liquid injection flow rates of (a) 50 ml/min, (b) 100 ml/min, 
(c) 150 ml/min, (d) 200 ml/min, (e) 250 ml/min and (f) 300 ml/min. 
 




Figure 5-11: (a) Experimental values of the windward trajectories for suspension 
flow rates of 50 – 300 ml/min, (b) Comparison of experimentally obtained values of 
the windward trajectories to CFD for flow rates of 150 ml/min and 250 ml/min. 
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Figure 5-12: Comparison of experimental values of the jet breakup distance from the 
centreline to the numerically obtained values from CFD. 
To validate the model, numerical values of the location of the breakup of the jet from 
the centreline and the windward jet trajectory are compared with experimental 
measurements. The windward trajectories are measured from the windward edge of 
the injector orifice. Figures 5-11 (a) plots the jet windward trajectories at suspension 
flow rates of 50 ml/min – 300 ml/min; it can be seen as suspension flow rate increases 
the jet penetrates further in to the HVOF flame. Figures 5-11 (b) compare the jet 
trajectories predictions from the numerical model against that of experimental 
measurements at 150 ml/min and 250 ml/min. It can be seen that the jet trajectory 
prediction matches very well to the experimental measurements within the plume 
region of the flow. Figures 5-12 compare the prediction of the location of the breakup 
of the suspension jet from the numerical model to the experimental measurements at 
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varying flow rates. Figure 5-12 shows an improved agreement between the numerical 
model and the experimental observed value of the location of the breakup as the 
suspension flow rate increases. As the suspension flow rate increases the difference 
between experimental measurement and numerical values becomes smaller. At a flow 
rate of 50 ml/min there is a difference in the distance of the jet breakup from the 
centreline of 1 mm and at 300 ml/min there is a discrepancy of 0.2 mm between the 
numerical and experimental measurement. Which corresponds to a percentage 
difference of 17.4 % and 4 % at 50 ml/min and 300 ml/min respectively. 
The “blob” method has been employed to model the injection of suspension into the 
HVOF crossflow. It simplifies the jet to an injection of discrete droplets with a 
diameter equivalent to the injector diameter. The suspension undergoes secondary 
breakup, evaporation, heating and acceleration due to the HVOF crossflow. The model 
provides good agreement with experimental measurements for the windward trajectory 
and the breakup location from the centreline. The windward trajectory predictions 
match the experimental measurements in the plume region. The difference between 
the location of the breakup predicted numerically and obtained through experimental 
measurements can differ by as low as 4% with the model employed. Improvements 
over this modelling approach can be obtained by resolving the primary breakup of the 
liquid jet. For this interface resolving methods such as the volume of fluid (VOF) 
[161], [162] or a level-set (LS) [163], [164] approach is required. These methods are 
significantly more computationally expensive as a mesh of an order finer than the 
breakup structures is required and suitable time steps to ensure model stability are 
required.  
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5.7 Investigation into the Effect of Suspension Flow Rate  
The particles must penetrate into the centre of the jet to ensure the particles are 
sufficiently heated and accelerated upon impacting the substrate. The suspension flow 
rate must carefully considered to ensure the suspension can penetrate into the 
crossflow. Figures 5-13 show a centre plane contour of the gas velocity with varying 
suspension volume flow rate from 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min. Figures 5-14 show the 
centreline gas velocity magnitude as the suspension flow rate is varied from 50 ml/min 
to 300 ml/min. It can be seen that as the suspension flow rate increases up to 100 
ml/min the centreline gas velocity is near identical to the gas velocity without any 
suspension injection. This suggests that up to 100 ml/min there is little penetration of 
the suspension into the crossflow as there is little momentum transferred from the gas 
flow. With further increases in the suspension flow rate above 100 ml/min, the centre-
line velocity of the gas jet reduces significantly. This suggest there is greater 
penetration of suspension into the crossflow at higher flow rates and therefore greater 
transfer of momentum which reduces the gas velocity.  
 
Figure 5-13: Centre plane contour of the gas velocity magnitude with varying 
suspension flow rates of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
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Figure 5-14: CFD prediction of the centre line plots of the gas velocity magnitude 
with varying suspension flow rate. 
When injecting suspension into a HVOF crossflow the suspension is introducing a 
significant quantity of water into the flame. This liquid that is injected into the flame 
will significantly cool the HVOF jet. The effect of the suspension flow rate on the gas 
temperature therefore must be considered. Figures 5-15 show a centre plane contour 
of the gas temperature with the suspension flow rate varying from 50 ml/min to 300 
ml/min. Figures 5-16 show the centreline static gas temperature as the suspension flow 
rate is varied from 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min. Figures 5-16 show that low suspension 
flow rates up to 100 ml/min have little effect of the suspension injection on the static 
gas temperature. As the suspension flow rate increases the temperature decrease in the 
free jet region reduces significantly. A maximum temperature decrease of 
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Figure 5-15: Centre plane contour of the static gas temperature with varying 
suspension flow rate from 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
 
Figure 5-16: CFD prediction of the centre line plots of the static gas temperature 
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There are two shock wave structures that form in the free jet with a radial injection of 
suspension into a HVOF crossflow; the oblique shock that forms from the expansion 
of gas at the nozzle exit and the bow shock that forms from the interaction between 
the liquid jet injection and the supersonic crossflow [165]. A bow shock occurs 
upstream of the front of a blunt object when the upstream flow velocity exceeds Mach 
1 [166]. Figures 5-17 shows a centre plane contour of the Mach number at varying 
suspension flow rates from 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min. From figure 5-17 it can be seen 
that a bow shock forms in the location of the penetration of the suspension jet within 
the supersonic region of the flow. At low suspension flow rates, the effect of the 
suspension injection is small due to the low penetration of the suspension jet into the 
suspension crossflow. As the suspension flow rate increases the suspension is able to 
penetrate deeper into the crossflow. The bow shock trails the suspension injection in 
the windward direction. A black and white colour scale has been used as it provided 
more suitable contrast that clearly defined the shock wave structures within the flow.  
 
Figure 5-17: Plots of the Mach number with varying suspension flow rate from 50 - 
300 ml/min displaying a bow shock preceding the suspension injection. 
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Figure 5-18: Suspension injection within the gas jet for varying suspension flow rate 
of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
Ensuring the suspension effectively penetrates the HVOF crossflow is essential to 
ensure effective heat and mass transfer to the suspension. This ensures particles impact 
the substrate with an adequate velocity and temperature to well adhere to the substrate. 
Figure 5-18 shows the injection of suspension into the flame and the particle locations 
within the gas jet for varying suspension flow rate of 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min. It can 
be seen that as the suspension flow rate increases the droplets penetrate further into 
the gas stream. It is reported in literature that for a liquid jet in a crossflow; penetration 
of the liquid jet into the gas jet requires the dynamic pressure of the liquid jet to exceed 
that of the gas jet as indicated by equation 5.2 [167]. The higher velocity (flow rate) 
of the suspension results in greater penetration into the crossflow.  
 𝜌𝑙 𝑢𝑙
2 > 𝜌𝑔 𝑢𝑔
2 (𝐸𝑞 5.2) 
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Figures 5-19 show the suspension particle velocities at a downstream distance of 85 
mm from the nozzle exit at varying suspension flow rates from 50 ml/min to 300 
ml/min. The particle velocity scatter plots are capped at 800 m/s for all results as very 
few particles reach this velocity and only for certain suspension injection conditions. 
The inflight particle conditions were evaluated at  a plane 85 mm downstream of the 
nozzle exit as this is the typical standoff distance for axially injected suspension. 
Nanoparticles have low mass and thermal inertia due to their size. The gas velocities 
and temperatures drop off significantly beyond 85 mm hence particles decelerate and 
cool rapidly in this region.  
It can be seen, as the suspension flow rate is increased to 200 ml/min, there is an 
increase in the maximum particle velocity. As the suspension flow rate is increased 
from 50 ml/min to 200 ml/min the maximum particle velocity increases from 450 m/s 
to 950 m/s. When the suspension flow rate increases from 50 ml/min to 200 ml/min 
the higher penetration of the suspension results in a higher maximum particle velocity. 
However, when the suspension flow rate is increased further from 200 ml/min to 300 
ml/min the maximum velocity of the particles then begins to decrease from 950 m/s to 
500 m/s. As the suspension flow rate increases further the significant reduction in the 
gas velocity results in the lower maximum particle velocity. A greater quantity of 
suspension is injected into the gas jet and the suspension is removing a great deal of 
the momentum from the gas jet. Hence, the optimum flow rate to maximise particle 
velocities at the standoff distance of 85 mm from the gas nozzle exit lies within the 
region of 150 – 200 ml/min. It can be seen that the plots within figure 5-19 have a lack 
of symmetry. This may be improved by increasing the number of DPM particle 
injections however this will drastically increase the computational cost of the 
numerical model as a result.  
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Figure 5-19: Suspension particle velocities at standoff distance of 85 mm; varying 
suspension flow rate of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
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Figure 5-20: Average inflight particle velocities at the suspension flow rates of 50, 
100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
Figure 5-20 shows the average inflight particle velocity for the suspension flow rates 
investigated. It can be seen that as the suspension flow rate increases the average 
velocity of the particles increases up to 50 mm downstream from the nozzle exit. A 
high suspension flow rate allows for greater penetration which enhances heat transfer 
to the suspension. Moisture can evaporate more effectively from the suspension which 
reduces the suspension droplets mass. The lighter suspension droplets can be 
accelerated to higher velocities as they occupy higher velocity regions of the jet. 
Further downstream the particle velocities are a function of the penetration of the jet, 
the mass of the suspension particles and the gas velocity. As the particles decelerate 
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flow rates, the particles have a higher mass, the particles decelerate at a lower rate due 
to the higher moisture content. Additionally, heavy particles are less susceptible to 
turbulent fluctuations, the heavier particles do not stray out of the gas jet to any great 
degree. The particles continue to accelerate whilst at higher suspension flow rates 
particles decelerate as they travel out of the gas jet. Finally, at high suspension flow 
rates the gas velocity is lower due to the greater momentum transfer to the particles at 
high suspension flow rates. These three effects combined determine the particle 
velocity far from the injection location. 
Figures 5-21 show the suspension particle temperatures at standoff distance of 85 mm 
for a varying suspension flow rate of 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min. It can be seen that as 
the suspension flow rate is increased from 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min a greater 
proportion of particles are heated. It can also be seen that as the suspension flow rate 
increases from 50 ml/min to 150 ml/min the maximum particle temperature increases 
from 400 K to 2000 K. As the suspension flow rate increases above 150 ml/min the 
maximum temperature the particles reach reduces significantly. As the suspension 
flow rate increases from 150 ml/min to 300 ml/min the maximum particle temperature 
decreases from 2000 K to 1450 K. With the increase in the suspension flow rate 
particles are able to penetrate deeper into the gas jet. This allows for greater heat 
transfer to the particles and hence the maximum particle temperature increases up to a 
flow rate of 150 ml/min. However, as the suspension flow rate increases further the 
addition of more suspension into the gas removes greater quantities of heat from the 
gas jet which results in the lower temperatures of the gas jet. This can be seen with the 
increase of the suspension flow rate from 150 ml/min to 300 ml/min. The melting 
temperature of Al2O3 is 2072 K [168] therefore excessively high suspension flow rates 
prevent particles from being heated sufficiently to become near molten. 
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Figure 5-21: Particle temperatures at standoff distance of 85 mm for a varying 
suspension flow rate of 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
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Figure 5-22: Average inflight particle temperature at for the suspension flow rates of 
50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 ml/min. 
Figure 5-22 shows the average inflight particle temperature at varying suspension 
volume flow rates from 50 ml/min, to 300 ml/min. In general, it can be seen that 
increasing the suspension flow rate from 50 ml/min to 300 ml/min results in a higher 
average particle temperature further downstream from the nozzle exit around the 
region of 150 mm, with the highest average particle temperature occurring at 300 
ml/min and and the lowest occuring at 50 ml/min. As the suspension flow rate 
increases more particles are able to reach closer to the centreline and undergo more 
effective heating this results in an increase in the average particle temperature.  
It can be seen that as the suspension flow rate increases the particles become more 
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particles due to grater evaporation of the liquid component within the suspension. 
Lighter particles move out of the gas jet easily due to the turbulent nature of the flow. 
As the particles move out of the jet they cool and decelerate rapidly due to their low 
thermal and mass inertia. Ensuring these particles do not stray out of the flow can 
significantly improve inlight particle charecteristics.  
A major challenge in radial injection SHVOF thermal spray is ensuing that the 
suspension can sufficiently penetrate the gas jet. It is concluded that a high injection 
velocity is required to allow for a greater penetration of suspension. A high penetration 
of the suspension is required to maximise heat and momentum transfer to the particles. 
The injection velocity can be increased by increasing the suspension flow rate. This, 
however, results in greater removal of heat and momentum from the flame due to the 
increase in the quantity of suspension injected into the flame and hence excessively 
increasing the suspension flow rate reduces the maximum velocity and temperature 
the particles are able to obtain. Operating at low suspension flow rates does not 
significantly impact the gas velocity or the gas temperature. However, the low 
suspension penetration at low flow rates results in low particle velocities and 
temperatures. As the flow rate decreases the jet penetration decreases which allows for 
fewer particles to be heated and accelerated as the proportion of particles that reach 
the centre of the gas jet decreases. Optimizing the suspension injection flow rates 
involves maximising the suspension penetration into the flame without removing 
excessive heat and momentum from the flame. An optimum flow rate to maximise 
particle temperatures lies within the range of 100 ml/min to 150 ml/min for this case 
as this suspension flow rate leads to particles that are molten upon impact and looks to 
maximise the proportion of particles that are heated. The optimum suspension flow 
rate to maximise particle velocities lies within the range of 150 – 200 ml/min.  
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5.8 Investigation into the Effect of Angle of Injection 
The angle of injection into the HVOF cross flow must be considered to determine how 
the injector should be angled within the shroud. Using a 100 ml/min flow rate the 
suspension injection angle has been varied. Three injection angles are considered: an 
angle of positive 15 degrees, 0 degrees and negative 15 degrees. A positive injection 
angle occurs with the suspension injection angled in the direction of the gas flow. A 
negative injection angle is defined as the liquid jet travelling in the direction opposing 
the gas flow. Figure 5-23 show the average velocity of particles at various standoff 
distances for the three injection angles investigated. It can be seen that as the angle of 
injection varies from the positive value of + 15 degrees to - 15 degrees the velocity of 
the particles decreases. With a positive injection angle, particles are given an initial 
velocity in the direction of the flow. Hence, a positive injection angle results in a higher 
inflight particle velocity due to the higher initial X velocity in the flow direction. A 
maximum difference in the average particle velocity of 125 m/s occurs between a 
negative injection of 15 degrees and a positive injection of 15 degrees at the location 
of 125 mm from the nozzle exit. 
Figure 5-24 shows the average inflight temperature of particles for the three injection 
angles investigated. It can be seen from figure 5-24 that as the angle of injection varies 
from the negative value of 15 degrees to the positive value of 15 degrees, the average 
temperature of the particles decreases. With a negative injection angle, particles must 
be decelerated and then be accelerated in the direction of the flow. This allows for the 
particles to spend a greater duration of time within the flame and hence allow for 
greater heating of the particles. A maximum difference in the average particle 
temperature of 100 K occurs between a negative injection of 15 degrees and a positive 
injection of 15 degrees at the location of 150 mm from the nozzle exit.  
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Figure 5-23: Average inflight particle velocity for the injection angle of +15, 0 and -
15 degrees at a flow rate of 100 ml/min. 
 
Figure 5-24: Average inflight particle temperature for the injection angle of +15, 0 
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Varying the angle of injection can significantly influence the in-flight particle 
conditions. There are situations where particles may benefit from a negative, a positive 
and a perpendicular injection. With a positive angle of injection suspension droplets 
are given a larger initial velocity in the direction of the gas flow, hence particles have 
a higher inflight velocity. Particles with a low melting temperature will benefit from a 
positive injection as particles will impact the substrate with a higher impact velocity. 
With a negative injection angle, the suspension droplets initial velocity opposes the 
gas jet. The suspension droplets must first be decelerated and then accelerated in the 
direction of the gas flow. Droplets and particles spend a greater duration of time within 
the flame and therefore higher particle temperatures are seen for a negative injection 
angle. A negative injection will benefit particles with a higher melting temperature 
allowing particles to spend a greater duration of time within the flame resulting in 
higher temperature upon impacting the substrate. With Al2O3 based suspension the 
high melting point of the particles and low sensitivity to oxygen at high temperatures 
makes a negative injection angle beneficial. This results in greater heating of particles 
to increase the quantity of molten inflight particles.  
5.9 Investigation into the Effect of the Injector Diameter 
An evaluation of the effect of the diameter of the injector within the shroud must be 
considered to optimise the injector diameter. In this investigation three injector 
diameters were considered, a flow rate of 100 ml/min and an angle of negative 15 
degrees have been used. The negative angle of injection is used for this investigation 
due to the higher article temperatures, Al2O3 has a high melting temperature of 2072°C 
particles will therefore benefit from the negative injection angle. The injector diameter 
was varied at 0.3 mm, 0.45 mm and 0.6 mm. Figures 5-25 show the particle velocities 
at a standoff distance of 85 mm from the nozzle exit for varying injector diameters of 
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0.3 mm, 0.45 mm and 0.6 mm. It can be seen that as that as the diameter of the injector 
decreases, the maximum velocity the particles can increases. With the injector 
diameter of 0.3 mm particles reach a maximum velocity of 900 m/s, as the injector 
diameter increases to 0.6 mm the maximum particle velocity reduces to 500 m/s. 
 
Figure 5-25: Suspension particle velocities at standoff distance of 85 mm for a 
varying diameter of injection of 0.3 mm, 0.45 mm and 0.6 mm. 
Figure 5-26 shows the average inflight particle velocities for the varying injector 
diameters of 0.3 mm, 0.45 mm and 0.6 mm. From figure 5-26 it can be seen that 
decreasing the injector diameter from 0.6 mm to 0.3 mm the maximum average particle 
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velocity increases from 240 m/s to 440 m/s. It can be seen that downstream from the 
injection location that the average particle velocity for the 0.6 mm injector exceeds the 
0.3 mm injector at a location of 200 mm from the nozzle exit. For a smaller injector 
diameter, the particles at a given flow rate will have a higher injection velocity. The 
higher injection velocity will allow for a greater penetration of suspension which 
enhances heat and momentum transfer to the droplets. Particles will be lighter due to 
the greater proportion of liquid vaporised. Lighter particles have a small mass inertia 
and decelerate more rapidly for the smaller injector diameter. 
 
Figure 5-26: Average inflight particle velocity for a varying diameter of injection of 
0.3mm, 0.45mm and 0.6mm. 
Figure 5-27 shows the particle temperature at a standoff distance of 85 mm from the 
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seen from figure 5-27 that as the diameter of the injector reduces, there is a greater 
number of particles that are heated. Figure 5-28 shows the average inflight particle 
temperatures for the varying injector diameters of 0.3 mm, 0.45 mm and 0.6 mm. It is 
seen that as the injector diameter decreases the maximum temperature the particles 
have reached increases. As the higher velocity allows greater penetration of suspension 
into the gas jet. Therefore, particles are exposed to higher gas temperatures which 
result in the higher particle temperatures. 
 
Figure 5-27: Suspension particle temperatures at standoff distance of 85 mm for a 
varying diameter of injection of 0.3mm, 0.45mm and 0.6mm. 
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From figures 5-25 and 5-27 it can be seen that at a smaller injector diameter, particles 
stray out of the jet more readily. With a higher velocity injection, the larger radial 
component of the velocity as well as the lighter particle mass due to greater liquid 
evaporation is resulting in particles exiting the gas jet. As the particles exit the jet the 
particles quickly lose their heat and momentum due to their low mass and thermal 
inertia. Ensuring particles remain within the gas jet is a challenge that will need to be 
addressed when injecting suspension radially for SHVOF thermal spray.  
 
Figure 5-28: Average inflight particle temperature for a varying diameter of 
injection of 0.3mm, 0.45mm and 0.6mm. 
The injection velocity for the suspension exiting the injector is dependent on the 
suspension flow rate and the injector diameter. It has been shown that increasing the 
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due to the higher injection velocity. The injection velocity can also be increased by 
reducing the injector diameter at a fixed flow rate. The higher injection velocity of the 
suspension with a smaller diameter injector increases the penetration of the suspension 
into the gas jet. Which significantly increases the proportion of particles heated 
without capping the maximum velocity and temperature the particles can obtain. 
Reducing the diameter of the injector comes with its own limitations as the injector is 
more prone to clogging as the diameter shrinks. The minimum injector diameter that 
does not enable clogging should be employed within the shroud. The shroud will look 
to spray a range of materials the injector diameter will therefore be different depending 
upon the material sprayed. GNP’s for example are a flat planar structure with a 
nominal thickness of 6-8 nm and an average width of 5 μm (15-20 layers) and 
therefore, GNP’s will be prone to clogging [16]. GNP’s will require a larger injector 
than Al2O3 considered within this study. Having a removeable injector will allow for 
the injector to be individually optimised to each material sprayed. 
5.10 Effect of Shrouding Expansion Ratio on Gas Dynamics 
The purpose of a shroud within thermal spray is to prevent mixing of atmospheric 
oxygen with the gas jet. The shroud attaches onto the end of the HVOF gun to create 
an inert atmosphere within the shroud to enhance the deposition of oxygen sensitive 
materials. The shroud designed within this chapter also allows for a location to radially 
inject suspension into the crossflow; the shroud also employs a shrouding gas to delay 
the mixing of ambient oxygen with the jet. Figure 5-1 shows the hybrid nozzle 
designed and modelled within this chapter. The total length of the shroud design is 
kept constant at 75 mm. The total length of 75 mm is specified so that the radial 
injection of suspension and an axial injection of powder or suspension feedstock can 
simultaneously be sprayed to deposit composite coatings. A composite coating is 
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formed from two different materials which can offer enhanced properties over coatings 
produced from the individual materials [150]. A hybrid nozzle will enhance the 
deposition of oxygen sensitive materials as the nozzle combines an axial injection into 
the combustion chamber and a radial injection into the shroud. A composite coating 
can be deposited using the hybrid nozzle by simultaneously axially injecting 
suspension or powder typically a ceramic such as Cr2O3 or Al2O3 into the combustion 
chamber and radially injecting suspension containing GNP’s into the shroud. The 
axially injected material spends a greater duration of time within the flow to allow for 
greater heating of particles. This ensures the particles are sufficiently molten upon 
impacting the substrate. The radially injected material spends a shorter time within the 
flow and undergoes less heating within the flow this reduces oxidation and degradation 
at high temperatures of oxygen sensitive. Kinos et al. [169] demonstrate that a distance 
of 5 – 10 mm is required from the end of the shroud and the substate. Larger distances 
than 10 mm demonstrated poor coating structures and an increased oxide content 
within the coating. Typically for suspension axially injected a standoff distance of 85 
mm is used [170]. Employing a shroud length of 75 mm allows for typical standoff 
distances for axially injected SHVOF thermal spray to be used with the shroud. 
The effect of the diameter at the exit of the shroud on the air entrainment, gas velocity 
and gas temperature within the shroud are investigated to determine the optimum 
expansion ratio for the shroud. Three diameters are investigated are 24 mm, 28 mm 
and 32 mm at the shroud exit. The diameters at the exit are chosen from modelling 
investigations undertaken for SPS thermal spray by Jankovic et al. [171]. Jankovic et 
al. investigated the effect of the angle of shrouding for a shrouding attachment 
developed for SPS thermal spray. It was seen for a shroud with an angle greater than 
7 degrees air entrainment rapidly increases. Below 7 degrees there was very little air 
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entrainment seen within the shroud. The flow conditions investigated by Jankovic et 
al. were subsonic as SPS thermal spray operates at subsonic conditions. Within 
SHVOF thermal spray the flow operates at supersonic conditions the effect of the 
shroud diameter is investigated within this chapter to see if similar behaviour is seen 
at supersonic conditions. Three diameters are investigated within this study of 24 mm, 
28 mm and 32 mm correspond to a shrouding angle of 7.5 degrees, 10.5 degrees and 
13.5 degrees respectively. Figure 5-29 shows the effect of the shroud exit diameter on 
the oxygen mass fraction within the shroud. From figure 5-29 it can be seen that the 
expansion ratio significantly reduces the oxygen content within the shroud which is 
introduced by air entrainment into the shroud. The shroud with a diameter of 32 mm 
at the exit allows for a significant amount of air entrainment into the centre of the 
shroud which compromises the integrity of the inert atmosphere. The shroud with a 
diameter of 28 mm at the exit allows for small amount of air entrainment into the 
should near the exit of the shroud. The shroud with a diameter of 24 mm at the exit 
does not allow for any air entrainment into the shroud.  
Matthews et al. [149] outlined three mechanisms for oxide formation from the thermal 
spray process. The first refers to oxide introduces within the coating from the initial 
feedstock. The second refers to the oxides deposited from inflight particles that have 
oxidised during flight due the exposure to the oxygen within the jet. The third refers 
to the oxidation of the coating post deposition, molten splats on the surface of the 
coating are exposed to oxygen within the air. The molten splats oxidise and introduce 
oxides into the coating during the spay process. The purpose of the shroud is to 
minimise mixing of atmospheric oxygen into the jet. This in turn minimises oxides 
introduced into the coating through the second mechanism. The 24 mm shroud allows 
for no oxygen entrainment into the shroud and hence the 24 mm shroud exit diameter 
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provides the optimum condition for spraying oxygen sensitive materials as it maintains 
an inert environment. The results within this study match well to those seen by 
Jankovic et al. there is very little to no air entrainment seen an exit diameter of 24 mm 
which corresponds to a shroud angle of 7.5 degrees. Increasing the exit diameter to 
32 mm which corresponds to a shroud angle of 13.5 degrees significant air entrainment 
is seen into the shroud. 
 
Figure 5-29 (a), (b) and (c): Effect of the shroud exit diameter on oxygen mass 
fraction within the shroud (a) 24 mm, (b) 28 mm and (c) 32 mm (no suspension) 
In addition to preventing mixing of ambient oxygen into the HVOF jet, the effect of 
the diameter at the shroud exit on the gas velocity and gas temperature is considered. 
Figures 5-29 shows what effect of the shroud diameter at the exit has on the gas 
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velocity. It can be seen from figure 5-29, in the shock region the shroud amplifies the 
gas velocity locally in comparison to the flow field without a shroud. Additionally, it 
can be seen that as the diameter at the shroud exit reduces from 32 mm to 24 mm the 
maximum velocity increases locally by an additional 400 m/s. The greater velocity 
within the shock region for the 24 mm shroud will inhibit the penetration of suspension 
droplets in comparison to the shrouds with a larger diameter at the shroud exit. The 
higher gas velocity results in a higher dynamic pressure of the HVOF crossflow [167]. 
Far away from the shock region the reverse trend holds true, as the diameter at the 
shroud exit decreases the gas velocity decreases also. The higher gas velocity in this 
region with the larger shroud diameter at the exit will result in a higher particle impact 
velocity and hence particles will be more likely to deposit onto the substrate. 
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A radial injection of suspension has been widely used to deposit coatings within SPS 
thermals spray due to the high gas temperatures within SPS thermal spray. The high 
gas temperatures result in lower gas densities which allow for the suspension to readily 
penetrate the crossflow into the SPS jet [167]. Figure 5-30 show the effect of the 
shroud exit diameter onto the gas static temperature. It can be seen from figure 5-30 
that the gas flow operates at a higher temperature without a shroud attachment in and 
near the shock region. Additionally, it can be seen that as the shroud diameter at the 
exit increases from 24 mm to 32 mm the gas temperature decreases by as much as 300 
K within the shock region. Downstream from the shock region the reverse trend holds 
true, the addition of a shroud attachment results in an increase in the gas temperature. 
The shroud attachment delays mixing of cold air from the atmosphere with the jet 
allowing for a greater temperature beyond the shock region. The 32 mm shroud exit 
diameter allows for the mixing of air within the shroud whilst the 24 mm nozzle allows 
for mixing of air furthest downstream from the shroud exit. As the mixing of cold air 
from the atmosphere occurs further downstream with the shortest shroud exit the cold 
air mixes into the jet later. Therefore, as the diameter at the shroud exit decreases there 
is an increase in the gas temperature. However, the difference between the various 
shroud configurations is no larger than 100 K.  
There are two considerations that must be met when choosing the shroud geometry for 
a shroud that allows for a radial injection. the first is that the shroud should minimise 
the mixing of atmospheric oxygen with the jet. The second is that the shroud geometry 
should be optimised to maximise penetration of the suspension into the jet. The 24 mm 
shroud allows for no air entrainment it however operates at a higher velocity where 
the suspension penetrates into the jet. This will reduce penetration of suspension into 
the jet and reduce the efficiency of deposition. The 34 mm shroud allows for 
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significant air entrainment into the shroud and hence will result in significant oxidation 
of particles within the shroud. The 32 mm shroud has a locally lower velocity where 
the suspension will penetrate than the smaller shroud exit diameters allowing for the 
greatest penetration of the suspension into the jet. The 28 mm shroud allows for a 
compromise where there is little air entrainment within the shroud and the velocity 
where the suspension will penetrate is locally lower allowing for greater penetration 
of suspension into the jet. 
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5.11 Effect of Shrouding Gas on the Entrainment Within the Shroud 
There are two types of shrouds that have been employed within the thermal spray 
literature. The first is a solid barrier shroud that has been discussed and modelled 
within section 5.10. The second type of shroud employed within thermal spray is a gas 
shroud of inert gas; typically, the gas used is nitrogen or argon. The purpose of the gas 
shroud is to act as a barrier to air penetration into the thermal spray jet. The inert gas 
delays the mixing of the air with HVOF or plasma jet [149]. This investigation looks 
at introducing an inert gas shroud with the solid barrier shroud to delay the mixing of 
oxygen with the HVOF jet and considering the effect of the addition of an inert gas 
shroud to the gas dynamics. The 28 mm shroud exit has been employed within this 
study to investigate if the air entrainment into the shroud can be reduced. The 28 mm 
shroud exit diameter design allows for a lower velocity and a higher temperature near 
the injection location over the shroud with a 24 mm diameter. It is well understood 
that a lower gas velocity within the crossflow will allow for suspension to penetrate 
more readily as shown within equation 5.2. Hence this design will allow for suspension 
to penetrate more readily into the crossflow over the 24 mm exit diameter. This design 
allows for oxygen to enter into the shroud and this investigation looks to vary the flow 
rate to prevent ay air entrainment into the shroud by varying the shrouding gas flow 
rate.  
The inert gas is injected using an annular inlet to simplify the geometry to allow for a 
structured mesh to be employed. The designed shroud will use a set of circular holes 
spaced uniformly around the circumference of the shroud. The diameter of the holes 
will match the annular width employed within this study. The modification to the inlet 
geometry will introduce some modelling errors however, it is a well-established 
practise to simplify the geometry for simpler meshing requirements. Simplifying the 
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inlet configuration has been employed in a range of SHVOF thermal spray modelling 
studies to simplify the fuel inlet within the combustion chamber [20], [60]. The inert 
gas inlet is located 7.5 mm from the shroud outlet and has a width of 1 mm. Four flow 
rates for the inert gas of 0 g/s, 1 g/s, 2 g/s and 3 g/s are considered, the inert gas used 
within this study is nitrogen.  
Figure 5-32 shows the oxygen mass fraction within the shroud at varying shrouding 
gas flow rates of 0 g/s, 1 g/s, 2 g/s and 3 g/s. It can be seen that at flow rates up to 1 
g/s gas the air can entrain into the shroud introducing oxygen into the shroud. The 
oxygen introduces compromises the inert atmosphere which will degrade and oxidise 
the oxygen sensitive material injected into the shroud. As the shrouding gas mass flow 
rate increases above 2 g/s there is no air entrainment into the shroud. This will improve 
the deposition of oxygen sensitive materials as oxygen is prevented from mixing into 
the shroud from the atmosphere. The optimum shrouding gas mass flow rate is between 
2 g/s and 3 g/s as this flow rate prevents air entrainment into the shroud. Jankovic et 
al. [171] and the results shown in section 5.10 show that for shrouding angles large 
than ~ 7 degrees air entrainment rapidly increases. However, from this study it can be 
seen that the shrouding gas allows for larger shroud angles to be employed. within this 
study air entrainment can be prevented into a shroud with a shrouding angle of 10.5 
degrees with a shrouding gas mass flow rate of 2 g/s 
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Figure 5-32: Oxygen mass fraction within the shroud at varying shrouding gas flow 
rates of (a) 0 g/s, (b) 1 g/s, (c) 2 g/s and (d) 3 g/s 
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In addition to preventing mixing of ambient oxygen into the HVOF jet, the effect of 
the shrouding gas mass flow on the gas velocity and gas temperature is considered. 
The shrouding gas should not adversely affect the gas velocity or the gas temperature. 
Figure 5-33 shows the effect of gas shrouding mass flow rate on the centreline gas 
velocity within the shroud. Figure 5-34 shows the effect of gas shrouding mass flow 
rate on the centreline gas temperature within the shroud. It can be seen from figures 5-
33 and 5-34 that as the shrouding gas mass flow rate increases up to 3 g/s there is very 
little to no change on the centreline gas velocity and gas temperature. Therefore, the 
shrouding gas does not negatively impact the flow field by excessively decelerating or 
cooling the gas jet.  
 
Figure 5-33: Effect of gas shrouding mass flow rate on the centreline gas velocity 
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Figure 5-34: Effect of gas shrouding mass flow rate on the centreline gas 
temperature within the shroud. 
From the CFD analysis and a review of relevant literature a shrouding attachment has 
been designed and manufactured. A divergent shroud has been utilised to minimise 
deposition of suspension on the shroud walls. A divergent shroud expands towards the 
outlet of the shroud which increases the distance the particles need to travel before 
they can impact the walls of the shroud. The further the particles have to travel out of 
the centre of the jet the greater deceleration the particles will experience. The particles 
will be less likely to have the sufficient momentum or the critical velocity to 
successfully bond to the walls of the shroud. This will prevent particles from 
depositing onto the shroud walls and from the should clogging. A shroud exit diameter 
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velocities and lower gas temperatures in the shock region. The suspension is injected 
into the shock region and the higher gas velocity and lower gas temperature reduces 
suspension penetration due to the higher dynamic pressure of the cross flow which the 
suspension must overcome. Additionally, the shroud with a diameter of 28 mm 
operates at higher velocities than the 24 mm beyond the shroud exit and hence will 
result in greater deposition of particles onto the substrate due to the higher gas velocity. 
The 28 mm shroud however allows for air entrainment into the shroud which is not 
seen with a smaller shroud exit diameter of 24 mm.  
A shrouding gas is employed to prevent air entrainment in shroud designs with a 
shrouding angle larger than 7 degrees. The shroud angle used within the shroud 
designed within this thesis is 10.5 degrees. With no shrouding gas air entrains into the 
shroud, the air entrainment into the shroud can be prevented by introducing an inert 
shrouding gas. A flow rate of 2 g/s prevents any air entrainment into the shroud for the 
28 mm nozzle which ensures an optimum environment for depositing oxygen sensitive 
materials. Larger shrouding angles allow for a lower velocity and a higher temperature 
near the injection location. Both conditions improve suspension penetration into the 
jet.  
The downstream location of the suspension injector was determined from 
experimental investigations using high speed imaging conducted by Venturi et al. [16]. 
Venturi et al. investigated the effect of the distance of the injector from the nozzle exit 
has on suspension vaporization and breakup using high speed imaging found that a 
distance of 10 mm from the nozzle exit was most effective at ensuring effective 
vaporization of the suspension. Hence within the shroud the injector is located at 10 
mm from the nozzle exit. A perpendicular, positive 15 degrees and negative 15 degrees 
injection has been utilised within the shroud. The downstream injection allows for 
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particles to reach higher gas velocities due to the higher initial velocity component in 
the crossflow direction which is useful for low melting point materials. The upstream 
injection allows for particles to reach a higher temperature which is useful for materials 
with a higher melting temperature. Three removeable injectors are located within the 
shroud such that the injectors can be switched out such that the diameter of the injector 
can be modified as this study has shown that decreasing the injector diameter increases 
suspension penetration. However, some materials may block the injector readily as the 
injector diameter becomes small. Hence, this injector diameter can be increased to 
determine the minimum size that does not promote clogging.  
A modular shroud design has been employed for the shroud to allow for ease of 
maintenance and to avoid welding of the shroud. The shroud has 4 modules: the inner 
cone, the gas injection jacket, the GTV Topgun holder and the injector. The inner cone 
has been modelled within this chapter and the geometry of the inner cone has been 
determined from the results of this chapter. There are holes within the inner cone to 
allow for an inert gas injection for the shrouding gas. The gas injection jacket 
surrounds the inert gas inlet and provides a location to inject and feed inert gas into 
the shroud. The GTV Topgun holder is an attachment that mounts the shroud onto the 
end of the GTV Topgun. The geometry of this module is constraint by the geometry 
of the GTV Topgun housing as the holder should ensure a tight fit between the shroud 
and the GTV Topgun. The final module for the injector allows the injectors to insert 
into the inner cone to provide an injection location. This module proves a water jacket 
around the inner cone to allow for cooling of the water jacket. The cooling geometry 
was designed and optimised by internal analysis conducted by Dr. Federico Venturi. 
The CAD designs of the shroud and the 4 modules with the assembly drawings can be 
found in Appendix I. 
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5.12 Effect of Shrouding on Inflight Particle Dynamics  
For particles to deposit onto the substrate they must become sufficiently heated, melted 
and impact the substrate at a velocity greater than the critical velocity [94]. Figure 5-
35 evaluates the average particle velocity with and without the shroud predicted from 
the numerical model. For both injections, the suspension is injected radially at a 
location of 10 mm downstream from the nozzle exit at a flow rate of 100 ml/min at an 
angle of negative 15 degrees with an injector diameter of 0.3 mm. The injection 
conditions employed were employed to maximise particle temperatures. It can be seen 
from figure 5-35 that the addition of a shroud attachment results in lower average 
particle velocities. There is a maximum difference of approximately 100 m/s between 
particle velocities with and without the shroud attachment. Both with and without the 
shroud attachment show a similar trend for the average inflight particle velocity. The 
velocity increases up to 50 mm from the nozzle exit. Beyond this there is decay of 
particle velocities downstream from 50 mm. Beyond 50 mm from the nozzle exit there 
is a significant drop in the gas velocity as shown in figure 5-30. Suspension particles 
have a low mass inertia and hence the particles decelerate rapidly with the gas flow.  
Figure 5-36 evaluates the average particle temperature with and without the shroud 
attachment. It can be seen from figure 5-33 that up to 150 mm from the nozzle exit the 
addition of the shroud results in a small reduction in the particle temperatures. 
However, beyond 150 mm the shroud attachment results in significantly higher particle 
temperatures. At a standoff distance of 150 mm the gas temperature is approximately 
200 K – 300 K greater with the shroud attachment as shown in figure 5-31. The shroud 
attachment delays the mixing of colder gases from the atmosphere with the HVOF jet. 
the mixing of cold gas with the jet results in the decrease in the gas temperature within 
the free jet.  The addition of the shroud allows for particle temperatures to increase up 
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to a distance of 250 mm from the nozzle exit. Whilst without the shroud particle 
temperatures begin to decrease at distances greater than 150 mm from the nozzle exit. 
The maximum difference occurs at 250 mm from the nozzle exit where the shroud 
allows particles to reach a temperature of 350 K higher than without the shroud 
attachment. Axially injected suspension is typically sprayed at 85 mm due to the sharp 
decrease in the gas velocity and temperature seen above this standoff distance. The 
critical velocity decreases with the particle temperature at impact [94]. Therefore, 
particles sprayed with the shroud will require a lower velocity for successful deposition 
onto the substrate. Further studies will have to be conducted for the optimum standoff 
distance for an axially injected suspension with a shroud attachment. Finally, studies 
will need to look into the optimum standoff distance for the hybrid nozzle which 
employs both an axially injected suspension into the combustion chamber and a 
radially injected suspension into the shroud.  
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Figure 5-36: Effect of shroding on average inflight particle temperatures 
To evaluate the optimum standoff distance for the shroud the  particle velocity and 
particle temperatures at various standoff distances must be evaluated. Figure 5-37 
shows that inflight particle velocities at a standoff distance of (a) 85 mm, (b) 105 mm, 
(c) 125 mm, (d) 145 mm, (e) 165 mm and (e) 185 mm from the nozzle exit. From 
figure 5-37 it can be seen that up to a standoff distance of 145 mm the particle velocity 
increases. There are more particles that can reach a velocity of approximately 700 m/s. 
With the sharp drop in gas velocity beyond 50 mm from the nozzle exit as seen in 
figure 5-33 particles can more readily penetrate into the centre of the jet. The gas 
velocity drops from 1500 to 300 m/s from a standoff distance of 50 mm to 140 mm 
respectively. Large droplets with un-vaporized suspension can maintain their 
momentum and also further into the centre jet as the gas velocity decreases. However, 
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can reach decreases from 700 m/s to approximately 430 m/s. The continuing drop in 
gas velocity results in deceleration of droplets for two reasons. Firstly, the gas velocity 
decreases below the particle velocity hence particles decelerate. Secondly, as the larger 
suspension particles spend longer within the flow more and more of their liquid is 
vaporized, they become lighter. These droplets are unable to maintain their momentum 
and hence particle velocity decreases. This reduction in velocity is likely to result in 
coatings with a higher porosity. Hence the optimum standoff distance to maximise the 
inflight particle velocity with the shroud attachment is 145 mm from the gun nozzle 
exit. The standoff distance with the shrouding attachment is greater than that employed 
without a shroud attachment, typical standoff distances for axial injections of 
suspension lie at 85 mm from the nozzle exit. 
Figure 5-38 shows that inflight particle temperature at a standoff distance of (a) 85 
mm, (b) 105 mm, (c) 125 mm, (d) 145 mm, (e) 165 mm and (e) 185 mm from the 
nozzle exit. It can be seen from figure 5-38 that at a standoff distance of 85 mm very 
few particles are heated to temperatures of excess of 2000 K. As the standoff distance 
increases from 85 mm to 125 mm there is a greater number of particles that reach a 
temperature of an excess of 2000 K. As the standoff distance increases further from 
125 mm to 185 mm there is a significant reduction in the maximum particle 
temperature. the maximum particle temperature decreases from 2200 K to 1600 K. The 
gas temperature with the shroud attachment can be as large as 300 K greater than 
without the shroud attachment. The gas jet cools further downstream due to the delayed 
mixing with cooler ambient oxygen allowing particles to maintain high temperatures 
for a greater duration of time. The optimum standoff distance that would maximise 
average particle velocities and temperatures with the shroud attachment would lie in 
the region of 125 mm – 145 mm. 
 




Figure 5-37: Effect of distance from the nozzle exit (standoff distance) on inflight 
particle velocities with a shroud attachment (a) 85 mm, (b) 105 mm, (c) 125 mm, (d) 
145 mm, (e) 165 mm and (e) 185 mm. 
 




Figure 5-38: Effect of distance from the nozzle exit (standoff distance) on inflight 
particle temperatures with a shroud attachment (a) 85 mm, (b) 105 mm, (c) 125 mm, 
(d) 145 mm, (e) 165 mm and (e) 185 mm. 
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5.13 Summary 
This chapter employs the use of detailed reaction mechanisms along with the eddy 
dissipation concept combustion model and investigates the effect of the combustion 
model on the adiabatic flame temperature within the combustion chamber. The eddy 
dissipation model with a single step reaction over predicts the gas temperature by as 
much as 300 K within the combustion chamber as compared to the adiabatic flame 
temperature. The eddy dissipation concept with a robust reaction mechanism avoids 
the over prediction in the flame temperature as seen with the eddy dissipation model 
employed within prior suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray studies. 
Additionally, this chapter has developed an attachment to develop a hybrid nozzle for 
suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray. The hybrid nozzle will improve the 
deposition of a coating from oxygen sensitive materials and the deposition of 
composite coatings formed from an oxygen sensitive material. An initial investigation 
is conducted to determine the importance of injection parameters for a radial injection 
of suspension within a high velocity oxy fuel flame. The windward trajectory and 
breakup location predicted from the numerical model are compared to experimental 
measurements obtained through high speed imaging. The windward trajectories match 
well to high speed imaging downstream from the breakup point. The breakup point 
however shows a large discrepancy of 17.4 % difference at low flow rates of 50 
ml/min. There is improved agreement with the experimental data at higher flow rates 
with a discrepancy of just 4 % at 300 ml/min. Better agreement can be obtained 
through the use of interface resolving methods such as the volume of fluid model this 
approach however is orders of magnitude more computationally expensive.  
From the investigations into the suspension injection flowrate, injection angle and the 
diameter of the injector are conducted. It is demonstrated that the injection conditions 
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significantly influence the inflight particle conditions. The injection conditions must 
ensure sufficient momentum to penetrate into the gas to maximise heat and momentum 
transfer from the flame to the suspension droplets. However, an excessively high flow 
rate must be avoided to avoid adversely cooling or decelerating the jet. For the 
conditions investigated it was seen that the optimum flow rate occurred between of 
150 – 200 ml/min. Increasing the flow rate further to 300 ml/min resulted in an 
additional gas velocity and gas temperature decrease of 1100 m/s and 1400 K 
respectively. Increasing the suspension flow rate from 150 ml/min to 300 ml/min 
witnessed a decrease in the maximum velocity and temperature of 450 m/s and 550 K 
respectively.  
Injectors can additionally maximize the injection velocity by reducing the diameter of 
the injector orifice which allows for the use of lower suspension flow rates by 
increasing the suspension penetration and hence increase in-flight particle velocities 
and temperatures. Reducing the injector diameter from 0.6 mm to 0.3 mm witnessed 
an increase in the maximum velocity and average temperature by as much as 300 m/s 
and 180 K. Smaller injectors are however more prone to clogging and therefore the 
smallest injector that does not promote clogging should be employed to inject the 
suspension. It is seen that the angle of injection influences the particle velocities and 
temperatures. A positive injection angle results in higher inflight particle velocities 
due to the higher initial velocity component in the crossflow direction. A negative 
injection angle allows for an increase in the inflight particle temperatures as the 
suspension is injected with an initial velocity opposing the crossflow. The suspension 
must be decelerated and then accelerated in the direction of the crossflow. This allows 
for increase in the time the particles are exposed to the high temperature jet improving 
the heat transfer to the particles. All three injection types are useful as high melting 
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point materials will benefit from a negative injection and low melting point materials 
will benefit from a positive injection.  
 
Figure 5-39: Hybrid nozzle attached to the GTV Topgun SHVOF thermal spray 
system. 
Finally, an attachment to develop a hybrid suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal 
spray process has been designed and manufactured. The hybrid nozzle designed and 
manufactured is shown in figure 5-39. The hybrid suspension high velocity oxy fuel 
thermal spray process is a new process developed and documented within this thesis. 
The hybrid nozzle is a design that combines an axial injection into the combustion 
chamber with a shroud attachment that allows for a radial injection into the shroud 
with a shrouding gas to prevent air entrainment into the shroud. The effect of the 
diameter of the shroud at the exit on the air entrainment, gas velocity and gas 
temperature are investigated. The 28 mm diameter for the shroud exit is employed as 
it allows for small air entrainment which can be prevented with the addition of the 
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shrouding gas. Additionally, it allows for a lower velocity at the injection location than 
the 24 mm shroud exit diameter considered. This will allow suspension to penetrate 
the jet more readily. The effect of the shrouding gas flow rate is considered and it is 
seen that a flow rate of 2 g/s is sufficient to prevent any air entrainment within the 
shroud The effect of the standoff distance with the shroud attachment is investigated 
to determine the optimum spray distance for the shroud and it is suggested that at the 
operating conditions employed within this chapter that a standoff distance of 125 mm 
– 145 mm be employed to maximise inflight particle velocities and temperatures.  
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Chapter 6: Investigation into the Effect of the 
Nusselt Number Correlation 
6.1 Introduction 
Within SHVOF thermal spray heat is transferred between the high temperature gas 
flow and the suspension. Within the DPM model the particle temperature is determined 
using a simple heat balance given by equation 6.1. Where the particle temperature is 
given by Tp, the gas temperature is given by Tg, where the time is given by t, the 
surface area of the particle is given by Ap, the mass of the particle is given by m, the 




= ℎ𝐴𝑝(𝑇𝑔 − 𝑇𝑝) −
𝑑𝑚
𝑑𝑡
ℎ𝑓𝑔 (𝐸𝑞 6.1) 
To determine the heat transfer coefficient, h, a Nusselt number correlation is employed 
which determines the ratio of convective to conductive heat transfer. There are a wide 
variety of Nusselt number correlations available within the literature focusing on heat 
transfer to spherical and non-spherical particles [172], [173], [174] & [175]. Currently 
within SHVOF thermal spray to determine the heat transfer coefficient the Ranz-
Marshall correlation is the only model that has been employed to determine the Nusselt 
number as outlined within the literature review. The Ranz-Marshall correlation is 
given by equation 6.2, it is an incompressible correlation which was established at low 
Mach numbers and low Reynolds numbers for application to spray dryers. The 
popularity of this model came about from the observation that the correlation 
extrapolates well five times above the range of Reynolds numbers at which the 
experiments were conducted [128]. The Ranz-Marshall correlation is the only 
correlation employed by Ansys Fluent. Alternative correlations can be employed 
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through the use of user defined functions (UDF’s) written in C++. A prior numerical 
investigation into SHVOF thermal spray by Jadidi et al [20] has shown that the Ranz-
Marshall correlation under-predicts the particle temperatures by as much as 500 K in 
comparison to Accuraspray G3 measurements. Researchers have looked at fine tuning 
the constants within the Ranz-Marshall correlation for HVOF thermal spray 




= 2.0 + 0.6𝑅𝑒𝑑
1 2⁄ 𝑃𝑟1 3⁄  (𝐸𝑞 6.2) 
 
Figure 6-1: Convective heat transfer coefficient for a sphere in a rarefied gas at 
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Carlson et al. [177] and Drake et al. [131] measured the heat transfer coefficient for 
particles within a rarefied supersonic and subsonic gas flow respectively. The Nusselt 
number varied from Mach numbers (0.1 - 6) is plotted in figure 6-1. Their findings 
show a dependency of the Nusselt number on the Mach number. Therefore, the Nusselt 
number correlation must account for the effect of the Mach number to accurately 
predict the heat transfer coefficient which numerical models employed for SHVOF 
thermal spray have failed to do. An alternative compressible Nusselt number 
correlation to the Ranz-Marshall correlation has been applied to cold spray and high 
velocity oxy fuel (HVOF) thermal spray but has not yet been employed within SHVOF 
thermal spray. The compressible correlation [178] which is given by equation 6.3 
accounts for Mach number as well as the Reynolds number and Prandtl number effects 
on the Nusselt number correlation. The compressible correlation is only valid for Mach 
numbers greater than 0.24 and where the gas temperature exceeds the particle 
temperature.  
 𝑁𝑢 = 2.0 + 0.4𝑅𝑒𝑝
0.5 𝑃𝑟1 3 ⁄ exp(0.1 + 0.872 𝑀𝑎) (𝐸𝑞 6.3) 
When particle length scales are of the order of the length scales between particles the 
effects of rarefication are significant. The Knudsen number (Kn) which is given in 
equation 6.4 can be used to evaluate the effects of rarefication. The Knudsen number 
is defined as the ratio of the molecular free path length, Λ, to the representative physical 
length scale which in particle laden flows is given by the particle diameter, dp. 
Alternatively, the Knudsen number is proportional to the ratio of the flow Mach 
number, Ma, to the particle Reynolds number, Rep, where, γ, refers to the heat capacity 
ratio. The Knudsen number for the particles can be as large as 1.0 for SHVOF thermal 
spray which is later shown within this chapter.  
 











) (𝐸𝑞 6.4) 
As the Knudsen number increases the effects of rarefication become significant and 
non-continuum effects must be considered. For particle laden flows, as the Knudsen 
number of the particles increases into the slip flow regime, the first observable non 
continuum effect occurs on the surface of the particles. A temperature jump and 
velocity slip are apparent on the surface of particles [27]. As the Knudsen number 
increases further into the free molecular flow regime there is no interaction between 
gas molecules approaching the surface of the particles and those leaving the surface. 
Hence, the gas molecules arriving at a surface will have the full freestream velocity. 
Figure 6-2 shows the change in the particle boundary layer in the different flow 
regimes.  
 
Figure 6-2: Effect of Knudsen number on different flow regimes, adapted from [27]. 
Kavanau et al. [130] developed a correlation (equation 6.5) for the Nusselt number that 
accurately determines the heat transfer coefficient for compressible flows within the 
slip regime. Their correlation asymptotically approaches the value predicted by 
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Sauer et al [179] for free molecular flow. Figure 6-1 also compares the Nusselt number 
correlation to the experimentally obtained measurements from Drake et al. and Carlson 
et al. with varying flow Mach number from 0.10 - 6.0. The correlation by proposed by 
Kavanau et al. is shown to fit well to particles within a rarefied supersonic flow as well 
as subsonic flows. The correlation was plotted against experimental measurements for 










This chapter employs three Nusselt number correlations; the Ranz-Marshall 
correlation, the compressible correlation and the Kavanau correlation. The aim is to 
evaluate the effectiveness of three different Nusselt number correlations in order to 
better predict inflight particle temperatures. The numerical model is validated using 
time of flight technique and two colour pyrometry measurements of the inflight 
particle velocities and temperatures respectively. For the experimental investigation, 
the Accuraspray 4.0 system from Technar (Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Canada) is 
employed to obtain inflight velocity and temperature measurements of the particles. 
Particle velocities and temperatures are obtained at four locations within the free-jet. 
Through the use of more physically representative correlations to determine the heat 
transfer correlation a better understanding of how the particle temperature vary inflight 
can be established.  
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6.2 Modelling Methodology 
The premixed hydrogen and oxygen are injected into the combustion chamber using 
an annular inlet located 4 mm from the centre of the combustion chamber and with a 
width of 1 mm. A steady state gas flow field is established before injecting any 
suspension. To model the gas phase the continuity, momentum conservation, ideal gas 
law, energy conservation, species fraction and the realizable k-ε turbulence model with 
an enhanced wall function are solved for using the SIMPLE algorithm; the governing 
equations for which are described in chapter 3.  
The suspension which consists of 20% Cr2O3 and 80% H2O by weight is injected using 
a two-way coupled multicomponent DPM model. A cone injection is employed 
consisting of 20 particle streams, a cone angle of 1 degree has been calculated based 
upon [152]. A Two-way turbulence coupling, secondary breakup and the pressure 
dependent boiling models have been employed. The unsteady discrete phase is solved 
for once with every 10 gas phase iterations with a DPM time step of 1x10-5 s. The DPM 
time step has been chosen such that DPM particles move forward no more than one 
cell on average. The inverse distance node-based averaging is employed to distribute 
the DPM source term amongst neighbouring cells [153]. The Compressible and 
Kavanau correlations for the Nusselt number are implemented using UDF’s which are 
provided in Appendix II. 
The nozzle geometry, fluid domain geometry, fluid mesh and the numerical schemes 
for the gas phase are identical to those applied within Chapter 5. The boundary 
conditions for the gas phase and the discrete phase are outlined in table 6-1. The 
temperature boundary condition on the walls is based on prior numerical models that 
have used a constant temperature value of 500 K [20]. 
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Total Gas Flow Rate 0.0059 Kg/s 300 
H2 Flow Rate 440 l/min - 
O2 Flow Rate 220 l/min - 
Outlet Condition 1 atm Zero Gradient 
Equivalence Ratio 1 - 
Suspension Flow Rate 50 ml/min 300 
Wall Boundary 
Condition 
0 m/s 500 
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6.3 Experimental Methodology  
6.3.1 Inflight Measurements of Ensembled Averaged Particle Velocity 
and Temperature  
 
Figure 6-3: Accuraspray system in operation with SHVOF thermal spray. 
 
Figure 6-4: Accuraspray measurement device positioning to the SHVOF thermal 
spray gun. 
The inflight particle velocities and temperatures were measured using the Accuraspray 
G4 device (Technar, Saint-Bruno-de-Montarville, Canada). The Accuraspray system 
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measures the ensembled average values of the inflight particle velocities and 
temperatures. The Accuraspray 4.0 system takes the average measurement from a 
volume of approximately 3.2mm x 10 mm x 25mm. Figure 6-3 shows the Accuraspray 
system in operation with the SHVOF thermal spray gun. The measurements were taken 
using a two colour pyrometer that evaluates the radiation intensity from the particle at 
two wavelengths. Planks law describes the radiation emitted from a body which is 
given by equation 6.6. Where, I, refers to the radiation intensity at a wavelength, λ, for 
a body at temperature, T, with an emissivity, ε, a diameter, d, where C1 and C2 are 
calibration constants. The radiation intensity is measured at two wavelengths (λ1 and 
λ2) at the same location and the temperature can be determined from equation 6.7 
[108], [180], [181]. 








) − 1 












 (𝐸𝑞 6.7) 
The particle velocities were determined using a “time of flight” approach [182], where 
the radiation emitted from the particles is detected at two locations parallel to the 
direction of travel of the particles. The distance between the two measurement 
locations is known and hence from the time delay between the two corresponding 
signals the velocity can be determined. The Accuraspray sensor was placed at four 
different measurement locations (75, 100, 125 and 150 mm) downstream from the 
SHVOF gun exit. The sensor was placed at a distance of 200 mm radially from the jet 
axis [183] as shown in figure 6-4. A 75-kW flame was established, and a suspension 
comprised of 80% H2O and 20% Cr2O3 by weight is injected at a flow rate of 50 ml/min 
into the center of the combustion chamber. The measurements for the inflight particle 
velocity and temperature were obtained at the four measurement locations. 
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6.3.2 Dynamic Light Scattering  
Dynamic light scattering is a technique used measure the particle size distribution due 
to the Brownian motion of the particles [184]. Smaller particles move at a higher 
velocity than larger particles. Light is shone onto the suspension and the particles 
within the suspension diffract the light. The light is scattered by the particles within 
the suspension in all directions. The scattered light is measured at an angle and the 
diffusion coefficient is calculated from the scattered light intensity. From the diffusion 
coefficient the particle size can be determined by the Stokes-Einstein equation [185]. 
The particle size distribution within the Cr2O3 and H2O suspension was measured 
using dynamic light scattering with the Zetasizer instrument (Malvern Panalytical, 
Malvern, United Kingdom). 
6.3.3 Scanning Electron Microscope 
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an imaging technique that produces an image 
by focusing a beam of electrons onto a sample. The electrons interact with the atoms 
in the sample and produce a signal that contains information about the surface 
topography of the sample. Different types of signals are produced including secondary 
electrons, backscattered electrons and characteristic x-rays. The electron beam is 
produced thermionically from the tungsten cathode. Electron are accelerated by 
applying a voltage which usually ranges 0.2 kV to 40 kV, with the value depending on 
the sample being scanned. The SEM image taken within this chapter was taken from 
the XL30 SEM device (Philips, The Netherlands) using the secondary electron mode. 
An acceleration voltage, spot and working distance of 15kvV, 5 and 10.1 mm were 
used respectively.  
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6.4 Effect of the Nusselt Number Correlation on Gas Temperature 
and Evaporation Rates  
 
Figure 6-5: Centreline Gas temperature for the three Nusselt correlations. 
The two-way coupling between the discrete phase and the continuous phase accounts 
for the effect of the discrete phase on the continuous phase as well as the effect of the 
continuous phase on the discrete phase. Therefore, the effect of the Nusselt number 
correlation on the gas phase and particularly the gas temperature and the suspension 
evaporation rate must be considered. Figure 6-5 show the centerline gas temperature 
predicted by the Ranz–Marshall, Kavanau and the compressible correlations. From 
figure 6-5, it can be seen that both the Kavanau and the compressible correlation 
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significantly higher gas temperature within the combustion chamber and a lower gas 
temperature within the barrel and the free jet. The heat transferred to the suspension is 
proportional to the heat transfer coefficient. Kavanau et al. [130] and Drake et al. [131] 
evaluated the heat transfer coefficient for particles within high Mach flows. From these 
studies it can be demonstrated that as the Mach number increases the heat transfer 
coefficient decreases. Incompressible correlations for the Nusselt number are unable 
to capture this behaviour. An overestimate of the heat transfer coefficient will result in 
a lower and delayed evaporation rate which produce the higher gas temperatures within 
the combustion chamber and lower gas temperatures in the barrel and the free jet which 
is illustrated with the Rans-Marshall correlation.  
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Accurately modelling the evaporation of the liquid component of the suspension is 
vital in accurately predicting inflight particle temperatures. Evaporation results in 
phase change from the suspension to the flow field which influences the flow field. 
Additionally, only once the liquid component of the suspension has vaporized can the 
suspension droplet temperature exceed the evaporation temperature of the liquid. 
Hence, the evaporation rate can significantly impact the inflight particle temperatures 
which is one of the main parameters of interest to determine the effect of the operating 
conditions on the coating structure and properties. 
Figure 6-6 shows the centerline evaporation rate predicted by the Ranz–Marshall, 
Kavanau and Compressible correlations. From figure 6-6, it can be seen that a very 
similar evaporation rate profile is predicted by the Kavanau and the compressible 
correlation. Both the correlations predict a maximum centreline evaporation rate 
within the combustion chamber of approximately 4.2 x 10-8 kg/s, whilst the Ranz–
Marshall correlation predicts a lower maximum evaporation rate of 2.0 x 10-8 kg/s. In 
addition to this, it can be seen from figure 6-6 that the compressible correlation predicts 
evaporation to commence earliest at a distance of 80 mm (inside the nozzle) from the 
nozzle exit. The Kavanau correlation predicts evaporation to commence at 60 mm 
(inside the nozzle) from the nozzle exit. Whilst the Ranz–Marshall correlation predicts 
the evaporation to continue all the way to 200 mm (outside the nozzle) from the nozzle 
exit. A typical standoff distance for SHVOF thermal spray is 85 mm from the nozzle 
exit and hence this correlation predicts that moisture will still be present within the 
particles as they deposit onto a substrate. Particles within this state will not adhere well 
to the substrate upon impacting the substrate. The reduction in the gas temperature 
within the free jet region seen in figure 6-5 for the Ranz-Marshall correlation is in large 
part a result of the heat requirement to vaporize the liquid.  
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6.5 Effect of the Nusselt Number Correlation on the Average Inflight 
Particle Velocities and Temperatures 
 
Figure 6-7: Average inflight particle temperatures for the three Nusselt correlations.  
Alternative heat transfer coefficients have been employed to address the under 
prediction in the particle temperature seen within the literature by Jadidi et al. [20]. 
The effect of Nusselt number correlation on the inflight particle dynamics must be 
considered. Figure 6-7 shows the average inflight particle temperatures predicted by 
the three different Nusselt correlations. It can be seen from figure 6-7 that the 
compressible correlation predicts the highest average particle temperatures and lowest 
average particle temperatures is predicted by the Ranz–Marshall correlation. The 
higher temperatures predicted by the compressible correlation is in large part due to 
the evaporation rate. The compressible correlation predicts evaporation to commence 
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temperature. The Ranz–Marshall correlation predicts evaporation to commence later 
than the other two correlations which leaves a shorter duration for particle heating. 
Hence, the Ranz–Marshall correlation predicts the lowest average inflight particle 
temperatures.  
 
Figure 6-8: Average inflight particle velocities for the three Nusselt correlations. 
Figure 6-8 shows the average inflight particle velocities predicted by the three different 
Nusselt correlations. It can be seen from figure 6-8 that the Kavanau and compressible 
correlation predict a very similar inflight particle velocity. The particle velocities 
predicted by the Ranz-Marshall correlation deviates from the other two correlations 
downstream from the nozzle exit. The gas temperatures predicted by the Ranz-
Marshall correlation differs slightly from the other two correlations considered. The 
difference in the gas temperature prediction will affect the gas velocity and the 
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6.6 Effect of the Nusselt Number Correlations on the Distribution of 
Inflight Particle Conditions Prior to Impact 
The average inflight particle conditions give a broad overview on the inflight particle 
states. However, for a more complete picture the distribution can shed more light into 
how the Nusselt number effects the particle velocities, temperatures, diameters, and 
the liquid left within the suspension prior to deposition. Each of the distributions are 
taken at a standoff distance (SOD) of 85 mm as this is the distance typically sprayed 
for SHVOF using the operating conditions specified [13], [186].  
Figures 6-9 (a), (b) and (c) show the particle temperature distribution predicted from 
the Ranz–Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and the compressible (c) correlations at 85 mm 
from the nozzle exit. Comparing the particle temperature distribution for the Ranz-
Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and the compressible (c) correlations it can be seen that 
there are drastically different particle temperature distributions predicted by the three 
correlations. The Ranz–Marshall correlation predicts the widest range of particle 
temperatures; the model predicts particle temperatures ranging from 1000 K up to 
2500 K. The Kavanau correlation predicts a particle temperature distribution ranging 
from 1800 K – 2500 K. The compressible correlation predicts a very narrow particle 
temperature distribution predicting all particles have a temperature of around 2400 – 
2500 K. The melting temperature of Cr2O3 is 2708 K [187] all three models will predict 
non molten particles. However, the Kavanau and Compressible correlation predict that 
the particle temperature is much closer to the melting point of Cr2O3 than the Ranz-
Marshall correlation. 
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Figure 6-9: Particle temperature distribution Ranz – Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and 
compressible (c) correlations at a standoff distance (SOD) of 85 mm. 
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Within SHVOF thermal spray it is crucial to ensure the liquid component of the 
suspension is completely vaporized and the particles are sufficiently heated so that 
they can well adhere to the substrate. Figures 6-10 (a), (b) and (c) show the particle 
liquid mass fraction distribution predicted from the Ranz–Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) 
and the compressible (c) correlations at 85 mm from the nozzle exit. Comparing the 
distribution of the liquid mass fraction it can be seen that the distribution predicted 
from the Ranz–Marshall correlation differs significantly from the other two 
correlations. The Ranz Marshall correlation predicts that over 50 % of the particles 
will have some moisture retained within the droplet upon impacting the substrate. The 
significantly lower particle temperature seen by the Ranz-Marshal correlation in figure 
6-9 is a result of the high degree of particles that have not fully vaporised their liquid 
component. Over 50% of suspension droplets contain some degree of volatile material. 
The high moisture content particles are unlikely to deposit onto the substrate to form 
a well adhered coating. Moisture can negatively affect the contact between impacting 
particles and the substrate which can contribute to poor adhesion of the particle [188]. 
Hence, this model suggests a much lower deposition efficiency. Both the Kavanu and 
the compressible correlations predict that the particles impacting the substrate will not 
contain any moisture within them.  
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Figure 6-10: Particle liquid mass fraction distribution Ranz – Marshall (a), Kavanau 
(b) and compressible (c) correlations at a SOD of 85 mm. 
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SHVOF thermal spray produces dense coatings with a low porosity due to the high 
particle velocities seen within the process in comparison to other thermal spray 
processes such as suspension plasma spray. Figures 6-11 (a), (b) and (c) show the 
inflight particle velocity distribution predicted from the Ranz–Marshall (a), Kavanau 
(b) and the compressible (c) correlations at 85 mm from the nozzle exit. It can be seen 
that both the Kavanau and the compressible correlation provide a very similar velocity 
distribution with the particle velocity spanning 800 – 900 m/s whilst the Ranz-Marshall 
correlation deviates significantly from the other two correlations with a distribution 
spanning 900 – 1000 m/s.  
Figures 6-12 (a), (b) and (c) show the particle diameter distribution predicted from the 
Ranz–Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and the compressible (c) correlations at 85 mm from 
the nozzle exit. It can be seen that both the Kavanau and the compressible correlations 
provide a very similar particle diameter distribution with the particle diameters ranging 
from 7.5 μm – 12.5 μm. Both correlations provide a maximum frequency of 80 % – 
85 % at 10 μm whilst the Ranz-Marshall correlation deviates significantly from the 
other two models. The Ranz-Marshall correlation predicts a wider distribution of 
particle diameters that span 7.5 μm – 17.5 μm. The Ranz-Marshall correlation predicts 
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Figure 6-11: Particle velocity distribution Ranz – Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and 
compressible (c) correlations at a SOD of 85 mm. 
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Figure 6-12: Particle diameter distribution Ranz – Marshall (a), Kavanau (b) and 
compressible (c) correlations at a SOD of 85 mm. 
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6.7 Experimental Measurements of Inflight particle velocities and 
temperatures.  
Figure 6-13 shows the initial particle size distribution for Cr2O3 within the suspension 
used for the Accuraspray measurements. The particle diameters within the suspension 
is obtained using dynamic light scattering [184] with the Zetasizer instrument 
(Malvern Panalytical, Malvern, United Kingdom). Two peaks are seen within the 
distribution as one peak correlates to the non-agglomerated particle distribution, 
nominal particle size from the supplier is 500 nm which corresponds to the initial peak. 
The second peak corresponds to particles that have agglomerated within the 
suspension. Figure 6-14 shows and SEM image of the particles within the suspension. 
The suspension was dropped onto a substrate and the moisture was left to dry off. The 
particles were then imaged using the XL30 SEM device. The SEM images obtained of 
the suspension further demonstrate this as both the nominal particle and much larger 
agglomerates can be identified.  
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Figure 6-14: SEM image of Cr2O3 particles within the suspension. 
Experimental measurements of the inflight particle velocity and temperature were 
taken using the time of flight approach and two colour pyrometry method respectively. 
Ensemble averages of the inflight particle velocity and temperature measurements 
were taken at distance 75 mm, 100 mm 125 mm and 150 mm downstream from the 
nozzle exit. Figures 6-15 and 6-16 show the ensemble average particle velocity and 
temperature at various standoff distances respectively. It can be seen from figure 6-15 
that there is a rapid reduction in the inflight particle velocity from 970 m/s at a standoff 
distance of 75 mm to 540 m/s at a standoff stance of 150 mm. The particle velocity 
decreases by 430 m/s with the increase in the standoff distance of 75 mm. It can also 
be seen from figure 6-15 that there is a rapid decrease in the particle temperature from 
2250 K at a standoff distance of 75 mm to 2010 K at a standoff distance of 150 mm. 
Again, a significant drop of 240 K is seen with the increase in the standoff distance of 
75 mm. the time varying data obtained using the Accuraspray device is available 
within Appendix III. 
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Figure 6-15: Particle velocity measurments at various standoff distances.  
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It must be noted that there are limitations with the measurement technique employed 
with the Accuraspray 4.0 diagnostic system. For example, the measurements 
correspond to an ensembled average value. The particle velocity and temperature 
measurements do not provide information on the distribution of particle velocities and 
temperatures nor the standard deviation from the mean. As the particle velocity and 
temperature measurements are based upon the detected radiation emitted by particles. 
The measurements are slightly weighted towards larger sized particles. Larger 
particles have a greater surface area and hence larger particles emit more radiation. 
Mauer et al. [18] compared the particle velocity and temperature measurements taken 
from Accuraspray G3 and DPV-2000 for HVOF thermal spray. They evaluated the 
accuracy of the two-colour pyrometry and time of flight measurements taken by 
Accuraspray G3 by comparing it to an alternative measurement technique. DPV-2000 
uses a single point measurement technique where particle velocity and temperatures 
can be measured for individual particles. This technique works well for typical particle 
sizes within HVOF thermal spray but is unable to measure submicron and nanoscale 
particles within SHVOF thermal spray. They found that both sets of measurements 
obtained corresponded well to one another, which suggests that the particle diameter 
does not have a significant impact on the sensor's accuracy. Additionally, the minimum 
temperature of particles that the Accuraspray system can detect is approximately 
1000 °C due to the limited amount of thermal radiation emitted by a cold particle. This 
will not affect the accuracy of the measurements taken as the particle temperatures 
well exceed this value as shown in Figure 6-9. 
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6.8 Validation - Comparison of Nusselt Number Correlations to 
Accuraspray Measurements 
The particle temperature predictions from the three Nusselt number correlation 
considered have compared to the two colour pyrometry measurements within figure 6-
17. All average numerical values were taken using the same measurement volume as 
the Accuraspray device to allow for a direct comparison. It can be seen from figure 6-
17 that the compressible correlation provides a significant improvement in the particle 
temperature prediction over the Ranz–Marshall correlation. The Ranz-Marshall 
correlation deviates from the experimental values by an average of 42.9 % whilst the 
compressible correlation deviates from the experimental values by an average of 
12.3%. The compressible correlation accounts for the Mach number effects on the 
Nusselt number which the Ranz-Marshall correlation does not. The compressible 
correlation however over predicts the particle temperature by as much as 400 K. There 
are two conditions within the compressible correlation for it to be valid. The 
compressible correlation is only valid for Mach numbers greater than 0.24 and where 
the gas temperature exceeds the particle temperature. At a standoff distance of 150 mm 
the particle temperature exceeds the gas temperature. This is likely to be the cause of 
the increase in error between the compressible correlation and the experimental 
measurements at large standoff distances.  
Further improvements to the prediction of inflight average particle temperatures over 
the compressible correlation are seen by the Kavanau correlation. The Kavanau 
correlation accounts for the Mach number effects and the Knudsen number effects onto 
the Nusselt number. The Kavanau correlation deviates from the experimental values 
by an average of 4.8%. The Kavanau correlation was developed for applications to 
particles within a rarefied flow. When the flow lies outside the continuum regime a 
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velocity slip and temperature jump is present onto the surface of the particles, heat 
transfer and drag coefficients need to account for this. The first order velocity slip was 
initially derived by Maxwell and is given by equation 6.8 [189]. Similarly, the first 
order temperature jump was initially derived by Smoluchowki and is given by equation 
6.9. The velocity of the gas at the surface and the wall velocity is given by Us and Uw 
respectively, the temperature of the gas at the surface and the wall temperature is given 
by Ts and Tw respectively, Kn, refers to the Knudsen number, n, refers to the wall 
normal component, γ, refers to the ratio of specific heats and Pr, refers to the Prandtl 
number. The terms σv and σT refer to the tangential momentum accommodation 
coefficient and the thermal accommodation coefficient respectively. The coefficients 
range from 0 to 1 and take a value of 1 for most engineering materials [190]. The Ranz-
Marshall correlation was developed by fitting experimental measurements to a 
correlation at conditions where the velocity slip and temperature jump are negligible 
and therefore it will not provide an accurate prediction where a velocity slip and a 
temperature jump is present. 






 (𝐸𝑞 6.8) 











 (𝐸𝑞 6.9) 
Figure 6-18 evaluates the Knudsen number of the particles within supersonic region 
of the flow. It can be seen that the particle Knudsen number sits within the range of 
0.1 – 1 in the supersonic region of the flow. As the particle Knudsen number well 
exceeds 0.001 hence the particles are not continuum regime. The particles sit within 
the transitional flow regime where effects of rarefaction are significant. The Nusselt 
number correlation must account for the effects of rarefaction on the heat transfer 
between the gas flow and the suspension. The Kavanau correlation accounts for these 
effects and hence provides the best overall prediction of inflight particle temperatures. 
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Figure 6-17: Comparison of inflight particle temperatures for the three Nusselt 
correlations with the Accuarspray measurements. 
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Jadidi et al [20] compared there SHVOF model using the Ranz-Marshall correlation 
to that of Accuraspray G3 which underpredicted the particle temperatures by 500 K. 
A larger difference of around 800 – 900 K is seen in this investigation using the Ranz-
Marshall correlation against the experimental measurements. Akbarnozari et al. [108] 
modified the Accuraspray G3 system which is based upon measuring the intensity of 
radiation at two locations and at two wavelengths to a single location double 
wavelength approach (Accuraspray G4). The new measurements technique 
demonstrated a better correlation with changes with microstructure at varying flow 
rates for SPS thermal spray and SHVOF thermal spray. Therefore, the difference 
between the underprediction seen by Jadidi et al. and this investigation is likely due to 
modifications made with the Accuraspray diagnostic system.  
Figure 6-19 compares the predicted average inflight particle velocities for the three 
Nusselt correlations against that of the experimentally obtained values from the time-
of-flight approach. It can be seen from figure 6-19 that all three models compare well 
with the experimental velocity measurements at low standoff distances. The difference 
between the Accuraspray measurement and the velocity predicted from the Kavanau 
correlation is small (1.2 %). However, at large standoff distances the error between the 
experimental measurement and the numerical prediction for the velocity increases. The 
difference between the experimental and numerical values is as large as 40 % at a 
standoff distance of 150 mm. Jadidi et al. [20] compared the particle velocity to 
Accuraspray G3 measurements also using the correlation of Crowe et al. [127]. The 
correlation of Crowe was developed to account for Knudsen number effects onto the 
drag coefficient for spherical particles. Jadidi et al models saw large deviations of up 
to 20% in the particle velocity compared with the Accuraspray G3 measurements.  
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Figure 6-19: Comparison of inflight particle velocity for the three Nusselt 
correlations against the Accuraspray measurements. 
There is little sensitivity of the average particle velocity to the Nusselt number is seen 
at this location. There are several factors that may contribute to the large difference 
between the numerical values and experimental data seen in figure 6-19. The particle 
velocity is most heavily impacted by the drag correlation, the drag correlation 
employed within this investigation accounts for the Knudsen number effects on the 
drag coefficient and should therefore provide a similar accuracy to the experimental 
data seen with the Nusselt number correlation within this investigation. Alternatively, 
the difference between the experimental data and numerical data is more likely to be a 
result of the mixing within the jet. The RANS models are known to under predict the 
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the center of the jet. As particles move out from the center of the jet, they experience 
lower gas velocities which results in lower particle velocities. To capture this more 
accurately a higher-fidelity approach such as large eddy simulation (LES) could be 
investigated since this has shown improved accuracy for the prediction of single-phase 
jets, however, this approach is considerably more computationally expensive.  
There are additional challenges faced for employing scale resolving methods in 
supersonic flows. Within the application of scale resolving methods the choice of 
numerical scheme must consider the dissipative and dispersive errors over the range 
of resolvable wave numbers that are introduced from the numerical scheme [192]. 
When shocks exist within the flow there are additional considerations that follow. The 
shocks must be accurately resolved without introducing spurious oscillations, also 
referred to as Gibbs phenomenon [193]. The choice of the numerical scheme must 
produce physical behavior both within and without the shocks [194], [195]. The Fluent 
solver employs a second order central difference scheme for LES applications. Central 
difference numerical schemes are suitable for the considerations of scale resolving 
methods as these schemes have a low dissipation however they give rise to the spurious 
oscillations around the shock waves [196]. Central difference schemes introduce high 
frequency oscillations that do not diminish as the grid is refined [197]. The Essentially 
Non-Oscillatory (ENO) scheme was introduced to ensure a high order scheme can 
capture the smooth regions of the flow with a sufficient accuracy. The ENO scheme 
uses an adaptive stenciling procedure that results in a non-oscillatory interpolation 
across discontinuities [198]. The Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) 
scheme was implemented as an improvement over the ENO scheme. The WENO 
scheme uses a weighted average of the candidate stencils. It is most commonly used 
to capture shock waves and discontinuities due to their high order accuracy and 
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capability in capturing discontinuities within the flow [199]. WENO schemes have 
been found to introduce numerical dissipation and dampen some turbulence scales 
within the flow. More recently the Targeted Essentially Non-Oscillatory (TENO) 
scheme has been developed and investigated for application to shock containing 
turbulent flows. The TENO scheme has shown to be less dissipative than the WENO 
scheme more commonly employed for shock containing turbulent flows. Currently 
Ansys Fluent has been the solver of choice to model SHVOF thermal spray due to the 
stability of the solver and the native support for compressible flows, combustion 
modelling and DPM models. To employ WENO and TENO schemes in a high-fidelity 
simulation of SHVOF thermal spray the numerical model will have to be employed in 
an alternative open source CFD solver. Open source solvers offer a wider range of 
numerical schemes and offers greater ease to implement alterative numerical schemes 
that are not natively available within the open source solver. 
This investigation has shown that the choice of the Nusselt number to determine the 
heat transfer coefficient has a significant impact on the prediction of the particle 
temperatures within SHVOF thermal spray. The Ranz-Marshall correlation is the only 
correlation that has been employed to determine the heat transfer coefficient within 
Ansys Fluent. It provides a poor prediction in the prediction of particle temperatures 
with an average error of 42.9% against experimental measurements. Significant 
improvements can be obtained by accounting for the Mach number effects on the 
Nusselt number correlation. Further improvements still can be obtained by accounting 
for the Mach number and Knudsen number effects onto the Nusselt number 
correlation. This study has shown the Kavanau correlation provides prediction of the 
particle temperatures with an average error as low as 4.7 %, the correlation should be 
implemented in future SHVOF thermal spray numerical studies. 
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6.9 Summary 
In summary, three different Nusselt number correlations have been investigated to 
better predict the particle temperatures within SHVOF thermal spray. Ensembled 
averaged particle temperatures predicted from an incompressible, a compressible and 
a rarefied Nusselt number correlation are compared to experimental measurements 
obtained using a two colour pyrometry approach. This study has demonstrated that the 
flow within SHVOF thermal spray lies outside of the continuum flow regime. It has 
shown that significant improvements can be made in predictions of the inflight particle 
temperatures when accounting for the Mach number and the Knudsen number effects 
on the Nusselt number correlation. The Ranz–Marshall correlation was derived from 
measurements of droplets at Reynolds numbers up to 200 and very low Mach numbers. 
It was developed for application to spray dryers where the gas operates at very low 
Mach numbers and was never intended as a one fit model applicable to all flow 
regimes. As the Mach number increases the heat transfer coefficient reduces. This is 
one of the limitations of this model, the Ranz-Marshall correlation does not account 
for the effect of the Mach number. In addition to this, the Ran-Marshall correlation 
does not account for the effects of rarefication and hence typically overestimates the 
Nusselt number outside of the continuum flow regime.  
It is demonstrated that accounting for the Mach number effects onto the Nusselt 
number correlation provides a significant improvement in the prediction of inflight 
particle temperatures. There is a reduction in the discrepancy between numerical 
predictions and experimental measurements from 42.9 % to 12.3 % by accounting for 
Mach number effects onto the Nusselt number correlation. Further improvements in 
the particle temperatures can be seen by also accounting for the Knudsen number 
effects on the model to determine the heat transfer coefficient. The discrepancy 
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between numerical predictions and experimental measurements reduces further from 
12.3 % to 4.7 % by additionally accounting for the Knudsen number effects onto the 
Nusselt number correlation. The Ranz-Marshall correlation is the sole model used with 
the literature to model SHVOF thermal spray. There are significant improvements in 
the particle temperature prediction with the compressible or in particular the Kavanau 
correlation.  
The particle velocity is compared to experimental measurements obtained from a time 
of flight approach using Accuraspray G4. All three models to determine the heat 
transfer coefficient compare well with the Accuraspray velocity measurements at low 
standoff distances. The difference between the Accuraspray measurement and the 
velocity predicted from the Kavanau correlation is small (1.2 %) at a standoff distance 
of 75 mm. However, at large standoff distances the error between the Accuraspray 
measurement and the numerical prediction for the velocity increases. The difference 
between the experimental and numerical values is as large as 40 % at a standoff 
distance of 150 mm. It is suggested that the underprediction is a result of the 
underprediction in the mixing using the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes models. 
Scale resolving simulations such as large eddy simulations have shown to improve the 
prediction in the mixing over the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes models. Suitable 
numerical schemes will be required to accurately resolve the flow within and without 
shocks. To accurately implement scale resolving simulations model will have to be 
employed within an open source CFD solver to implement suitable numerical schemes.  
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Chapter 7: A High-Fidelity and Multi-Scale 
Investigation into the Primary Breakup  
7.1 Introduction 
Breakup of liquid jets has been extensively studied both experimentally and 
computationally due to the wide range of applications that utilise atomization of liquid 
jets. The breakup of liquid jets plays a fundamental role within diesel engines, 
suspension thermal spray, gas turbines and rocket engines to name a few [200], [201] 
& [202]. Breakup investigations within the combustion chamber for SHVOF thermal 
spray through experimental methods are very limited owing to the direct observational 
inaccessibility of the combustion chamber. Additionally, there are several challenges 
when trying to measure dense regions of flow. The liquid jet rapidly disintegrates into 
droplets of a few micrometres; experimental techniques  must have sufficient temporal 
and spatial resolution to capture the breakup process [203]. The liquid is surrounded 
by gases undergoing combustion; visualizing into the centre of the chamber where the 
suspension is injected is impeded by radiation emitted from combustion. Owing to the 
size of the combustion chamber (22 mm length) instrumentation must be placed 
outside of the chamber. Hence, computational investigations provide an invaluable 
tool to investigate primary breakup.  
Current approaches in modelling the injection of suspension within the combustion 
chamber fail to account for the primary breakup of the suspension. Prior modelling 
investigations have used the DPM framework to model the suspension injection [78], 
[76] & [20]. The DPM framework can only model droplet structures and cannot 
capture ligament and jet core structures that are needed to model primary breakup. 
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Traditionally, to model the injection of suspension into the combustion chamber with 
the DPM framework, the blob method is employed. Within the blob method, the 
suspension is typically injected as a set of discrete droplets with a diameter equivalent 
to the injector diameter. The droplet injection velocity is calculated from the mass flow 
rate. The droplets can then undergo secondary breakup, evaporation, heating and 
acceleration. The DPM model provides a robust treatment for droplet tracking away 
from the dense regions of the flow; however, in the dense regions of the flow such as 
near the liquid column; this approach is flawed. Within the dense regions ligaments 
and the liquid column are the dominant structures present.  
Traditional means of modelling primary breakup in CFD using methods such as 
interface reconstruction methods such as the volume of fluid (VOF) or level set (LS) 
methods are unfeasible to resolve the full scale of droplet structures within SHVOF 
thermal spray. The VOF model, requires a mesh fine enough to resolve the smallest 
droplet structures. Droplets formed from the primary breakup of jets occupy a wide 
range of scales and are of orders of magnitude smaller than the injector diameter [102]. 
Running a full VOF simulation of the combustion chamber would require a mesh 
resolution down to the 3 μm. The droplets tend to occupy roughly a third of the 
combustion chamber volume and to resolve to this extent would require a mesh of the 
order of 20 billion cells which is currently infeasible. This could be alleviated to some 
extent through the use of adaptive mesh refinement, however, given the number of 
droplets involved this is unlikely to be efficient. Hence, it would be too 
computationally expensive to resolve the breakup phenomenon from large scale 
structures down to the smallest scale droplets. Within this chapter, the primary breakup 
is modelled using the VOF model and the droplets formed from primary breakup are 
then transferred to a DPM framework. The small-scale structures that require the most 
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computational resources within the VOF framework can then be modelled at a much 
lower computational cost using the DPM framework.  
One of the challenges within SHVOF thermal spray is to prevent suspension from 
blocking the nozzles as it is injected into the combustion chamber. Blockages occur 
when particles impact the nozzle walls with a velocity higher than the critical impact 
velocity for bonding to occur [204]. The critical impact velocity varies depending on 
other parameters such as the particle temperature, particle diameter and the particle 
mass. As particles bond to the wall they disrupt the flow, large build up on particles 
onto the nozzle walls results in a severe disruption to the flow within the nozzle. There 
are at least two ways to reduce blockages from occurring within the nozzle. If the 
particle velocity can be reduced to below the critical velocity, particles that impact the 
wall will not bond with the wall. Alternatively, the nozzle geometry and the injector 
design can aim to reduce the likelihood of collisions of particles with the walls of the 
nozzle. Flow profiles within the nozzle can be adjusted so that particles remain far 
from the nozzle walls. Reducing the velocity of particles will have undesirable impacts 
on the coating porosity as goal to optimise the nozzle geometry looks to maximise the 
inflight particle velocities to ensure dense coatings with a low porosity. Therefore, it 







 (𝐸𝑞 7.1) 
The injector design within this study is varied from the standard SHVOF 
configurations by including a co-flow around the liquid injection, a design of a co-
flow injector is given in figure 7-1. The addition of a co-flow should force droplets to 
remain within the centre of the combustion chamber and hence reduce particle 
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collisions with the wall of the combustion chamber. This thesis chapter investigates 
the effect of the Weber number (Equation 7.1) by varying the co-flow velocity, on the 
primary breakup within SHVOF thermal spray. The terms in equation 7.1 refer to 
liquid density, ρl, gas velocity, Ug, liquid velocity, Ul, diameter of injector, d, and the 
surface tension, σ. There are several other non-dimensional parameters that play a role 
in the breakup of a co-axial jet, these include the gas Reynolds number, Reg, the liquid 
Reynolds number, Rel, the momentum flux ratio, M, and the momentum ratio, MR 
(Xiao et al., 2014). The role of the Weber number is investigated within this thesis 
since the Weber number characterizes the tendency for the jet to breakup due to the 
competition between inertia forces and surface tension forces (Pai et al., 2009). Three 
Weber numbers are investigated by varying the co-annular gas velocity around the 
liquid injection. Three co-flow gas velocities of 0 m/s, 200 m/s and 300 m/s are 
investigated which correspond to the three Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415. The 
addition of a co-flow provides a significant design change for thermal spray. The 
Sauter mean diameter (SMD) is compared to experimental measurements for a coaxial 
jet at the same Weber numbers to provide a benchmark for the computational results. 
The SMD is defined as the diameter of a sphere that has the same volume/surface area 
ratio as a droplet of interest. 
 
Figure 7-1: Co-flow Injector design [205] 
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7.2 Modelling Methodology 
A SHVOF thermal spray nozzle is comprised of a combustion chamber and a barrel as 
shown in figure 7-2. Typically, when modelling SHVOF thermal spray the entire 
nozzle and the free jet is modelled. However, the combustion chamber alone has been 
modelled for this investigation, as the primary breakup and the combustion is confined 
to the combustion chamber. This approach allows for a significant reduction in the 
mesh count as opposed to modelling the entire SHVOF thermal spray system. 
Modelling the full geometry including the combustion chamber barrel and the free jet 
is unfeasible even for a coupled VOF and DPM approach. A careful consideration of 
the geometry has allowed for a high-fidelity approach to be employed within the 
combustion chamber with current HPC capabilities. This approach can obtain detailed 
characterisation of droplet formed from primary breakup to inform lower fidelity 
investigations. The initial droplet diameter, velocity and position can be extracted from 
and fed into a lower fidelity investigation. This will allow for more representative 
initial condition for the DPM injection for a pure DPM investigation. This should 
improve particle trajectory, heat transfer, momentum transfer and evaporation rate 
calculations within a pure DPM investigation.  
 
Figure 7-2: Geometry of SHVOF thermal spray nozzle. 
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The initial mesh was created following LES near-wall resolution recommendations of  
an average Δx+<100, Δy+ <1 and Δz+<30. A structured mesh was generated using a 
multiblock method within Ansys ICEM. The mesh is shown in figure 7-3 is comprised 
of 4.5 million cells before mesh refinement. To reduce the computational cost an 
adaptive mesh refinement is employed here to increase the mesh density around the 
interface between the two phases. Five levels of dynamic mesh refinement have been 
employed with the gradient of the volume fraction.  
 
Figure 7-3: Fully structured mesh for the SHVOF thermal spray combustion 
chamber. 
The governing equations for the fluid mass conservation, energy conservation and the 
momentum conservation have been solved for. Within this study the eddy dissipation 
model (EDM) model has been employed due to the significant reduction in 
computational cost over the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) model. With the current 
modelling approach employed within this chapter the computational cost needs to be 
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carefully considered to ensure the model is suitable for design and optimization 
studies. There is a significant cost increase in solving 20 reaction rates per time step 
as opposed to 1 reaction rate per time step will make this numerical approach too 
computationally expensive for design and optimisation studies. This is especially so 
since the multi-phase algorithms used here do not lend themselves well to parallel 
efficiency such as those commonly used in single-phase CFD. There are alternative 
combustion models that have been developed such as the premixed and partially 
premixed combustion models. These combustion models however are only valid for 
deflagration flames and are not suitable for SHVOF thermal spray. The single step 
global reaction has been employed which is given in equation 7.2. The Large Eddy 
Simulation (LES) scale resolving method has been employed within this investigation. 
The LES scale resolving approach has been employed within this study as it is able to 
resolve greater range of multiphase structures over unsteady Reynolds Averaged 
Navier-Stokes (URANS) models. Scale resolving methods have shown superior 
performance of these approaches over URANS for modelling jet breakup [206], [207]. 
Convergence was obtained when the residuals fell to below 1e-04 for the continuity 
momentum and equations and 1e-06 for the energy and species equations. 
 
𝐻2 + 0.5 𝑂2 → 0.7184 𝐻2𝑂 + 0.1738𝐻2 + 0.0554 𝑂2
+ 0.07944𝐻 + 0.0345 𝑂 + 0.1359 𝑂𝐻 
(Eq 7.2) 
Within this study water is injected into the centre of the combustion chamber using a 
VOF framework. The injection of water into the combustion chamber is considered to 
provide useful and highly detailed information on the physical processes for the current 
application. The impact of solid particles, particle size distribution, shape of particles 
and the mass loading of particles on liquid suspension surface tension properties is not 
well understood so it was not modelled here. Further extensive experimental 
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measurements are needed for detailed characterisation before extending the breakup 
model to a suspension jet. The liquid jet is injected into the combustion chamber using 
VOF framework. As droplets form from primary breakup they are converted to the 
DPM framework. VOF resolved droplet are converted to DPM modelled droplets 
based upon their size and sphericity. The default and recommended values for the 
radius standard deviation and the radius surface orthogonality of 0.5 and 0.5 were used 
respectively. The volume equivalent sphere diameter is a user specified range. The 
lower value was set to zero to ensure that the smallest scales were converted to DPM. 
Care was taken to ensure the upper limit was larger than the largest expected droplet 
diameter. A co-flow gas stream is injected annularly around the liquid injection as 
shown in figure 7-3, no perturbations were introduced into the co-flow inlet. The 
premixed hydrogen and oxygen were injected through the 24 circular holes indicated 
in red in figure 7-3. A pressure outlet boundary condition is specified on the outlet of 
the combustion chamber. The average pressure at the outlet is obtained from a steady 
state gas flow model which has been employed within chapter 6. Table 7-1 shows the 
operating conditions employed within this investigation. The operating conditions 
correspond to standard conditions that are employed within SHVOF thermal spray and 
correspond to a flame power of 75 kW for hydrogen flame and a suspension flow rate 
of 50 ml/min [208].  
Table 7-1: Table of boundary conditions employed  
Surface Boundary Condition 
Temperature  
(K) 
Fuel Inlet 0.0059 kg/s 300 
Water Inlet 0.000833 kg/s 300 
Walls No slip 500 
Outlet 60,000 Pa Zero Gradient 
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7.3 Mesh Requirements for the Coupled VOF and DPM Framework 
Both VOF resolved droplets and DPM modelled droplets have different meshing 
requirements. For droplets resolved with the VOF method a sufficient number of cells 
must span the droplet to ensure the curvature of the droplet is accurately captured 
[209]. Typically, for atomization simulations using a pure VOF method, poorly 
resolved droplets where the droplet diameter is more than four times the cell spacing 
(dp < 4Δx) are deleted from the simulation [210] & [211]. The poorly resolved droplets 
are deleted as they have a negative impact on the solver stability. With DPM modelled 
droplets the cell size must be larger the droplets modelled. Within the DPM model 
droplet are treated as point entities. Source terms are applied within the Navier – 
Stokes equations to account for the momentum and energy transfer between the 
discrete phase and the continuous phase. The source term is only applied to the cell 
that contains the DPM entity. With droplets larger than the cell resolution the droplet 
will affect the flow within neighbouring cells. An additional source term is required 
for the neighbouring cells that will be affected by droplets larger than the cell size 
[210].  
There are several approaches that have been developed within the literature to ensure 
the DPM model produces physical behaviour on fine meshes [154]. The cube 
averaging method (CAM) developed by Link et al. [212] marks the cells in cubic 
region a factor larger than the droplet diameter. The droplets are treated as porous 
cubes within the cubic region where the source terms are calculated and distributed 
over the cubic region. The source terms are then converted back from the cubic region 
and mapped to the original grid. The two-grid method (TGM) developed by Farzaneh 
et al. [213] and Deb et al. [214] implemented a coarse grid for the discrete phase and 
a fine grid for the continuous phase. The source terms are mapped from the coarse grid 
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to the fine grid and the source terms are weighted by the volume of the fine grid to the 
coarse grid. The diffusion based method (DBM) developed by Capecelatro et al. [215] 
distributes source terms from the discrete phase to the continuous phase with the use 
of a weighted function also referred to as a statistical kernel function. Source terms are 
distributed over the neighbouring cells using the statistical kernel function. Zhang et 
al. [154] compared computational cost, impact on the flow field and the robustness for 
the CAM, TGM and the DBM methods within OpenFOAM. It was seen that the 
methods produced a very similar solution and however the DBM method was 
significantly more computationally expensive than the CAM and the TGM methods.  
Within this study an aggressive adaptive mesh refinement algorithm is employed to 
account for the different mesh resolutions required for VOF resolved droplets and 
DPM modelled droplets. With an adaptive mesh refinement technique, the cells within 
the mesh are split based on a solution variable within the flow. The gradient of the 
volume fraction has been employed for the solution variable. In regions where there is 
a large change in the volume fraction the cells will be split. This occurs only along the 
interface and hence only the cells containing an interface will be refined. The number 
of refinements outlines how many times the base mesh will be split. Two levels of 
refinement will result in cells with 1/64th of the volume of the base mesh. The 
refinement is carried out periodically so as the interface moves the new cells 
containing the interface are refined. The refined cells that no longer contain the 
interface are coarsened back to the base mesh. As droplets are converted from a VOF 
framework to a DPM framework the mesh is immediately reverted back to the base 
mesh. Figure 7-4 shows the mesh surrounding the VOF interface, it can be seen from 
figure 7-4 that the mesh is suitably refined near the interface to accurately capture the 
interface. The refined mesh is coarsened back to the base mesh once the droplet has 
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been converted from VOF to DPM. The base mesh is of the order of 100 μm which is 
larger than the largest DPM droplets and the refined mesh is off the order of 3 μm 
which is smaller than the smallest VOF droplets. This allows for a finer mesh to be 
employed for VOF resolved droplets and a coarser mesh to be employed with DPM 
modelled droplets. The minimum cell spacing is well below 1/12th of the injector 
diameter which has been shown to be sufficient to capture the spray dynamics using 
this multiscale approach [106] & [105]. The adaptive mesh refinement also allows for 
a significant reduction in the computational cost of the numerical model. As a much 
coarser base mesh can be employed and a fine mesh is only employed within the cells 
where the interface is found at any given instance.  
 
Figure 7-4: Mesh around the VOF iso-surface coloured by the flow velocity 
magnitude for a co-flow velocity of 300 m/s. 
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7.4 Effect of Co-Flow on the Gas Velocity and Gas Temperature 
Within the Combustion Chamber  
Traditionally to model the inlets within the combustion chamber, they are simplified 
to an annular inlet to allow for a reduction in the cell count [60]. Within this study the 
exact inlet geometry comprising of two sets of twelve circular holes spaced at two 
different radial distances from the centre of the combustion chamber have been meshed 
and modelled. Figures 7-5 show the instantaneous velocity magnitude contours at 
varying liquid jet injection Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415 in figures A, B and C 
respectively. Figures 7-6 show the instantaneous static temperature contours for the 
Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415 in figures A, B and C respectively. Recirculation 
zones form near the walls of the combustion chamber that aid in the mixing of the hot 
products of combustion with the cold inlet gases. Effective mixing is essential for a 
premixed combustion reaction to progress effectively. Premixed combustion needs a 
continuous supply of high temperature gases to progress the reaction. Which is 
delivered through effective mixing of the hot gaseous products with the cold reactants. 
A number of assumptions within the DPM model make it unsuitable for use near the 
injector. The DPM model assumes the liquid structures are spherical; near the injector 
ligaments and the jet core are the expected dominant structures that are. Additionally, 
the DPM model assumes the liquid droplets are sufficiently disperse within the flow 
and that the mass loading is less than 10 -12% [126]. Locally near the injector the 
liquid is dominant phase within the cells. The DPM model is therefore unsuitable for 
modelling structures near the injector, instead the VOF model is more suited for use 
for the injection. The VOF model has not previously been used to model SHVOF, the 
VOF model within Ansys fluent also does not offer a robust evaporation model. 
Additionally, the pure VOF model is too computationally expensive to model SHVOF 
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thermal spray. The small structures require a significant computational cost to track 
throughout the domain. The DPM model is very well suited to tracking droplets formed 
from primary breakup. Away from the liquid core these two assumptions are valid. 
The droplets are well dispersed within the flow and the secondary phase structures 
seen take the form of droplets away from the liquid core.  
 
Figure 7-5: Instantaneous velocity contours given in throughflows (TF) with (black) 
VOF iso-surfaces  (We = 100) (A1) 36 TF, (A2) 43 TF, (A3) 50 TF, (We =180) (B1) 
36 TF, (B2) 43 TF, (B3) 50 TF, (We = 415) (C1) 36 TF, (C2) 43 TF and (C3) 50 TF. 
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It can be seen from figure 7-6 that locally near the liquid injection region there is a 
very low temperature of ~ 300 K. With a standalone DPM model, currently employed 
within the literature for this application [216], a temperature of approximately 2500 K 
is predicted within this region and as shown in chapter 6. The DPM model only 
accounts for the effect of the secondary phase on the temperature field through a source 
term for droplet heat transfer. The VOF model on the other hand directly accounts for 
the effect of the secondary phase through the energy equation. The standalone DPM 
gives an over-prediction of gas temperature within the liquid injection region which 
may result in evaporation initiating earlier due to the over prediction in the gas 
temperature at the suspension inlet. Similarly, the gas velocity will be over predicted 
near the liquid jet injection with the DPM model. The DPM model accounts for the 
momentum transfer between the discrete phase and the continuous phase with a source 
term in the momentum conservation equation. The gas velocity is of the order of 
200 m/s with the DPM model. With the VOF model the gas velocity by the injection 
is around 15 m/s. Within the liquid column region, it is expected that the velocity is 
approximately the liquid injection velocity. When the standalone DPM model is 
employed the velocity immediately near the injector is more than 10 times the injection 
velocity. Hence employing the VOF in these regions is able to better predict the 
velocity and temperature near the liquid injection.  
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Figure 7-6: Instantaneous temperature contours given in throughflows (TF), (We = 
100) (A1) 36 TF, (A2) 43 TF, (A3) 50 TF, (We =180) (B1) 36 TF, (B2) 43 TF, (B3) 
50 TF, (We = 415) (C1) 36 TF, (C2) 43 TF and (C3) 50 TF. 
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7.5 Effect of the Co-Flow on the Primary Breakup 
Prior studies within the SHVOF thermal spray modelling literature have ignored the 
primary breakup of the jet [217], [20], [59]. Experimental investigations within the 
combustion chamber are currently outside that capability of current experimental 
methodologies. Therefore, the understanding of the primary breakup of the liquid jet 
within the combustion chamber is very limited. The understanding of the jet breakup 
mechanism within the combustion chamber is very limited due to the lack of both 
experimental and computational investigations that have studied the breakup. The 
primary breakup process characterises the size of droplets that are released within the 
flow. The droplet size plays an important role onto the evaporation of liquid within the 
suspension, mass transfer to the droplets,  momentum transfer to the droplets and the 
trajectories of droplets within the nozzle. All of these processes will impact the overall 
quality of the coating and its properties. Improved understanding of the primary 
breakup process can allow for an optimisation of the size of the droplets that are 
injected into the flow. 
Figure 7-7 shows the breakup of the liquid jet within the combustion chamber. It can 
be seen that there are two breakup modes for the liquid jet. The first breakup mode for 
the droplets occurs from the formation of small ligaments on the surface of the jet 
shown on the bottom left of figure 7-7. The mechanism behind the primary breakup of 
liquid jets in co-axial gas flow has been well documented within the primary breakup 
literature. Surface perturbations are formed on the interface between the liquid and gas 
by primary shear instability. Surface perturbations are stretched into ligaments due to 
the relative velocity difference between the two fluids. As the ligaments are 
accelerated, support from the bulk liquid is diminished and the ligaments elongate. The 
surface of the ligaments are continually subject to strong accelerating forces from the 
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gas jet leading to Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities. As the Rayleigh-Taylor waves amplify 
the ligaments, they break off the main jet forming a droplet. The second breakup mode 
is through the ejection of large ligament structures shown on the bottom right of 
figure 7-7. The large ligament structures disintegrate into droplets orders of magnitude 
smaller than the large, ejected structures. Depending upon the Weber number of the 
droplets formed the small droplets formed will break up into further smaller droplets. 
Within this study once the droplets are formed, they are immediately converted to the 
DPM framework to allow for the most cost-effective and practical approach to 
modelling the range of liquid structures. 
 
Figure 7-7: Breakup Modes Within the Combustion Chamber 
Figure 7-8 shows the instantaneous iso-surfaces of the liquid jet injection into the 
combustion chamber (We= 100) at (a) 0.00065 s and (b) 0.0007 s, (We= 180) at (c) 
0.00065 s and (d) 0.0007 s, (We= 415) at (e) 0.00065 s and (f) 0.0007 s. The addition 
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of a co-axial gas flow to the liquid injection delays the formation of large ligaments 
from the surface of the liquid jet. This can be seen in figure 7-8 by comparing the 
isosurface plots for a Weber number of 100 and a Weber number of 180 close to the 
injector inlet. As can be seen the liquid jet core is destroyed in a shorter distance for 
the lower Weber number. This is the opposite trend to that normally observed for liquid 
jets; however, it should be noted that the gas within the combustion chamber is hot and 
highly turbulent. It is thought that its interaction with the liquid jet excites the initial 
interface perturbation followed by large scale interface distortion. The recirculation 
zones set up within the combustion chamber also mean that the surrounding gas flows 
in an opposite direction to the liquid jet. The addition of the gas co-flow rectifies this 
direction and is of sufficiently lower turbulence intensity and temperature. Hence, 
there is a delayed break-down of the jet core. Comparisons of the jet length at different 
Weber numbers can be used to benchmark the numerical accuracy. These have not 
been included as experimental measurements are typically taken at conditions very 
different to those found within an SHVOF thermal spray combustion chamber. It is 
not possible to provide a meaningful comparison of the intact core jet length from the 
numerical predictions with measurements from the literature due to the interaction of 
the jet and the hot and highly turbulent combustion chamber gases. It should be noted 
that synthetic turbulence was not introduced into co-flow inlet. Owing to the highly 
turbulent nature of the of the combustion chamber this is unlikely to have any 
significant effect as the turbulence will be dominated by the turbulence within the 
combustion chamber rather than inlet conditions.  However, further investigation 
should be undertaken to study its effect on the jet breakup as it may influence the jet 
breakup. This was not studied due to the lack of experimental measurements within 
the combustion chamber allowing for any meaningful comparison.  
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Figure 7-8: Instantaneous iso-surfaces of the liquid jet injection into the combustion 
chamber given in throughflows (We= 100) at (a) 46 TF and (b) 50 TF, (We= 180) at 
(c) 46 TF and (d) 50 TF, (We= 415) at (e) 46 TF and (f) 50 TF. 
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Figure 7-9 (a), (b) and (c) show droplet diameter distributions for droplets that form 
from the primary breakup of the liquid jet at the Weber numbers of 100, 185 and 415 
respectively. It can be seen that the droplet diameter distributions at the three Weber 
numbers follow a log normal distribution. It is reported by Kazuya et al. [218] that log-
normal distributions are typically seen within primary breakup distributions. There is 
a peak frequency at a diameter and as the droplet diameter decreases from the peak 
value the frequency of the droplets decreases. A cut-off diameter is seen at a diameter 
smaller than the peak value as surface tension forces prevent the formation of smaller 
droplets. Table 7-2 shows the mean and standard deviation of the log-normal 
distributions from the histograms in figure 7-9. It can be seen from table 7-2 that at the 
Weber numbers considered that there is little variation in the mean and standard 
deviation of the droplet diameters.  
Currently for a pure DPM investigation, droplets with a diameter equivalent to the 
injector diameter are injected into the combustion chamber the droplets are subject to 
secondary breakup and evaporation; this is referred to as the “blob method” [20]. The 
injection velocity is calculated from the mass flow rate of the of the liquid and the 
diameter of the injector. The droplet diameter distributions provided from figure 7-10 
and table 7-3 provide a valuable input for DPM only investigations. A more 
representative droplet distribution can now be injected into the combustion chamber 
using the framework developed within this chapter. Droplet distributions that accounts 
for the effect of the primary breakup on the droplet diameter and droplet velocities can 
be employed within pure DPM investigations. More representative injections into the 
combustion chamber will allow for improved predictions of suspension heating, 
momentum transfer, trajectories and evaporation. Which will better improve inflight 
particle velocity and temperature predictions. This modified approach for the droplet 
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diameter injected into the domain is often referred to as “the enhanced blob method” 
or the “improved blob method” [219].  






100 2.8982 0.32 
180 2.9331 0.30 
415 2.9683 0.30 
 
The droplet Weber number provides a useful tool to evaluate the mode of droplet 
secondary breakup. The mode for the droplet secondary breakup is controlled by the 
droplet Weber number as outlined within section 2.5. Figure 7-10 shows the effect of 
gas co-flow velocity on the Weber number of droplets produced from primary breakup. 
The droplet diameter distribution in figure 7-9 and the local gas velocity are used to 
determine the droplet Weber number. It can be seen from figure 7-10 (a), (b) and (c) 
that as the co-flow velocity increases the spread of droplet Weber numbers increases. 
In addition to this the distribution of Weber numbers shifts slightly towards the right 
where droplets occupy a higher Weber number at a higher co-flow velocity. The mode 
of secondary breakup will be different as the co-flow velocities increases. With no co-
flow the droplets have a very low Weber number, it ranges from 10 to 30. From the 
droplet breakup literature it would suggest that the mode of secondary breakup will be 
dominated by vibrational breakup and bag breakup [47] & [48]. While for a 200 m/s 
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co-flow velocity the Weber number ranges from 15 – 55. This would suggest that 
secondary breakup will be dominated by bag and stamen breakup. Finally, at a co-flow 
velocity of 300 m/s the Weber number ranges from 25 – 95. Therefore, this would 
suggest that mode of secondary breakup will be dominated by bag and stamen breakup 
and stripping breakup. The conditions used to evaluate the effect of the Weber number 
on the mode of secondary breakup are very different to those found within an SHVOF 
thermal spray combustion chamber. This may affect which breakup mode occurs at a 
given Weber number. Additionally, the droplet breakup modes are evaluated for pure 
liquid droplets rather than a suspension droplet. Further study into the secondary 
breakup of suspension droplets is needed to identify if and how the nanoparticles effect 
the mode of secondary breakup.  
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Figure 7-9: Droplet diameter distributions from primary breakup at Weber numbers 
(a) 100, (b) 180 and (c) 415. 
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Figure 7-10: Effect of co-flow velocity (a) 0 m/s, (b) 100 m/s and (c) 200 m/s on the 
Weber number of droplets subsequent to primary breakup. 
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Figure 7-11: Comparison of Sauter mean diameter (SMD) of droplets from primary 
breakup to existing experimental breakup literature. 
Experimental observations and measurements within the combustion chamber are very 
limited due to lack of optical access within the combustion chamber. Therefore, 
experimental measurements taken at similar Weber numbers, liquid injector diameter 
and co-flow velocity can allow for an understanding if the numerical values are in a 
range similar to that expected. Figure 7-11 compares the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) 
for the droplets from primary breakup compared with the experimental measurements 
of Varga et al. [45]. It can be seen from figure 7-11 that the droplet diameters predicted 
within this study match up very well to those measured by Varga et al. through phase-
doppler anemometry (PDA) at Weber numbers of 180 and 415; however, there is a 
small underprediction in the droplet SMD at the Weber number of 100. The 
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flow where both phases travel in the same direction. For the case of where the liquid 
jet Weber corresponds to 100 there is no co-flow with the liquid injection. The gas 
flow is in the direction opposing the liquid injection. Additionally, the experimental 
measurements are taken at much lower temperatures. The experiment is conducted by 
injecting a co-axial jet into stagnant air. This may have an effect on the mean diameter 
which leads to the small under-prediction witnessed. However, the experimental data 
provides a useful tool for comparison. 
 
7.6 Effect of Co-Flow on Clogging within the Combustion Chamber 
Clogging is a serious issue for suspensions with a high particle loading within SHVOF 
thermal spray. Clogging results in a waste of feedstock material, time to restore and 
maintain the SHVOF thermal spray nozzles. Small suspension droplets are particularly 
susceptible to causing clogging as they have a low mass inertia. Their low mass inertia 
makes them susceptible to adverse flow behaviour within the combustion chamber. 
Optimizing the suspension injection will allow for a significant reduction in the 
number of particles that impact with the walls of the combustion chamber. This study 
has employed a co-flow around the liquid injection to force the flow field around the 
liquid column in the direction of nozzle exit, which can be seen in figure 7-1. Figure 
7-12 (a), (b) and (c) shows the time averaged velocity vector field for the Weber 
numbers of 100, 180 and 415 respectively. The solution has been time averaged over 
0.0007s (approximately 50 throughflows). Figure 7-13 plots the time averaged axial 
centre line velocities at the Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415. Small droplets are 
unable to overcome the backflow region near the liquid column shown in figure 7-13 
owing to insufficient momentum. Such droplets can deposit themselves onto the walls 
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of the combustion chamber due to backflow illustrated within the velocity vector field 
in figure 7-12. With the addition of a co-flow it can be seen that the region of backflow 
becomes smaller. Droplets will be less likely to deposit upon the wall of the 
combustion chamber and thus reducing the risk of nozzle clogging. 
 
Figure 7-12: Time averaged velocity at Weber numbers (a) 100, (b) 180 and (c) 415. 
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Figure 7-13: Time averaged axial centre line velocity profiles at the Weber numbers 
considered. 
Droplets with a higher velocity will be able to more readily overcome the backflow 
region in the combustion chamber due to their greater momentum. Figure 7-14 shows 
the relationship between the droplet diameter and the droplet velocity from droplets 
formed from the primary breakup of the liquid column at Weber numbers of 100, 180 
and 415. It can be seen that as the Weber number increases the droplet velocity 
increases. With a higher co-flow velocity greater momentum is transferred to the liquid 
from the gas allowing for the droplets to obtain a higher velocity. It can also be seen 
in figure 7-14 that as the droplet diameter increases the velocity of the droplets 
decreases. The decay takes an exponential form for all the Weber numbers considered. 
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and c are coefficients that are fitted to the data for the three Weber numbers. The values 
of “a”, “b”, “c” and the coefficient of determination “R2” is given in table 7-3.  
Equation 7.3 is obtained from a curve fit of the numerical data to a correlation using 
the MATLAB statistical toolbox. The value of “a” varies with the Weber number, as 
the Weber number increases the value of “a” increases. The three curves at the 
different Weber numbers take a similar exponential form. As can be seen, the decay 
constant ‘b’ is similar for all three cases taking a value of around 2.0. This would 
indicate that it is independent of the Weber number. The vertical shift in curves appears 
a function of Weber number and is controlled by parameter ‘Wec’. The constant “c” is 
similar for all three Weber numbers and takes a value between 0.51 – 0.46. The 
addition of a co-flow gas injection provides a smaller backflow region and a higher 
velocity for droplets. High droplet velocities only aid in clogging when droplets are 
close to the walls as particle impacts with the wall are more likely to result in the 
particle successfully bonding with the wall. High droplet velocities do not promote 
clogging if the particles remain within the centre of the combustion chamber.  
 𝑢𝑝 = 𝑎 ∗ 𝑑𝑝
−𝑏 +𝑊𝑒𝑐 (𝐸𝑞 7.3) 
Table 7-3: Coefficients for the statistical fit between the droplet velocity and droplet 
diameter formed from primary breakup and coefficient of determination values. 
We a b c 𝑹𝟐 
100 4264 2.10 0.51 0.9898 
180 4598 2.10 0.51 0.9717 
415 4932 1.975 0.46 0.9973 
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Figure 7-14: Droplet diameter vs. average droplet velocity of the droplets formed 
from primary breakup. 
Figure 7-15 shows the liquid column and the droplets within the combustion chamber 
at Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415. It can be seen from figure 7-15 that the higher 
droplet velocity results in a reduction in the number of droplets that remain around the 
liquid column. Significantly fewer droplets can be found near the nozzle wall indicated 
by the arrow in figure 7-15 (a). Particles that impact this wall with sufficient 
momentum will bond to this wall and create a blockage near the suspension injector. 
The reduction of particles that get carried and trapped within this region will aide in 
the preventing of clogging at this location. It can also be seen that with a high co-flow 
velocity more droplets remain within the centre of the combustion chamber. As 
particles remain within the centre of the combustion chamber, they are less likely to 
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Figure 7-15: Liquid column and droplets within the combustion chamber coloured 
by the velocity magnitude for (a) We = 100, (b) We = 180 and (c) We = 400. 
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7.7 Summary  
For the first time the primary breakup of the liquid jet injection has been investigated 
for SHVOF thermal spray. A number of factors have allowed for a high-fidelity 
investigation into the primary breakup for this application. Firstly, the geometry 
modelled has been carefully selected to minimise the computational cost. The 
combustion chamber alone is modelled within this investigation as the primary 
breakup is confined to the combustion chamber alone. This has allowed for a drastic 
reduction in the computational domain modelled and hence the computational cost. 
Secondly, a multiscale modelling approach has been employed as the large-scale 
structures are resolved using the volume of fluid framework and the small scale 
structures are modelled using a discrete particle model framework. This approach 
allows for a significant reduction in the computational cost as the small scale droplet 
structures that require the most computational cost to resolve within the volume of 
fluid framework are modelled at a fraction of the cost within a discrete particle model 
framework. This hybrid approach provides many advantages over the traditional 
standalone multiphase models. The hybrid VOF and DPM approach allows for 
significant reduction in the computational cost over a standalone VOF model. This 
approach offers a considerably higher fidelity than the DPM model currently employed 
within SHVOF thermal spray. A discussion on the meshing strategy employed for this 
hybrid multiscale approach has been provided. This study has identified two modes of 
droplet formation. The first is from ligament formation and detachment from the 
surface of the jet. The second mode is from ejection of large liquid lumps that 
disintegrate into smaller droplets.  
A co-flow of gas around the liquid injection has been introduced within this study to 
correct the backflow seen near the liquid injection within the combustion chamber. 
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Three co-flow velocities are considered of 0 m/s, 200 m/s and 400 m/s corresponding 
to Weber numbers of 100, 180 and 415. The co-flow forces droplets away from 
recirculation zones that exist around the liquid core. It has been suggested that the 
introduction of a co-flow around the injector will aid in reducing clogging within the 
combustion chamber. As shown, the co-flow results in a smaller region of backflow, 
which smaller droplets are able to overcome more readily. Additionally, this study has 
shown that the addition of the co-flow will results in an increase in the droplet velocity 
subsequent to primary breakup. The SMD from primary breakup is compared to 
experimental measurements at the same Weber numbers. The numerical model is 
shown to be in good agreement with the experimental measurements. 
The droplet diameters from primary breakup are obtained within this study. The 
droplet diameter distributions from the primary breakup follow a log normal 
distribution. This modelling approach has allowed for a characterisation of droplets 
produced from primary breakup for the first time within SHVOF thermal spray. This 
high-fidelity approach provides a useful tool to inject more physically representative 
droplet diameter and velocities for pure DPM models. Finally, a correlation between 
the diameter of the droplets produced from primary breakup and the droplet velocity 
is obtained. The correlation presented allows for a useful tool to provide more 
physically representative droplet velocities for pure DPM investigations. The 
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Chapter 8: Conclusion 
8.1 Key Findings  
Chapter 4 has modelled four commercially available suspension high velocity oxy fuel 
thermal spray nozzles to understand the effect of the combustion chamber length, 
barrel length and total length on the gas and suspension dynamics. The understanding 
developed within this study will aid the design of the next generation of SHVOF 
thermal spray nozzles, the key findings from this investigation are summarised as 
follows:  
• It has been shown that the residence time of particles within the flow is 
influenced by the total length of the nozzle. Longer nozzles allow for greater 
residence time of particles within the flow which enhances heat and momentum 
transfer from the gas phase to the suspension.  
• It can also be seen the nozzle length influences the gas velocity magnitude and 
the gas temperature. Shorter nozzles allow for a higher gas velocity and 
temperature which also enhances momentum and heat transfer to the 
suspension accordingly.  
• It is essential for suspension feedstocks to allow sufficient time for 
accelerating, heating and vaporization of the liquid component of the 
suspension to ensure particle impact with the substrate at maximum velocities 
and temperatures.  
• The next generation of nozzles should optimise the length of the nozzle to 
provide the optimum trade-off between the higher velocities delivered from 
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reducing the nozzle length and the longer duration of time the particles spend 
within the flow obtained from increasing the nozzle length.  
Chapter 5 has developed a new thermal spray technology for spraying composite 
coatings. Initially a numerical model for radial injection of suspension outside of the 
nozzle is implemented. The numerical model is compared and validated with 
experimental observations obtained using high speed imaging. The numerical model 
is used to develop a hybrid nozzle for composite coating applications, the key findings 
are outlined as follows:  
• The eddy dissipation model (EDM) previously employed for the combustion 
within the SHVOF thermal spray literature over predicts the combustion 
chamber temperature when compared to the adiabatic flame temperature within 
the combustion chamber by as much as 12.5 %. The over prediction of the 
combustion chamber temperature has been addressed by employing a detailed 
reaction mechanism using the eddy dissipation concept (EDC) model. This 
approach is more computationally expensive however it provides a 
significantly higher accuracy compared with the eddy dissipation model 
previously employed within the modelling literature. This approach provides 
an improvement in the adiabatic flame temperature of 12.5 % when compared 
to the eddy dissipation model.  
• A radial injection of suspension into the free jet is investigated to inform the 
design of a hybrid nozzle. The effect of the suspension mass flow rate, angle 
of injection and the diameter of the injector are investigated to optimise the 
radial injection into the shroud.  
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• It is demonstrated that the suspension flow rate significantly influences the gas 
and particle dynamics. As the suspension flow rate increases the penetration of 
the droplets into the jet, heat loss from the jet and momentum loss from the jet 
increases. Therefore, the optimum flow rate must ensure maximum penetration 
with minimum heat and momentum removal of the jet.  
• The numerical model is compared to experimental measurements of the jet 
trajectory and the breakup point at six different suspension feed rates using 
high speed imaging. The results show satisfactory agreement with the 
experimental measurements. 
• The effect of varying the injection angle into the jet has been investigated. 
Three injection angles are considered, a perpendicular injection, a negative 
angled injection of 15 degrees and a positive angled injection of 15 degrees. It 
is shown that a positive angled injection increases the particle velocities and 
reduces the particle temperatures. A positive injection provides the suspension 
with a velocity component in the same direction as the gas flow. Using a 
negative angled injection increases the particle temperatures and reduces the 
particle velocities. As the injection is angled in the direction opposing the flow, 
the particles must be decelerated and then accelerated in the direction of the 
flow. This allows for an increase in the duration of time particles spend in the 
jet. 
• The effect of the suspension injector diameter is also considered, it is shown 
that reducing the suspension injector diameter increases penetration of the 
liquid jet into the crossflow. Greater penetration of suspension allows for 
greater momentum and heat transfer to the suspension droplets which results 
in an increase in the particle velocities and temperatures respectively. Reducing 
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the injector diameter however makes injectors more prone to clogging. 
Therefore, the minimum injector diameter that does not allow clogging to occur 
should be employed to inject the suspension. Removable injectors within the 
shroud have been employed to allow for the optimum injector diameter for the 
material being sprayed.  
• A hybrid nozzle has been designed within this thesis, which utilises an axial 
injection within the combustion chamber with a shrouding attachment, a 
shrouding gas and a radial injection within the shrouding attachment.  
• The angle of the shrouding attachment has been designed to minimise air 
entrainment from the atmosphere into the jet and maximise the penetration of 
suspension into the jet to improve the deposition of oxygen sensitive materials. 
The expansion angle of the shroud is optimised to minimise air entrainment 
into the shroud which compromises the inert environment within the shroud. It 
is found that at angles larger than 7 degrees air entrains into the shroud. The 
addition of a shrouding gas can allow for larger shrouding angles to be 
employed by delaying the mixing of atmospheric oxygen into the jet. 
Prior numerical models employed within suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal 
spray underpredict the particle temperature by as much as 500 K. Chapter 6 has 
addressed the underprediction of the particle temperature by investigating the effect of 
the Nusselt number correlation used to determine the heat transfer coefficient. The key 
findings of this investigation is outlined as follows: 
• Three Nusselt number correlations which account for different flow effects 
were considered. Particle temperature predictions were compared for an 
incompressible correlation previously employed for this application, a 
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compressible correlation which accounts for Mach number effects and a 
Rarefied correlation that accounts for Knudsen number effects. It has been 
demonstrated that accounting for Mach number and Knudsen number effects 
in the Nusselt number correlation greatly increase particle temperatures by as 
large as 1200 K. This avoids the underprediction seen with the incompressible 
Nusselt number correlations employed for this application.  
• Particle temperatures are compared to experimentally measured values using a 
two colour pyrometry method. It is demonstrated that the incompressible 
correlation significantly underpredicts the fluid heat transfer coefficient at the 
particle surface. The incompressible correlation under predicts the particle 
temperature by an average of 42.9%. It is shown that accounting for Mach and 
Knudsen number effects on the Nusselt number improves temperature 
predictions. The compressible correlation improves the particle temperature 
predictions by an average value of 30.6%. Further still accounting for the 
Knudsen number effects on the Nusselt number produces the best overall 
prediction for the particle temperature. The rarefied  correlation improves the 
particle temperature prediction by an average value of 38.1%. 
• Comparisons of particle velocity measurements obtained from a time-of-flight 
approach to the numerical model have demonstrated a significant over 
prediction at large standoff distances. The difference between the Accuraspray 
measurement and the velocity predicted from the Kavanau correlation is small 
(1.2 %) at a standoff distance of 75 mm. However, at large standoff distances 
the error between the Accuraspray measurement and the numerical prediction 
for the velocity increases. The difference between the experimental and 
numerical values is as large as 40 % at a standoff distance of 150 mm. It is 
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suggested that this over prediction is caused by the under prediction in the 
mixing rate from the RANS models. Scale resolving simulations such as hybrid 
RANS-LES or LES have shown better agreement in the prediction of the 
mixing rate of turbulent jets [191].  
Finally, Chapter 7 has employed a multiscale high-fidelity simulation of the 
combustion chamber to produce the first study investigating the primary breakup 
within SHVOF thermal spray. The key findings are summarised as follows:  
• The geometry modelled within this investigation has been reduced to the 
combustion chamber to allow for a high-fidelity model of the combustion 
chamber. modelling the combustion chamber alone allows for a drastic 
reduction in the computational cost of this approach. 
• The numerical approach consists of a coupled volume of fluid and discrete 
particle model with a scale resolving simulation. The volume of fluid 
framework is employed to resolve the large-scale structures such as the liquid 
core, ligament and droplet formation. The discrete particle model is employed 
to model and track the small-scale droplet structures. This approach offers a 
lower computational cost over the standalone volume of fluid method and a 
significantly higher fidelity over the discrete particle model previously 
employed for this application.  
• Two methods for droplet formation are outlined and these are the formation of 
droplets from ligament detachment off the main jet and the disintegration of 
large liquid lumps ejected off the liquid jet.  
• This framework is employed to investigate the effect of a co-flow of inert gas 
around the liquid injection. The co-flow is introduced to prevent droplets from 
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entering recirculation zones in an attempt to reduce clogging within the 
combustion chamber. The co-flow reduces the backflow region which can 
significantly alter the particle trajectories within the combustion chamber. It is 
shown that the addition of a gas co-flow results in a significant reduction in 
particles trapped within recirculation zones. This is highly likely to reduce 
clogging within the nozzle which currently presents a significant problem.  
• The droplet diameters from primary breakup have been characterised. The 
droplet diameter distributions from the primary breakup follow a log normal 
distribution. The SMD from primary breakup is compared to experimental 
measurements at the same Weber numbers. The comparisons to experimental 
measurements provide confidence in the numerical modelling approach 
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8.2 Contribution to Knowledge 
This thesis has employed the first numerical investigation into a radial injection of 
suspension for suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray. The numerical model 
is compared with experimental measurements obtained using high speed imaging. This 
thesis has demonstrated a sensitivity to the suspension flow rate, angle of injection and 
the injector diameter. Radial injections of suspensions will allow for improved 
deposition of oxygen sensitive materials such as graphene which is showing promising 
results for wear resistant applications.  
A hybrid nozzle has been designed within this thesis for improved deposition of 
composite coatings. The hybrid nozzle combines an axial injection within the 
combustion chamber, physical shroud attachment, a shrouding gas and a radial 
injection within the shroud attachment. The hybrid nozzle has been developed to 
deposit composite coatings. The composite coatings deposited from the hybrid nozzle 
will likely improve composite coatings formed from a constituent material that is 
sensitive to oxygen at high temperatures. The hybrid nozzle is a fundamentally new 
design developed as a part of this thesis. The hybrid nozzle allows for two materials 
of drastically different properties and oxygen sensitivities to be sprayed 
simultaneously.  
This thesis has substantially improved the predictions of the numerical models 
employed to determine the heat transfer coefficient within suspension high velocity 
oxy fuel thermal spray. Three different models to determine the heat transfer 
coefficient for the suspension have been employed. The temperature predictions from 
an incompressible correlation, compressible correlation and a rarefied correlation are 
compared to experimental measurements obtained using a two colour pyrometry 
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method. The latter two correlations are applied for the first time for suspension high 
velocity oxy fuel thermal spray within this thesis. It is shown that significant 
improvements in particle temperature predictions can be obtained by accounting for 
Mach number and Knudsen number effects on the heat transfer coefficient. This thesis 
has shown that Mach number and Knudsen number effects play a significant role in 
the heat transfer to the suspension. 
This first ever high-fidelity multiscale investigation into a SHVOF thermal spray 
combustion chamber has been undertaken. The modelling approach employed can be 
utilised for a range of multiphase combustion applications. The simulation utilised a 
coupled volume of fluid and discrete particle model for the liquid injection into the 
combustion chamber. This modelling approach is able to capture the primary breakup 
of the liquid jet which prior numerical modelling studies have neglected. The geometry 
is carefully chosen to focus computational resources within areas of interest. Within 
this investigation only the combustion chamber is modelled, the outlet condition is 
obtained from a lower fidelity and a lower computational cost approach.  
A framework is developed to utilise high fidelity investigations into the suspension 
high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray combustion chamber to characterise the injection 
which can be used to inform lower fidelity models. From the high-fidelity simulation 
droplet diameter distributions and droplet velocity distributions can be obtained for the 
droplets that are formed from primary breakup. The characterization of droplet 
velocities and droplet diameters can be used to provide more physical injections into 
a pure DPM investigation. Owing to the significant challenges surrounding validating 
numerical models within the combustion chamber the pure DPM investigation can 
provide confidence for the numerical modelling approach. As the particle velocities 
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and temperatures can compared to experimental measurements obtained within the 
free jet using a two-colour pyrometry and time of flight method, respectively.  
This thesis introduces a co-flow around the liquid injection and offers an argument as 
to why this injection method offers a reduction of clogging and waste of suspension 
from the numerical predictions. This injector type offers a significant design change 
to injectors employed within suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray. This 
thesis has developed a correlation between the droplet diameter and the droplet 
velocity produced from the primary breakup of the liquid jet. The correlation is given 
by equation 7.3 and offers a more representative initial condition for a pure discrete 
particle model investigation. 
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8.3 Outline for Future Work  
There is still much to learn about suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray and 
the numerical methods employed can still be further improved. From the current 
understanding developed within this thesis on the nozzle geometry further 
investigations should optimise the nozzle length to maximise the gas velocity and 
temperature whilst also allowing sufficient time for the liquid component to vaporise. 
This should allow for higher particle velocities and temperature upon impacting the 
substrate.  
The combustion reaction employed within this study provides a significant 
improvement in gas temperature predictions however, it is considerably more 
computationally expensive than the global one step reaction previously employed. An 
investigation into the effect of the size of the reaction mechanism on the accuracy of 
the flame temperature with the eddy dissipation concept model may allow for 
reduction in the computational cost [220], [221], [222]. A sensitivity study comparing 
the accuracy against the computational cost will significantly aide numerical studies. 
This will allow for the optimum reaction mechanism size to be employed with the 
multiscale high-fidelity approach. 
The temperature predictions have been significantly improved through the use of more 
physically representative Nusselt number correlations. Currently numerical modelling 
approaches employed only account for the heat transfer between the continuous phase 
and the discrete phase through convection. Further investigation into the effect of heat 
transfer through radiation should be evaluated [223]. It should be considered if the heat 
transfer to particles through radiation is significant. Additionally, the evaporation rate 
for suspension droplets differ to that of pure liquids. A numerical model that accounts 
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for the effect of particles on the evaporation of the liquid within the discrete particle 
model framework should be developed, implementation and validation. This however 
requires an extensive experimental investigation into the breakup and evaporation of 
suspension droplets.  
Numerical models do not include Brownian motion of nanoparticles within the liquid, 
the effect of particle size distributions, particle shape distributions and do not model 
for particle agglomeration which gives rise to a number of different particle structures 
upon impacting the substrate. Development, implementation and validation of a model 
that can account for these effects will significantly improve our understanding of 
suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray and will be very relevant to similar 
areas of engineering such as spray dryers and other suspension thermal spray 
processes.  
Finally, this thesis presents a multiscale high-fidelity approach to modelling the 
combustion chamber within suspension high velocity oxy fuel thermal spray. There is 
significant understanding and development that is required with this numerical 
approach. Within this thesis a water jet is injected into the combustion chamber as the 
breakup of a pure liquid jet is more well understood. To improve the robustness of this 
approach to model a suspension jet, a model that accounts for the effect of particle 
loading on the surface tension of the suspension droplets must be implemented and 
validated. Additionally, fine cells introduce large instabilities due to the source terms 
generated within the discrete particle model. Studies are required to improve the 
robustness of the discrete particle model for fine meshes. Implementing algorithms 
that better distribute source terms will significantly improve numerical stability and 
accuracy of this numerical modelling approach.  
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Appendix II – UDF and UDM Developed for 
Suspension High Velocity Oxy Fuel Thermal Spray 
/******************************************************************* 








 /* if memory for the particle variable titles has not been 
 *allocated yet, do it now */ 
 if (NULLP(user_particle_vars)) Init_User_Particle_Vars(); 
 /* now set the name and label */ 
 strcpy(user_particle_vars[0].name,"volume-fraction-particle"); 





 real Water; 
 real Cr2O3 = 5520; 
 real T = TP_T(tp); 
 if (T <= 385) 
 { 
  Water = 815.88 + 1.5078*T - 0.003*T*T; 
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 } 
 if (T > 373) 
 { 
  Water = 961; 
 } 
 TP_USER_REAL(tp,0) = MIN((TP_COMPONENT_I(tp,1) * TP_MASS(tp) 





  /* get moisture fraction and store them */ 
 real C = MAX(1- TP_USER_REAL(tp,0),DPM_SMALL); 
 real Water; 
 if (T <= 385) 
 { 
  Water = 0.0153 - 0.0000811*T + 0.000000109*T*T; 
 } 
 if (T > 373) 
 { 
  Water = 0.000215; 
 } 
 real mu = Water * (1 + 2.5 * C + 14.1 * C * C); 
 mu = MIN(mu, 1); 
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/*******************************************************************/ 








 cell_t c = TP_CELL(tp); 
 Thread *t = TP_CELL_THREAD(tp); 
 real Cd0, drag_force, func_g, func_h, Ma, mw_mix=0; 
 real mw[MAX_SPE_EQNS], yi[MAX_SPE_EQNS]; 
 int i=0; 
 Material *mix, *sp; 
 /* Set up molecular weight & mass fraction arrays */ 
 mix = THREAD_MATERIAL(t); 
 if (Re < 0.01) 
 { 
  Cd0 = 24.0 / Re; 
 } 
 if (0.01 <= Re < 1.0) 
 { 
  Cd0 = 22.73 / Re + 0.0903 / pow(Re,2) + 3.69; 
 } 
 if (1.0 <= Re < 10.0) 
 { 
  Cd0 = 29.1667 / Re - 3.8889 / pow(Re,2) +1.222; 
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 } 
 if (10.0 <= Re < 100.0) 
 { 
  Cd0 = 46.5 / Re - 116.67 / pow(Re,2) +0.6167; 
 } 
 else if (Re >= 100.0) 
 { 




 mw[i] = MATERIAL_PROP(sp,PROP_mwi); 
 yi[i] = C_YI(c,t,i); 
 mw_mix += yi[i] / mw[i]; /* value is inverse of MW */  
 } 
 real Td = TP_T(tp); 
 real Tc = C_T(c, t); 
 real Cp = C_CP(c,t); 
 U = sqrt(C_U(c,t) * C_U(c,t) + C_V(c,t) * C_V(c,t) + C_W(c,t) * C_W(c,t)); 
 func_g = (1 + 12.278 * Re + 0.548 * pow(Re,2)) / (1 + 11.278 * Re); 
 R = UNIVERSAL_GAS_CONSTANT * mw_mix; 
 real gamma = Cp / (Cp - R); 
 Ma = U / sqrt(gamma * R * Tc); 
 func_h = (5.6 / (1 + Ma)) + 1.7 * pow(Td / Tc, 0.50); 
 real Cd = 2 + (Cd0 -2) * exp(-3.07 * sqrt(gamma) * func_g * Ma / Re) + 
(func_h / (Ma * sqrt(gamma))) * exp(- Re / (2 * Ma)); 
 drag_force = 18 * Cd * Re / 24; 
 return drag_force; 
 }  
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/*******************************************************************/ 








   int ns; 
   Material *sp; 
   real dens_total = 0.0;     /* total vapor density*/ 
   real P_total = 0.0;      /* vapor pressure */ 
   int nc = TP_N_COMPONENTS(tp);   /* number of particle components */ 
   Thread *t0 = TP_CELL_THREAD(tp);   /* thread where the particle is in*/ 
   Material *gas_mix = THREAD_MATERIAL(DPM_THREAD(t0, tp)); /* gas 
mixture 
   material */ 
   Material *cond_mix = TP_MATERIAL(tp); /* particle mixture material*/ 
   cphase_state_t *c = &(tp->cphase[0]); /* cell information of particle location*/ 
   real molwt[MAX_SPE_EQNS]; /* molecular weight of gas species */ 
   real Tp = TP_T(tp);   /* particle temperature */ 
   real mp = TP_MASS(tp);   /* particle mass */ 
   real molwt_bulk = 0.;  /* average molecular weight in bulk gas */ 
   real Dp = DPM_DIAM_FROM_VOL(mp / TP_RHO(tp)); /* particle diameter */ 
   real Ap = DPM_AREA(Dp);      /* particle surface */ 
   real Pr = c->sHeat * c->mu / c->tCond;   /* Prandtl number */ 
   real gamma = Cp / (Cp - R); 
   real Ma = U / sqrt(gamma * R * c->temp); 
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   real Nu_0 = 2.0 + 0.6 * sqrt(tp->Re) * pow(Pr, 1./3.); /* incompressible Nusselt 
number */ 
   real Nu = Nu_0 / (1 + 3.42 * Nu_0 * Ma /(tp->Re *Pr)); /* Kavanau Nusselt number 
*/ 
   real h = Nu * c->tCond / Dp;     /* Heat transfer coefficient*/ 
   real dh_dt = h * (c->temp - Tp) * Ap;  /* heat source term*/ 
   dydt[0] += dh_dt / (mp * Cp); 
   dzdt->energy -= dh_dt; 
   mixture_species_loop(gas_mix,sp,ns) 
   { 
      molwt[ns] = MATERIAL_PROP(sp,PROP_mwi); /* molecular weight of gas 
         species */ 
    molwt_bulk += c->yi[ns] / molwt[ns]; /* average molecular weight */ 
   } 
 /* prevent division by zero */ 
 molwt_bulk = MAX(molwt_bulk,DPM_SMALL); 
 for (ns = 0; ns < nc; ns++) 
   { 
      int gas_index = TP_COMPONENT_INDEX_I(tp,ns);  /* gas species index of 
       vaporization */ 
  if(gas_index >= 0) 
    { 
       /* condensed material */ 
       Material * cond_c = MIXTURE_COMPONENT(cond_mix, ns); 
       /* vaporization temperature */ 
       real vap_temp = MATERIAL_PROP(cond_c,PROP_vap_temp); 
       /* diffusion coefficient */ 
       real D = DPM_BINARY_DIFFUSIVITY(tp,cond_c,TP_T(tp)); 
       /* Schmidt number */ 
       real Sc = c->mu / (c->rho * D); 
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       /* mass transfer coefficient */ 
       real k = (2. + 0.6 * sqrt(tp->Re) * pow(Sc, 1./3.)) * D / Dp; 
       /* bulk gas concentration (ideal gas) */ 
       real cvap_bulk = c->pressure / UNIVERSAL_GAS_CONSTANT / c->temp 
       * c->yi[gas_index] / molwt_bulk / solver_par.molWeight[gas_index]; 
       /* vaporization rate */ 
       real vap_rate = k * molwt[gas_index] * Ap 
       * (cvap_surf[ns] - cvap_bulk); 
       /* no vaporization below vaporization temperature, no condensation */ 
       if (Tp < vap_temp || vap_rate < 0.0) 
         vap_rate = 0.; 
 
       dydt[1+ns] -= vap_rate;    
       dzdt->species[gas_index] += vap_rate; 
       /* dT/dt = dh/dt / (m Cp)*/ 
       dydt[0] -= hvap[gas_index] * vap_rate / (mp * Cp); 
       /* gas enthalpy source term */ 
       dzdt->energy += hgas[gas_index] * vap_rate; 
 
       P_total += cvap_surf[ns]; 
       dens_total += cvap_surf[ns] * molwt[gas_index]; 
      } 
   } 
   /* multicomponent boiling */ 
   P_total *= Z * UNIVERSAL_GAS_CONSTANT * Tp; 
   if (P_total > c->pressure && dydt[0] > 0.) 
     { 
        real h_boil = dydt[0] * mp * Cp; 
        /* keep particle temperature constant */ 
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        dydt[0] = 0.; 
        for (ns = 0; ns < nc; ns++) 
          { 
             int gas_index = TP_COMPONENT_INDEX_I(tp,ns); 
             if (gas_index >= 0) 
               { 
                  real boil_rate = h_boil / hvap[gas_index] * cvap_surf[ns] * 
                     molwt[gas_index] / dens_total; 
                  /* particle component mass source term */ 
                  dydt[1+ns] -= boil_rate; 
                  /* fluid species source */ 
                  dzdt->species[gas_index] += boil_rate; 
                  /* fluid energy source */ 
                  dzdt->energy += hgas[gas_index] * boil_rate; 
               } 
          } 
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Appendix III – Time Varying Accuraspray 
Measurements  
 
Ensemble average inflight velocity and temperature a stand-off distance of 75mm. 
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Ensemble average inflight velocity and temperature a stand-off distance of 125 mm. 
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